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Syllabus

Transforming continuous time linear systems (linear differential equations) to state
space form. Existence and uniqueness of solutions to linear systems. Time domain
solution of state space equations and connections with stability. Connections be-
tween state space and transfer functions. Controllability and observability properties
and their interpretation. Kalman decomposition. Minimum energy control. State
feedback control design via pole placement. State observer design. Separation prin-
ciple. Output feedback control design. Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) and its
interpretation. Riccati equations.

Learning outcomes:

• Familiarization with state space representation as a modelling formalism of
differential equations.

• Linearization of nonlinear differential equations.

• Derivation of the zero input and zero state solution of linear systems;
computation of the state transition matrix.

• Understand the implications of the solution form to the stability of the system.
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• Understand connections between state space equations and transfer functions.

• Analyze structural linear system properties: controllability and observability.

• Derivation of minimum energy control laws.

• Design state feedback controllers via pole placement.

• Design linear state observers.

• Understand the separation principle to perform output feedback control.

• Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) control design.

Lecture notes

These lecture notes are provided as handouts; they can also be found on WebLearn.

Any comments or corrections shall be sent to kostas.margellos@eng.ox.ac.uk

Recommended text

• F Callier & C Desoer Linear System Theory Springer Science, 1991.

• J Lygeros & F Ramponi Lecture Notes on Linear System Theory ETH Zurich,
2013.

Other reading

• K Astrom & R Murray Feedback Systems: An Introduction for Scientists and
Engineers Princeton U.P., 2008.

• J Hespanha Linear Systems Princeton U.P., 2009.

The course follows the recommended texts which, however, provide a more general
treatment of the theory targeting at a graduate level. It should be acknowledged
that the exposition and worked out examples in these notes have been inspired
significantly, and follow in parts the handouts of the course “Signal and System
Theory II”, taught by Prof. John Lygeros at ETH Zurich. Special thanks to Licio
Romao for proof-reading an earlier version of these notes and for providing several
constructive comments.
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5 Introduction to linear systems and state space form

1 Introduction to linear systems and state space form

Optimal control involves regulating and improving – as far as a particular perfor-
mance criterion is concerned – the behaviour of a given plant. To this end, we
typically exploit information from sensors (measurements) to design intelligent ac-
tuator commands. To achieve this a model of the underlying plant needs to be
developed, which is then employed for control design purposes. Such a model cap-
tures the physics governing the behaviour of the plant, e.g., equations of motion for
ground or aerial vehicles, Kirchhoff’s current and voltage laws for electric circuits,
etc. High fidelity models, which usually involve non-linear differential equations,
capture accurately the physical description and evolution of the system, however,
impose difficulties when it comes to designing controllers. We thus very often ab-
stract the behaviour of such systems to simpler ones, facilitating the control design
procedure. In these notes we will first consider linear systems in continuous time
as a modelling abstraction of the actual plant dynamics, and then provide optimal
control methodologies to regulate their behaviour.

In this realm, the main objectives of the notes are as follows.

1. Linear systems (Chapters 1–4): We aim at introducing linear systems and
analyze them in a rigorous mathematical manner in the time domain. As such,
our analysis complements traditional control design methodologies based on
transfer functions, that are typically performed in the frequency domain. In
particular, we will represent linear systems in the so called state-space form,
which comprises a linear ordinary differential equation and an algebraic output
equation, and we will answer existence and uniqueness questions for solutions
to these equations. We will show how to construct solutions to a certain
class of linear systems in closed form, and study their properties as far as
stability is concerned. We will also analyze structural properties that pertain
their behaviour, termed controllability and observability. Such properties allow
us to decide whether it is possible to design controllers to steer the system
trajectories to a desired location of the space, and whether it is possible to
infer their initial condition by inspecting/measuring the output of the system.

2. Optimal control (Chapters 5–8): We will build on the linear systems analysis to
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design controllers for such systems. We will introduce different design method-
ologies that are optimal with respect to a given criterion. In particular, we will
discuss minimum energy controllers that are open loop, however, correspond
to the minimum effort controller to steer the system to a given location. We
will then move to feedback controllers, and provide a systematic way of de-
signing the feedback control gains so that we achieve a prescribed closed loop
performance. Finally, we will focus on designing feedback controllers while
optimizing a certain criterion. We will pose this as a general optimal control
problem and characterize its solution.

Beyond their importance in engineering and optimal control, linear systems have
particularly appealing properties from a mathematical point of view. Understanding
their behaviour requires a wide range of mathematical tools from linear algebra and
analysis, however, they are simple enough to derive their properties in closed form,
and as such serve as an introduction to mathematical proofs and formal logic. To
render the notes self-contained, we provide a condensed summary of selected topics
from linear algebra and analysis in Chapter 9 .

Basic notation: We will be using R and C to denote the set of real and complex
numbers, respectively. We denote by Rn the set of n-dimensional vectors, and by
Rm×n (Cm×n) the set of m×n matrices with real (complex) entries (for arbitrary m
and n)?. We will use t ∈ R for the continuous time variable. By f(·) : Rn → Rm

we denote a function that takes as input a vector in Rn and returns a vector in Rm.

1.1 Modelling examples

We first consider a couple of examples and detail their physical description. Our
analysis will be entirely in continuous time.

1.1.1 Pendulum motion

Consider the pendulum illustrated in Figure 1, i.e., a mass m is hanging from a
weightless spring with length l. Initially the pendulum creates an angle with the

?It should be noted that we will assume throughout that all linear spaces involved are finite dimensional;
a more general treatment involving infinite dimensional spaces (spaces of functions) is outside the scope
of these notes.
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vertical axis and has some angular velocity. If it is released from its initial position
this angle will change as a function of time; we will denote it by θ(t).

mg
<latexit sha1_base64="PgWayGG5qF3pSCANhcfb1Q8nMBM=">AAAB6XicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqexWQY9FLx6r2A9ol5JNs21okl2SrFCW/gMvHhTx6j/y5r8xbfegrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAQ31vO+UWFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx61TJxqypo0FrHuhMQwwRVrWm4F6ySaERkK1g7HtzO//cS04bF6tJOEBZIMFY84JdZJD3LYL1e8qjcHXiV+TiqQo9Evf/UGMU0lU5YKYkzX9xIbZERbTgWblnqpYQmhYzJkXUcVkcwE2fzSKT5zygBHsXalLJ6rvycyIo2ZyNB1SmJHZtmbif953dRG10HGVZJapuhiUZQKbGM8exsPuGbUiokjhGrubsV0RDSh1oVTciH4yy+vklat6l9Ua/eXlfpNHkcRTuAUzsGHK6jDHTSgCRQieIZXeENj9ILe0ceitYDymWP4A/T5A5hXjWY=</latexit>

✓(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="GxEn9bl3iZHt3X2CcnYPOfxwkFw=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eFoMQL2E3CnoMevEYwTwkWcLspDcZMjO7zPQKIeQrvHhQxKuf482/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7wkRwg5737eTW1jc2t/LbhZ3dvf2D4uFR08SpZtBgsYh1O6QGBFfQQI4C2okGKkMBrXB0O/NbT6ANj9UDjhMIJB0oHnFG0UqPXRwC0jKe94olr+LN4a4SPyMlkqHeK351+zFLJShkghrT8b0EgwnVyJmAaaGbGkgoG9EBdCxVVIIJJvODp+6ZVfpuFGtbCt25+ntiQqUxYxnaTklxaJa9mfif10kxug4mXCUpgmKLRVEqXIzd2fdun2tgKMaWUKa5vdVlQ6opQ5tRwYbgL7+8SprVin9Rqd5flmo3WRx5ckJOSZn45IrUyB2pkwZhRJJn8kreHO28OO/Ox6I152Qzx+QPnM8fRuGQDw==</latexit> l

<latexit sha1_base64="0C8sfUJYbrjC43r1LRBZ8OgM3fg=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoMeiF48t2FpoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoreNUMWyxWMSqE1CNgktsGW4EdhKFNAoEPgTj25n/8IRK81jem0mCfkSHkoecUWOlpuiXK27VnYOsEi8nFcjR6Je/eoOYpRFKwwTVuuu5ifEzqgxnAqelXqoxoWxMh9i1VNIItZ/ND52SM6sMSBgrW9KQufp7IqOR1pMosJ0RNSO97M3E/7xuasJrP+MySQ1KtlgUpoKYmMy+JgOukBkxsYQyxe2thI2ooszYbEo2BG/55VXSrlW9i2qteVmp3+RxFOEETuEcPLiCOtxBA1rAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9FacPKZY/gD5/MH1VeM9A==</latexit>

Figure 1: Pendulum with mass m.

We would like to describe the physics that govern the motion of the pendulum,
or in other words the evolution of θ(t). To this end, note that the pendulum
performs a rotational motion with θ̇(t) being its angular, and lθ̇(t) its linear velocity.
The pendulum mass experiences its weight mg, as well as a friction force dlθ̇(t)
(proportional to the linear velocity) with direction opposing its motion, with d being
the friction dissipation constant. By Newton’s law of motion we have that

mlθ̈(t) = −dlθ̇(t)−mg sin θ(t),

where θ̈(t) is the angular acceleration, and mg sin(θ(t)) denotes the gravity force
component along the direction of motion. This is a second order ordinary differential
equation (ODE) with respect to θ(t). We assume that we can only measure the
angular position of the pendulum, hence have access to a measurement equation

y(t) = θ(t).

For every time instance t the motion of the pendulum is captured by its angular
position and velocity; we can thus set

x(t) =
x1(t)
x2(t)

 =
θ(t)
θ̇(t)

 ∈ R2,
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and notice that ẋ1(t) = θ̇(t) = x2(t) and ẋ2(t) = − d
mx2(t) − g

l sin x1(t). Under
these variable assignments, we are able to represent the second order ODE and the
measurement equation more compactly as

ẋ(t) =
ẋ1(t)
ẋ2(t)

 =
 x2(t)
− d
mx2(t)− g

l sin x1(t)

 ,

y(t) =
[
1 0

] x1(t)
x2(t)

 =
[
1 0

]
x(t).

Notice that the first equation is now a first order ODE but for a “lifted” system that
involves a two-dimensional vector x(t), while the output equation is an algebraic
equation that involves multiplying x(t) with a matrix (row vector in this case) that
“selects” the component that can be measured.

The ODE together with the algebraic equation capture the behaviour of the pendu-
lum as they model the underlying physics (ODE) and encode the information that
is available to us by means of measurements (algebraic equation). In the consid-
ered example this is a nonlinear system due to the presence of the trigonometric
function, and it is also unforced/autonomous, as no external force is applied to the
pendulum.

1.1.2 Electric circuit

Consider the electric circuit of Figure 2, that involves a resistance R in series with
an inductor L and a capacitor C. An external voltage u(t) is applied to the system.
We would like to determine an ODE that captures the behaviour of the voltage
vC(t) across the capacitor and the current iL(t) along the inductor. We assume
that both vC(t) and iL(t) can be measured.

The voltage across the inductor is given by vL(t) = LdiL(t)
dt , while the current across

the inductor equals the current across the capacitor, leading to iL(t) = C dvC(t)
dt .

Therefore, the voltage across the inductor is given by vL(t) = LC d2vC(t)
dt2 . Denoting

by vR(t) = RiL(t) the voltage across the resistance (iL(t) flows through R), by
Kirchhoff’s voltage law we have that

vL(t) + vR(t) + vC(t) = u(t) ⇒ LC
d2vC(t)
dt2

+RC
dvC(t)
dt

+ vC(t) = u(t).
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R
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L
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C
<latexit sha1_base64="re76Zkt0iSC9uIARbCEdpPGTKdg=">AAAB6HicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHbRRI9ELh4hkUcCGzI79MLI7OxmZtaEEL7AiweN8eonefNvHGAPClbSSaWqO91dQSK4Nq777eQ2Nre2d/K7hb39g8Oj4vFJS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj2txvP6HSPJYPZpKgH9Gh5CFn1FipUesXS27ZXYCsEy8jJchQ7xe/eoOYpRFKwwTVuuu5ifGnVBnOBM4KvVRjQtmYDrFrqaQRan+6OHRGLqwyIGGsbElDFurviSmNtJ5Ege2MqBnpVW8u/ud1UxPe+lMuk9SgZMtFYSqIicn8azLgCpkRE0soU9zeStiIKsqMzaZgQ/BWX14nrUrZuypXGtel6l0WRx7O4BwuwYMbqMI91KEJDBCe4RXenEfnxXl3PpatOSebOYU/cD5/AJczjMs=</latexit>

u(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="cPJZct/fiiCTOExS7CXvgUegSxM=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkpSBT0WvXisYGuhDWWz3bRLN5uwOxFK6V/w4kERr/4hb/4bN20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFR28SpZrzFYhnrTkANl0LxFgqUvJNoTqNA8sdgfJv5j09cGxGrB5wk3I/oUIlQMIqZlFbxvF+uuDV3DrJKvJxUIEezX/7qDWKWRlwhk9SYrucm6E+pRsEkn5V6qeEJZWM65F1LFY248afzW2fkzCoDEsbalkIyV39PTGlkzCQKbGdEcWSWvUz8z+umGF77U6GSFLlii0VhKgnGJHucDITmDOXEEsq0sLcSNqKaMrTxlGwI3vLLq6Rdr3kXtfr9ZaVxk8dRhBM4hSp4cAUNuIMmtIDBCJ7hFd6cyHlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx9+go3g</latexit>
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iL(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="6idzyFxqARWk+s0uoiSRjJ/ch2w=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tDoMQm3CngpZBGwuLCOYDkiPsbfaSNXu7x+6cEEL+g42FIrb+Hzv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeWEiuEHP+3ZyK6tr6xv5zcLW9s7uXnH/oGFUqimrUyWUboXEMMElqyNHwVqJZiQOBWuGw5up33xi2nAlH3CUsCAmfckjTglaqcG7d2U87RZLXsWbwV0mfkZKkKHWLX51eoqmMZNIBTGm7XsJBmOikVPBJoVOalhC6JD0WdtSSWJmgvHs2ol7YpWeGyltS6I7U39PjElszCgObWdMcGAWvan4n9dOMboKxlwmKTJJ54uiVLio3Onrbo9rRlGMLCFUc3urSwdEE4o2oIINwV98eZk0zir+eeXs/qJUvc7iyMMRHEMZfLiEKtxCDepA4RGe4RXeHOW8OO/Ox7w152Qzh/AHzucPvHGOkw==</latexit>

Figure 2: RLC circuit with external input voltage u(t).

This is a second order ordinary differential equation (ODE) with respect to vC(t).
We assume that we can measure both the voltage across C and the current across
L, hence we have access to a measurement equation

y(t) =
vC(t)
iL(t)

 .

The fact that we can measure both vC(t) and iL(t) – notice that both these quan-
tities are related to the system’s energy – suggests setting

x(t) =
x1(t)
x2(t)

 =
vC(t)
iL(t)

 ∈ R2.

Moreover, vL(t) = −vR(t) − vC(t) + u(t) ⇒ LdiL(t)
dt = −RiL(t) − vC(t) + u(t).

Using this fact, under our choice for x(t) we have that

iL(t) = C
dvC(t)
dt

⇒ ẋ1(t) = 1
C
x2(t),

L
diL(t)
dt

= −RiL(t)− vC(t) + u(t) ⇒ ẋ2(t) = − 1
L
x1(t)−

R

L
x2(t) + 1

L
u(t).

Under these variable assignments, we are able to represent the second order ODE
and the measurement equation as

ẋ(t) =
ẋ1(t)
ẋ2(t)

 =
 0 1

C

− 1
L −

R
L

x(t) +
0

1
L

u(t),

y(t) =
vC(t)
iL(t)

 =
1 0
0 1

x(t) +
0
0

u(t).

Similarly to the pendulum example, we have transformed a second order ODE
to a first order one but for a “lifted” system. Moreover, the resulting ODE and
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the algebraic equation capture the behaviour of the capacitor’s voltage and the
inductor’s current (ODE), and indicate the quantities we can measure (algebraic
equation). However, in contrast to the pendulum’s compact description, the one
obtained here is linear with respect to x(t) (and u(t)), and is not autonomous due
to the presence of the external input u(t).

1.2 State space representation

The two preceding examples illustrate that despite the differences between the
underlying physical system (pendulum vs. electric circuit), we are able to capture
the system’s behaviour by means of a similar mathematical representation. To make
this precise we denote by u(t) ∈ Rm the input and by y(t) ∈ Rp the output of a
given system, while we refer to x(t) ∈ Rn as the state of the system.

We say that a nonlinear, time-varying system is in state space form if it can
be represented by

ẋ(t) = f(x(t), u(t), t),
y(t) = h(x(t), u(t), t),

where f and h are nonlinear functions of x(t), u(t) and (possibly) the time t.
We refer to the dimension of the state n as the order of the system.

The function f is often referred to as dynamics or vector field. The interpretation
of u(t) and y(t) is straightforward: they capture the actuation commands and
the sensor measurements, respectively. The role of the state x(t), however, might
be less obvious. It should be thought of as an “internal” vector, whose elements
correspond to physical quantities that change over time, hence their evolution is
described by means of ODEs. With reference to the pendulum example, we may
not be able to access all these variables in the output of the system, but possibly
only a subset of them. In that case, y(t) contains some of the elements of x(t).

If it happens that the vector field f does not depend explicitly on time, we say
that the system is time-invariant. If in addition, it depends neither on t, nor on
u(t), we say that the system is autonomous. The pendulum example involved a
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nonlinear, autonomous system. If the vector field f and the output function h are
linear with respect to x(t) and u(t), then we say that the underlying system is
linear. In particular we consider the following two classes of linear systems.

Linear, time-varying systems:

ẋ(t) = A(t)x(t) +B(t)u(t),
y(t) = C(t)x(t) +D(t)u(t),

where A(t), B(t), C(t), D(t), are matrices whose entries may depend on time.

Linear, time-invariant systems (LTI):

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t),
y(t) = Cx(t) +Du(t),

where matrices A,B,C,D, are independent of time.

The electric circuit example involved an LTI system. It was non-autonomous, due to
the presence of the external input u(t). For illustration purposes, a block diagram
of an LTI system is shown in Figure 3.

y(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="91GELvzX3+ZjKrm8RCfHFBwN75o=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkpSBT0WvXisYGuhDWWz3bRLdzdhdyOE0L/gxYMiXv1D3vw3btoctPXBwOO9GWbmBTFn2rjut1NaW9/Y3CpvV3Z29/YPqodHXR0litAOiXikegHWlDNJO4YZTnuxolgEnD4G09vcf3yiSrNIPpg0pr7AY8lCRrDJpbRuzofVmttw50CrxCtIDQq0h9WvwSgiiaDSEI617ntubPwMK8MIp7PKINE0xmSKx7RvqcSCaj+b3zpDZ1YZoTBStqRBc/X3RIaF1qkIbKfAZqKXvVz8z+snJrz2MybjxFBJFovChCMTofxxNGKKEsNTSzBRzN6KyAQrTIyNp2JD8JZfXiXdZsO7aDTvL2utmyKOMpzAKdTBgytowR20oQMEJvAMr/DmCOfFeXc+Fq0lp5g5hj9wPn8AhJ6N5A==</latexit>

+
<latexit sha1_base64="HFb7vPGXWshKfdtTiumEDK16me0=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGE3CnoMevGYgHlAsoTZSW8yZnZ2mZkVQsgXePGgiFc/yZt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3BYng2rjut5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHTR2nimGDxSJW7YBqFFxiw3AjsJ0opFEgsBWM7mZ+6wmV5rF8MOME/YgOJA85o8ZK9YteseSW3TnIKvEyUoIMtV7xq9uPWRqhNExQrTuemxh/QpXhTOC00E01JpSN6AA7lkoaofYn80On5MwqfRLGypY0ZK7+npjQSOtxFNjOiJqhXvZm4n9eJzXhjT/hMkkNSrZYFKaCmJjMviZ9rpAZMbaEMsXtrYQNqaLM2GwKNgRv+eVV0qyUvctypX5Vqt5mceThBE7hHDy4hircQw0awADhGV7hzXl0Xpx352PRmnOymWP4A+fzB3LTjLM=</latexit>

+
<latexit sha1_base64="HFb7vPGXWshKfdtTiumEDK16me0=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGE3CnoMevGYgHlAsoTZSW8yZnZ2mZkVQsgXePGgiFc/yZt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3BYng2rjut5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHTR2nimGDxSJW7YBqFFxiw3AjsJ0opFEgsBWM7mZ+6wmV5rF8MOME/YgOJA85o8ZK9YteseSW3TnIKvEyUoIMtV7xq9uPWRqhNExQrTuemxh/QpXhTOC00E01JpSN6AA7lkoaofYn80On5MwqfRLGypY0ZK7+npjQSOtxFNjOiJqhXvZm4n9eJzXhjT/hMkkNSrZYFKaCmJjMviZ9rpAZMbaEMsXtrYQNqaLM2GwKNgRv+eVV0qyUvctypX5Vqt5mceThBE7hHDy4hircQw0awADhGV7hzXl0Xpx352PRmnOymWP4A+fzB3LTjLM=</latexit>

u(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="cPJZct/fiiCTOExS7CXvgUegSxM=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkpSBT0WvXisYGuhDWWz3bRLN5uwOxFK6V/w4kERr/4hb/4bN20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFR28SpZrzFYhnrTkANl0LxFgqUvJNoTqNA8sdgfJv5j09cGxGrB5wk3I/oUIlQMIqZlFbxvF+uuDV3DrJKvJxUIEezX/7qDWKWRlwhk9SYrucm6E+pRsEkn5V6qeEJZWM65F1LFY248afzW2fkzCoDEsbalkIyV39PTGlkzCQKbGdEcWSWvUz8z+umGF77U6GSFLlii0VhKgnGJHucDITmDOXEEsq0sLcSNqKaMrTxlGwI3vLLq6Rdr3kXtfr9ZaVxk8dRhBM4hSp4cAUNuIMmtIDBCJ7hFd6cyHlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx9+go3g</latexit>

Z

<latexit sha1_base64="5YKVstUnDY713XB7LeyZEQqcyBI=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV9Fj04rGC/YA2lM120y7d3YTdiVBC/4IXD4p49Q9589+YtDlo64OBx3szzMwLYiksuu63s7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo7bNkoM4y0Wych0A2q5FJq3UKDk3dhwqgLJO8HkLvc7T9xYEelHnMbcV3SkRSgYxVzqC42DStWtuXOQVeIVpAoFmoPKV38YsURxjUxSa3ueG6OfUoOCST4r9xPLY8omdMR7GdVUceun81tn5DxThiSMTFYayVz9PZFSZe1UBVmnoji2y14u/uf1Egxv/FToOEGu2WJRmEiCEckfJ0NhOEM5zQhlRmS3EjamhjLM4ilnIXjLL6+Sdr3mXdbqD1fVxm0RRwlO4QwuwINraMA9NKEFDMbwDK/w5ijnxXl3Phata04xcwJ/4Hz+ACP2jk0=</latexit>

+
<latexit sha1_base64="HFb7vPGXWshKfdtTiumEDK16me0=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGE3CnoMevGYgHlAsoTZSW8yZnZ2mZkVQsgXePGgiFc/yZt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3BYng2rjut5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHTR2nimGDxSJW7YBqFFxiw3AjsJ0opFEgsBWM7mZ+6wmV5rF8MOME/YgOJA85o8ZK9YteseSW3TnIKvEyUoIMtV7xq9uPWRqhNExQrTuemxh/QpXhTOC00E01JpSN6AA7lkoaofYn80On5MwqfRLGypY0ZK7+npjQSOtxFNjOiJqhXvZm4n9eJzXhjT/hMkkNSrZYFKaCmJjMviZ9rpAZMbaEMsXtrYQNqaLM2GwKNgRv+eVV0qyUvctypX5Vqt5mceThBE7hHDy4hircQw0awADhGV7hzXl0Xpx352PRmnOymWP4A+fzB3LTjLM=</latexit>

+
<latexit sha1_base64="HFb7vPGXWshKfdtTiumEDK16me0=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGE3CnoMevGYgHlAsoTZSW8yZnZ2mZkVQsgXePGgiFc/yZt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3BYng2rjut5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHTR2nimGDxSJW7YBqFFxiw3AjsJ0opFEgsBWM7mZ+6wmV5rF8MOME/YgOJA85o8ZK9YteseSW3TnIKvEyUoIMtV7xq9uPWRqhNExQrTuemxh/QpXhTOC00E01JpSN6AA7lkoaofYn80On5MwqfRLGypY0ZK7+npjQSOtxFNjOiJqhXvZm4n9eJzXhjT/hMkkNSrZYFKaCmJjMviZ9rpAZMbaEMsXtrYQNqaLM2GwKNgRv+eVV0qyUvctypX5Vqt5mceThBE7hHDy4hircQw0awADhGV7hzXl0Xpx352PRmnOymWP4A+fzB3LTjLM=</latexit>

x(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="0/c74ZxaxbQ/fx+9aT5avb8EXX0=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BItQL2W3CnosevFYwX5Au5Rsmm1Dk+ySzIpl6V/w4kERr/4hb/4bs+0etPXBwOO9GWbmBbHgBlz32ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjtokSTVmLRiLS3YAYJrhiLeAgWDfWjMhAsE4wuc38ziPThkfqAaYx8yUZKR5ySiCTnqpwPihX3Jo7B14lXk4qKEdzUP7qDyOaSKaACmJMz3Nj8FOigVPBZqV+YlhM6ISMWM9SRSQzfjq/dYbPrDLEYaRtKcBz9fdESqQxUxnYTklgbJa9TPzP6yUQXvspV3ECTNHFojARGCKcPY6HXDMKYmoJoZrbWzEdE00o2HhKNgRv+eVV0q7XvIta/f6y0rjJ4yiiE3SKqshDV6iB7lATtRBFY/SMXtGbI50X5935WLQWnHzmGP2B8/kDgxeN4w==</latexit>

ẋ(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="+juy2ldVNUoDaD3yBcUf8EfoiTE=">AAAB8XicbVBNTwIxFHyLX4hfqEcvjcQEL2QXTfRI9OIREwEjbEi3FGjodjftWyPZ8C+8eNAYr/4bb/4bC+xBwUmaTGbepO9NEEth0HW/ndzK6tr6Rn6zsLW9s7tX3D9omijRjDdYJCN9H1DDpVC8gQIlv481p2EgeSsYXU/91iPXRkTqDscx90M6UKIvGEUrPXR6EaZPkzKedoslt+LOQJaJl5ESZKh3i182zJKQK2SSGtP23Bj9lGoUTPJJoZMYHlM2ogPetlTRkBs/nW08ISdW6ZF+pO1TSGbq70RKQ2PGYWAnQ4pDs+hNxf+8doL9Sz8VKk6QKzb/qJ9IghGZnk96QnOGcmwJZVrYXQkbUk0Z2pIKtgRv8eRl0qxWvLNK9fa8VLvK6sjDERxDGTy4gBrcQB0awEDBM7zCm2OcF+fd+ZiP5pwscwh/4Hz+AGRbkLo=</latexit>

A
<latexit sha1_base64="45d1yBRyuohMlTapPsxO6pw3DHE=">AAAB73icbVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHbRRI+oF4+YyCOBDZkdGpgwO7vO9BrJhp/w4kFjvPo73vwbB9iDgpV0UqnqTndXEEth0HW/ndzK6tr6Rn6zsLW9s7tX3D9omCjRHOo8kpFuBcyAFArqKFBCK9bAwkBCMxjdTP3mI2gjInWP4xj8kA2U6AvO0EqtDsITpleTbrHklt0Z6DLxMlIiGWrd4lenF/EkBIVcMmPanhujnzKNgkuYFDqJgZjxERtA21LFQjB+Ort3Qk+s0qP9SNtSSGfq74mUhcaMw8B2hgyHZtGbiv957QT7l34qVJwgKD5f1E8kxYhOn6c9oYGjHFvCuBb2VsqHTDOONqKCDcFbfHmZNCpl76xcuTsvVa+zOPLkiByTU+KRC1Ilt6RG6oQTSZ7JK3lzHpwX5935mLfmnGzmkPyB8/kDVHeQKA==</latexit>

B
<latexit sha1_base64="mbUbk0qCqdhenaZ68hDRP0/je4E=">AAAB73icbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHbRRI8ELx4xkUcCGzI7DDBhdnad6TWSDT/hxYPGePV3vPk3DrAHBSvppFLVne6uIJbCoOt+O7m19Y3Nrfx2YWd3b/+geHjUNFGiGW+wSEa6HVDDpVC8gQIlb8ea0zCQvBWMb2Z+65FrIyJ1j5OY+yEdKjEQjKKV2l3kT5jWpr1iyS27c5BV4mWkBBnqveJXtx+xJOQKmaTGdDw3Rj+lGgWTfFroJobHlI3pkHcsVTTkxk/n907JmVX6ZBBpWwrJXP09kdLQmEkY2M6Q4sgsezPxP6+T4ODaT4WKE+SKLRYNEkkwIrPnSV9ozlBOLKFMC3srYSOqKUMbUcGG4C2/vEqalbJ3Ua7cXZaqtSyOPJzAKZyDB1dQhVuoQwMYSHiGV3hzHpwX5935WLTmnGzmGP7A+fwBVfyQKQ==</latexit>

C
<latexit sha1_base64="ip3qj/q69+gJ0kxhZz5TBeGPSaU=">AAAB73icbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHbRRI9ELh4xkUcCGzI7DDBhdnad6TWSDT/hxYPGePV3vPk3DrAHBSvppFLVne6uIJbCoOt+O7m19Y3Nrfx2YWd3b/+geHjUNFGiGW+wSEa6HVDDpVC8gQIlb8ea0zCQvBWMazO/9ci1EZG6x0nM/ZAOlRgIRtFK7S7yJ0xr016x5JbdOcgq8TJSggz1XvGr249YEnKFTFJjOp4bo59SjYJJPi10E8NjysZ0yDuWKhpy46fze6fkzCp9Moi0LYVkrv6eSGlozCQMbGdIcWSWvZn4n9dJcHDtp0LFCXLFFosGiSQYkdnzpC80ZygnllCmhb2VsBHVlKGNqGBD8JZfXiXNStm7KFfuLkvVmyyOPJzAKZyDB1dQhVuoQwMYSHiGV3hzHpwX5935WLTmnGzmGP7A+fwBV4GQKg==</latexit>

D
<latexit sha1_base64="qINkEiLyNBOtWdnfj7DjIhdMxrI=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexGQY9BPXiMYB6QLGF20kmGzM6uM71iWPITXjwo4tXf8ebfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dQSyFQdf9dnIrq2vrG/nNwtb2zu5ecf+gYaJEc6jzSEa6FTADUiioo0AJrVgDCwMJzWB0PfWbj6CNiNQ9jmPwQzZQoi84Qyu1OghPmN5MusWSW3ZnoMvEy0iJZKh1i1+dXsSTEBRyyYxpe26Mfso0Ci5hUugkBmLGR2wAbUsVC8H46ezeCT2xSo/2I21LIZ2pvydSFhozDgPbGTIcmkVvKv7ntRPsX/qpUHGCoPh8UT+RFCM6fZ72hAaOcmwJ41rYWykfMs042ogKNgRv8eVl0qiUvbNy5e68VL3K4siTI3JMTolHLkiV3JIaqRNOJHkmr+TNeXBenHfnY96ac7KZQ/IHzucPWQaQKw==</latexit>

Figure 3: Block diagram of an LTI system.

Deriving the state space form from the physical description of a system requires
experience. To make this process more systematic, we provide a sequence of steps
that could provide further insight.
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1. Determine the input variables u(t). This could include external forces for
mechanical systems or voltage/current sources for electrical ones.

2. Determine the output variables y(t). To this end, consider sensor output
signals that we can measure.

3. Select the state variables x(t). These are typically variables that:

• Capture the past and together with inputs give information about the
future evolution of the system, namely, ẋ(t).

• For mechanical systems these are typically position and velocity compo-
nents, while for electrical systems these contain voltages and currents.

• The state variables are often related to storing energy.

4. Describe the physical evolution of the system (ODE) ẋ(t) = f(x(t), u(t), t).
This involves taking derivatives of the state variables and exploiting physi-
cal laws, like Newton’s laws for mechanical systems, and Kirchhoff’s laws for
electrical ones.

5. Specify the output equation y(t) = h(x(t), u(t), t). This refers to determining
the quantities we can measure: either a subset of the state variables, or some
of the inputs, or a combination of them.

Not all systems can be written in state space form. As an example, consider a
system with delay, with output equation given by y(t) = u(t− td) where td denotes
the delay. To determine the output of the system at time instances after t we need
information about the entire input history over the time interval (t − td, t] rather
than a pointwise estimate. In other words, the output function h would need to
admit as input a functional rather than a vector; such systems are called infinite
dimensional.

1.3 Linearization

Often the vector field f of the underlying physical system is nonlinear, as with
the pendulum example. Designing controllers for nonlinear systems is in general
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a difficult task; here we will do so for linear systems only. To this end, we will
abstract/approximate such nonlinear systems with linear ones.

To this end, consider a nonlinear vector field

f(x(t), u(t)) =


f1(x(t), u(t))

...
fn(x(t), u(t))

 ,

where fi is assumed to be differentiable and for simplicity we have assumed that it
does not depend on time explicitly. Further assume that we have access to a nominal
state-input trajectory (x?(·), u?(·)) such that ẋ?(t) = f(x?(t), u?(t)); notice that
this entails a state and an input as functions of time and not just a point. Access to
such a trajectory could result from the application of an optimal, albeit open loop
controller. Consider the following perturbations around this nominal trajectory

x(t) = x?(t) + xp(t) and u(t) = u?(t) + up(t).

We suppose that these perturbations are small enough, and we will employ up(t) to
ensure that x(t) remains close to the nominal trajectory x?(t) (i.e., xp(t) remains
small). In particular, we will show that ẋp(t) is (approximately) a linear function of
xp(t) and up(t), i.e., the perturbations form a linear system.

To achieve this, by the Taylor series expansion around (x?(t), u?(t)) we have that

ẋ(t) = f(x(t), u(t)) = f(x?(t) + xp(t), u?(t) + up(t))
= f(x?(t), u?(t))

+ ∂f

∂x
(x?(t), u?(t)) xp(t) + ∂f

∂u
(x?(t), u?(t)) up(t) + higher order terms.

Neglecting the higher order terms as the perturbations have been assumed to be
small enough, and since ẋ?(t) = f(x?(t), u?(t)), we have that

ẋ(t)− ẋ?(t) ≈ ∂f

∂x
(x?(t), u?(t)) xp(t) + ∂f

∂u
(x?(t), u?(t)) up(t),

⇔ ẋp(t) ≈
∂f

∂x
(x?(t), u?(t)) xp(t) + ∂f

∂u
(x?(t), u?(t)) up(t),

where we used the fact that ẋp(t) = ẋ(t)− ẋ?(t), and since f is a vector, the partial
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derivatives with respect to x and u are matrices given by

∂f

∂x
(x?(t), u?(t)) =


∂f1
∂x1

(x?(t), u?(t)) . . . ∂f1
∂xn

(x?(t), u?(t))
... . . . ...

∂fn
∂x1

(x?(t), u?(t)) . . . ∂fn
∂xn

(x?(t), u?(t))

 ∈ Rn×n,

∂f

∂u
(x?(t), u?(t)) =


∂f1
∂u1

(x?(t), u?(t)) . . . ∂f1
∂um

(x?(t), u?(t))
... . . . ...

∂fn
∂u1

(x?(t), u?(t)) . . . ∂fn
∂um

(x?(t), u?(t))

 ∈ Rn×m.

The resulting perturbation dynamics form a linear time-varying system, as summa-
rized below.

Fact 1 (Linearization). Consider the nonlinear system ẋ(t) = f(x(t), u(t)),
where x(t) ∈ Rn, u(t) ∈ Rm, and the functions comprising f are differentiable.
The linearization of that system around a nominal trajectory (x?(·), u?(·)) is
given by the linear, time-varying system

ẋp(t) = A(t)xp(t) +B(t)up(t),

where A(t) = ∂f
∂x(x?(t), u?(t)) ∈ Rn×n and B(t) = ∂f

∂u(x?(t), u?(t)) ∈ Rn×m.
If we are given a nominal operating point rather than a trajectory, i.e., (x?, u?),
then the linearization around this point is given by the LTI system

ẋp(t) = Axp(t) +Bup(t),

where A = ∂f
∂x(x?, u?) ∈ Rn×n and B = ∂f

∂u(x?, u?) ∈ Rn×m have now time
independent entries.

The linearization implies that locally, in the vicinity of a nominal trajectory or point,
the nonlinear system can be approximated by a linear one.

Ò Example 1. Consider the state space representation of the pendulum in
Figure 1. Linearize the system around the nominal operating points (notice
that this is an autonomous system so no input appears)

x? =
0
0

 and x? =
π
0

 .
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Solution: By the state space representation of the pendulum we obtain that

f(x) =
f1(x)
f2(x)

 =
 x2

− d
mx2 − g

l sin x1

 .
The linearization of the system around a nominal operating point x? = [x?1 x?2]>

is given by ẋp(t) = A xp(t) (there are no inputs so no B matrix computation),
where

A =
 ∂f1
∂x1

(x?) ∂f1
∂x2

(x?)
∂f2
∂x1

(x?) ∂f2
∂x2

(x?)

 =
 0 1
−g

l cosx?1 − d
m

 .
It turns out that the linearized system depends only on x?1; for the two different
values of x?1 according to the operating points we obtain

x?1 = 0 ⇒ A =
 0 1
−g

l −
d
m

 and x?1 = π ⇒ A =
0 1
g
l −

d
m

 .
Since the only nonlinearity in this case was the trigonometric function sin x1,
the outcome of the linearization could have been anticipated by performing a
small angle approximation.

1.4 Summary

This chapter introduced the so called state space modelling formalism. In particular,
we discussed and illustrated by means of examples the following three main state
space descriptions, where x(t) ∈ Rn denotes the state, u(t) ∈ Rm the input, and
y(t) ∈ Rp the output of the system.

1. Nonlinear, time-varying systems:

ẋ(t) = f(x(t), u(t), t),
y(t) = h(x(t), u(t), t),

where f and h are nonlinear functions of x(t), u(t) and (possibly) the time.
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2. Linear, time-varying systems:

ẋ(t) = A(t)x(t) +B(t)u(t),
y(t) = C(t)x(t) +D(t)u(t),

where A(t), B(t), C(t), D(t), are matrices whose entries may depend on time.

3. Linear, time-invariant systems (LTI):

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t),
y(t) = Cx(t) +Du(t),

where matrices A,B,C,D, are independent of time.

We have also detailed a procedure called linearization (see Fact 1) that allows
approximating locally the behaviour of the system around a nominal trajectory
(x?(·), u?(·)) by a time-varying linear system. If rather than a nominal trajectory
we have an operating point (x?, u?), then linearization yields a time-invariant linear
system.
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2 Solutions of linear time invariant systems

Consider the state space description of an LTI system

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t), (2.1)
y(t) = Cx(t) +Du(t), (2.2)

where x(t) ∈ Rn is the state, u(t) ∈ Rm is the input and y(t) ∈ Rp is its output.
Given an input trajectory u(·) as a function of time, we are interested in determining
a state solution x(·) : R→ Rn that satisfies (in a sense that would be made precise
in the sequel) the ODE in (2.1) and an output solution y(·) : R→ Rp from (2.2).
To perform so, given u(·) as a function of time, and an initial condition (t0, x0)
(time-state pair), we need to answer the following questions:

1. Do there always exist solutions of the LTI system for every initial condition?

2. If a solution exists, is it unique?

In this chapter we address these questions and show that LTI systems admit a
unique state and output solution. Moreover, we will show how these solutions can
be computed in closed form.

2.1 Existence and uniqueness of solutions

To address the existence and uniqueness questions, we first focus on a more abstract
description of dynamic equations that are possibly nonlinear and are governed by
the following ODE:

ẋ(t) = f(x(t), u(t), t),

where f is a function of the state x(t), the input u(t), and may also depend
explicitly on the time variable t. Given f , an input trajectory u(·) and an initial
condition (t0, x0), we say that x(·) is a state solution to the ODE if the following
two conditions are satisfied

x(t0) = x0,

ẋ(t) = f(x(t), u(t), t), for all t ∈ R.
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Notice that we need to check that both the initial condition and the dynamic
equation encoded by f to infer that a given x(·) constitutes a state solution of the
ODE. However, for arbitrary choices of f and u(·) a solution does not always exist,
and if it exists it is not necessarily unique. To get insight about potential issues,
consider the following examples that refer to two autonomous systems.

Ò Example 2 (No solutions for some initial conditions). Consider the ODE

ẋ(t) = −sgn(x(t)) =
 −1 if x(t) ≥ 0;

1 if x(t) < 0.

Consider the initial condition (t0, x0) = (0, 0). The systems starts at t = 0
and ẋ(0) = −1; however, by the time x(t) becomes infinitesimally negative,
ẋ(t) becomes positive, bringing it back to zero state. One may be tempted to
say that x(t) = 0 for all t. However, such a candidate solution satisfies the
initial condition, but leads to ẋ(t) = 0; clearly this is different from ẋ(t) = −1
which is the ODE branch that includes the case x(t) = 0. In fact, the system
is performing an infinite number of transitions in “zero” time, and the solution
is thus undefined for all t > 0. Such chattering systems are called Zeno.

Ò Example 3 (Infinite number of solutions). Consider the ODE given by
ẋ(t) = 3x(t)2/3, and an initial condition given by (t0, x0) = (0, 0). For a ≥ 0,
consider the following candidate solution

x(t) =
 (t− a)3 if t ≥ a;

0 if t < a.

Note that since a ≥ t0 = 0, the initial condition x(0) = 0 is always satisfied.
Moreover, if t < a, x(t) = 0 for all t is a (trivial) solution of the ODE.
Consider now the case where t ≥ a, and notice that

ẋ(t) = 3(t− a)2 = 3x(t)2/3,

where the last equality follows from the definition of x(t) for t ≥ a. Therefore
the candidate x(t) is a solution of the given ODE. However, this is the case
for any a ≥ 0, hence an infinite number of solutions exist.
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The first example highlights the necessity of f to depend continuously on x(t),
while the second one shows that continuity is not sufficient as the function tends
to have infinite slope as x(t) tends to zero. Cases like this can be excluded by
introducing a Lipschitz continuity (see Definition 11 in the Appendix) requirement
on the dependency of f with respect to x(t). The following theorem summarizes
the conditions under which we can guarantee existence and uniqueness of solutions
to ODEs.

Theorem 1 (Existence & uniqueness of solutions to ODEs). Let ẋ(t) =
f(x(t), u(t), t), and assume that

1. The input u(·) and f are continuous functions with respect to time t.

2. f is Lipschitz continuous with respect to its first argument x(t).

We then have that for all initial conditions (t0, x0), there exists a unique
continuous function x(·) : R→ Rn such that

x(t0) = x0,

ẋ(t) = f(x(t), u(t), t), for all t ∈ R.

Notice that u being a continuous function of time is rarely the case in practice. In
particular, several optimal controllers are “bang-bang”, i.e., they involve switching
between their extreme values. Therefore, it would have been more realistic if u(·)
(and f) are piecewise continuous as functions of time. This would imply that a set
of discontinuity points may exist, however, we could still claim the existence and
uniqueness conclusions of the theorem? if we further assume that i) within every
finite interval of time the number of discontinuity points is finite, ii) left and right
limits at discontinuity points are well defined, and iii) the value of u and f is taken
to be the one of the right limit. The only difference is that the (unique) solution
should satisfy ẋ(t) = f(x(t), u(t), t), for all t except from the finite number of
discontinuity points, i.e., almost everywhere.

?Note that even if we impose a piecewise continuity assumption this would only be a sufficient condition
for existence and uniqueness of solutions. A more relaxed condition would be to consider u and f to be
Lebesgue measurable functions of time, however, such developments would require results from measure
theory and are outside the scope of these notes.
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We will hereafter assume that the input trajectory u(·) is “well-behaved”, i.e., it is
either a continuous function of time, or a piecewise continuous one (based on the
discussion above). We are now ready to return back to the LTI system in (2.1)-(2.2)
and show that it admits a unique state x(·) and a unique output solution y(·).

Theorem 2 (Existence & uniqueness of solutions to LTI systems). The LTI
system

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t),
y(t) = Cx(t) +Du(t),

admits a unique continuous state x(·) and output solution y(·).
Proof: To show that the given LTI system admits a unique continuous state
solution x(·), it suffices to invoke Theorem 1, and show that f(x(t), u(t), t) =
Ax(t) +Bu(t) is Lipschitz continuous with respect to x(t). By the Lipschitz
continuity definition, considering two different states x and x̂ (we drop the
dependence on t for simplicity) we have that

‖(Ax+Bu)− (Ax̂+Bu)‖2 = ‖A(x− x̂)‖2 = (x− x̂)>A>A(x− x̂),

where the last step follows from the definition of the Euclidean norm. By Fact
16 in the Appendix, we have that A>A � λmax(A>A) I, where

√
λmax(A>A)

is the maximum singular value of A. By the definition of a positive semidefinite
matrix this implies that

(x− x̂)>A>A(x− x̂) ≤ (x− x̂)>λmax(A>A) I(x− x̂)
= λmax(A>A)(x− x̂)>(x− x̂)
= λmax(A>A)‖x− x̂‖2.

Overall, we have shown that (taking square root in both sides)

‖(Ax+Bu)− (Ax̂+Bu)‖ ≤
√
λmax(A>A)‖x− x̂‖,

which implies that Ax(t)+Bu(t) is Lipschitz continuous with respect to x(t),
with Lipschitz constant L =

√
λmax(A>A), the maximum singular value of A.

The fact that the output solution y(·) is unique and continuous follows directly
from the fact that the output equation is a linear function of x(·), hence a
unique continuous state solution implies a unique continuous output one.
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2.2 Characterization of solutions

Theorem 2 shows that the LTI system in (2.1)-(2.2) admits a unique continuous
state and output solution. Here, we provide a closed form characterization of these
solutions starting at (t0, x0), where for simplicity we consider from now on t0 = 0,
and verify that they indeed satisfy (2.1)-(2.2).

In particular, the state and output solutions are given by

x(t) =

zero input transition︷ ︸︸ ︷
Φ(t)x0 +

zero state transition︷ ︸︸ ︷∫ t
0

Φ(t− τ)Bu(τ)dτ

y(t) = CΦ(t)x0︸ ︷︷ ︸
zero input response

+
∫ t

0
CΦ(t− τ)Bu(τ)dτ +Du(t),︸ ︷︷ ︸

zero state response

where Φ(t) ∈ Rn×n is called the state transition matrix (will be defined below).
Notice that once x(t) is computed, then y(t) is directly calculated by means of
y(t) = Cx(t) +Du(t). The state solution consists of two parts:

• Zero input transition: This is the state solution if the system was autonomous,
i.e., if u(t) = 0 for all t. Notice that this is a linear function of the initial state
x0. It also justifies the term state transition matrix for Φ(t), as given x0,
Φ(t)x0 dictates the state at time t.

• Zero state transition: This is a convolution integral, and it is a linear function
of the input u(t). To see this, consider the superposition principle of linearity
(see Definition 9 in the Appendix), and notice that for a1, a2 ∈ R and inputs
u1, u2, we have that∫ t

0
Φ(t− τ)B(a1u1(τ) + a2u2(τ))dτ

= a1
∫ t

0
Φ(t− τ)Bu1(τ)dτ + a2

∫ t
0

Φ(t− τ)Bu2(τ)dτ.

This was anticipated as the integrand is a linear function of u, and the integral
is the continuous analogue of summation.
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Similar comments pertain to the output solution y(t) (the system’s response) which
comprises two terms, namely, the zero input response and the zero state response.

The state transition matrix is defined below and exhibits certain useful properties.

Fact 2 (State transition matrix and properties). The state transition matrix
is defined as a matrix exponential, i.e., by the Taylor series expansion

Φ(t) = eAt = I + At+ A2t2

2! + . . .+ Aktk

k! + . . .

It satisfies the following properties:

1. Φ(0) = I.

2. d
dtΦ(t) = AΦ(t).

3. It is invertible and its inverse is Φ(−t), i.e., Φ(t)Φ(−t) = Φ(−t)Φ(t) = I.

4. Φ(t1 + t2) = Φ(t1)Φ(t2) for any t1, t2 ∈ R.

Note that calculating the integral or the derivative of a matrix exponential involves
calculating the integral or the derivative of every entry of the matrix involved.
However, eAt is not equal to a matrix where each of the entries is raised to the
exponent; we discuss ways to compute it in the next section. Moreover, note that
for arbitrary matrices A and B, we have that

e(A+B)t 6= eAteBt,

except if A and B commute, i.e., if AB = BA (see Fact 14 in the Appendix).

We are now ready to show that x(t) = Φ(t)x0 + ∫ t
0 Φ(t− τ)Bu(τ)dτ is indeed the

(unique) state solution of the LTI system. The fact that y(t) = CΦ(t)x0+∫ t
0 CΦ(t−

τ)Bu(τ)dτ+Du(t) is the output solution follows then from y(t) = Cx(t)+Du(t).
By means of Theorem 2, these solutions will also have to be a unique.

Proof that x(t) = Φ(t)x0 +
∫ t

0
Φ(t − τ)Bu(τ)dτ is a state solution. We have

assumed that u(·) is “well-behaved” and we have shown in Theorem 2 that Ax(t)+
Bu(t) is Lipschitz continuous with respect to x(t). Therefore, to show that the
candidate expression for x(t) is indeed a solution, it suffices to show that it satisfies
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the initial condition and the ODE:

1. Initial condition satisfaction:

x(0) = Φ(0)x0 +
∫ 0

0
Φ(0− τ)Bu(τ)dτ = I x0 = x0,

where the second equality is due to the fact that Φ(0) = I from Fact 2, and
the fact that the integral vanishes as the integration limits are the same.

2. ODE satisfaction: We will show that the candidate x(t) satisfies ẋ(t) =
Ax(t) + Bu(t) for all t. To this end, since the integral in the expression
of x(t) involves t both at the integration limits and at the integrand, we will
employ Leibniz rule below for differentiating integrals:

d

dt

∫ g2(t)

g1(t)
p(t, τ)dτ

= p(t, g2(t))
d

dt
g2(t)− p(t, g1(t))

d

dt
g1(t) +

∫ g2(t)

g1(t)

∂

∂t
p(t, τ)dτ.

Setting g1(t) = 0, g2(t) = t and p(t, τ) = Φ(t− τ)Bu(τ), we obtain that

ẋ(t) = d

dt
Φ(t)x0

+ Φ(t− t)Bu(t)
�
�
�
�7
1

d

dt
t − Φ(t− 0)Bu(0)

�
�
�
�7
0

d

dt
0 +

∫ t
0

d

dt
Φ(t− τ)Bu(τ)dτ,

where given the cancellations shown above and the first two properties of Fact
2 (notice that by the chain rule d

dtΦ(t− τ) = AΦ(t− τ)), we have that

ẋ(t) = AΦ(t)x0 +Bu(t) + A
∫ t

0
Φ(t− τ)Bu(τ)dτ

= A(Φ(t)x0 +
∫ t

0
Φ(t− τ)Bu(τ)dτ) +Bu(t)

= Ax(t) +Bu(t),

thus concluding the proof.

Ò Example 4 (Solution of an RC circuit). Consider the RC circuit in the
figure below, where u(t) is the input voltage. Derive the unit step response of
the system if the output is taken to be the voltage across the capacitor.
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Solution: The system is described by

• Current that flows through the capacitor: iC(t) = C dvC(t)
dt .

• Kirchhoff’s voltage law: u(t) = RiC(t) + vC(t).

Substituting the first equation in the second one, we obtain
d

dt
vC(t) = − 1

RC
vC(t) + 1

RC
u(t)

y(t) = vC(t),

where the second equation corresponds to the output of the system. Take the
state to be x(t) = vC(t), i.e., the voltage across the capacitor, and denote
the initial condition by x0 = vC(0). The physical description corresponds then
to an LTI system; however, all quantities are scalar, so with reference to the
general LTI system description,

A = − 1
RC

, B = 1
RC

, C = 1, D = 0, [all scalars].

Matrix C should not be confused with the capacitance symbol. The state
transition matrix (also scalar) is thus given by Φ(t) = eAt = e−

t
RC . For a unit

step response we have u(t) = 1 for all t ≥ 0. Hence, the step response of the
system (coincides in this case with the state solution as C = 1) is given by

y(t) = x(t) = e−
t
RCx0 +

∫ t
0
e−

t−τ
RC

1
RC

u(τ)dτ

= e−
t
RCx0 +

∫ t
0
e−

t−τ
RC

1
RC

dτ, [u(τ) = 1 for all τ ≥ 0]

= e−
t
RCx0 + (1− e− t

RC ).

If u(t) = 0 (capacitor C discharging over R), verify that this solution could
be obtained by the solving the first order ODE from first principles.
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2.3 Computation of the state transition matrix

To determine the state and output solutions the state transition matrix Φ(t) needs
to be computed. In the previous example this was straightforward as all quantities
were scalars; in general this is more difficult as its definition involves an infinite
Taylor series expansion of the matrix exponential. In the sequel we show how this
can be performed systematically for diagonalizable and non-diagonalizable matrices.

2.3.1 Diagonalizable matrices

A matrix is called diagonalizable if its eigenvectors are linearly independent (see
Definition 6 in the Appendix). If a matrix A is diagonalizable, it can be decomposed
as (see also Fact 15 in the Appendix)

A = WΛW−1,

where W is a matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors of A (invertible since the
eigenvectors are linearly independent), and Λ is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal
entries correspond to the eigenvalues of A. For diagonalizable matrices the state
transition matrix can be computed in an efficient way that does not involve infinite
series.

Fact 3 (State transition matrix for diagonalizable matrices). Consider an LTI
system with A ∈ Rn×n being diagonalizable, admitting a decomposition A =
WΛW−1. Its state transition matrix is given by

Φ(t) = eAt = WeΛtW−1,

where eΛt =



eλ1t 0 . . . 0
0 eλ2t . . . 0
... ... . . . ...
0 0 . . . eλnt


, with λi being the i-th eigenvalue of A.

Proof: We first show that for an arbitrary integer k, Ak = WΛkW−1. We
show this by means of induction:

1. Base case (k = 0): We have that WΛ0W−1 = WW−1 = I = A0, hence
the base case is trivially satisfied.
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2. Induction hypothesis: Assume the statement holds true for an arbitrary
k, i.e., Ak = WΛkW−1.

3. Show the claim for the (k + 1)-th case: By the induction hypothesis we
have that Ak = WΛkW−1. Hence,

Ak+1 = AkA = WΛk
���

��:I
W−1W ΛW−1 = WΛk+1W−1.

We will now show that eAt = WeΛtW−1. By the Taylor series expansion of
the matrix exponential we have that

eAt = I + At+ A2t2

2! + . . .+ Aktk

k! + . . .

= WW−1 +WΛtW−1 +W
Λ2t2

2! W−1 + . . .W
Λktk

k! W−1 + . . .

= W
(
I + Λt+ Λ2t2

2! + . . .+ Λktk

k! + . . .
)
W−1

= WeΛtW−1,

where in the second equality we used the fact that Ak = WΛkW−1 and that
tk is a scalar so it can be moved inside the triple matrix product. The last
equality is due to the fact that term in the parenthesis is the Taylor series
expansion of eΛt.

We illustrate this fact by means of the following example.

Ò Example 5. Consider the LTI system corresponding to the RLC circuit
of Figure 2 with R = 3, L = 1 and C = 0.5. Compute the system’s state
transition matrix.

Solution: Under the given numerical values we have that A =
 0 2
−1 −3

.

Computing the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of A we obtain λ1 = −1 and
λ2 = −2, and

w1 =
 2
−1

 and w2 =
 1
−1

 ⇒ W =
 2 1
−1 −1

 .
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Notice that the eigenvectors are linearly independent (W is invertible) hence
A is diagonalizable. The state transition matrix can be then computed by

Φ(t) = eAt = WeΛtW−1

=
 2 1
−1 −1


e−t 0

0 e−2t


 1 1
−1 −2



=
2e−t − e−2t 2e−t − 2e−2t

−e−t + e−2t −e−t + 2e−2t

 .
Notice that the matrix exponential eAt is different from the matrix that would
emanate if the entries of A are raised to the exponent.

2.3.2 Non-diagonalizable matrices with particular structure

In this section we consider LTI systems with a matrix A ∈ Rn×n which is not
necessarily diagonalizable. In particular, we have that (see also Section 9.1.4)

n distinct eigenvalues ⇒ A diagonalizable
⇐⇒ A non-diagonalizable ⇒ not all eigenvalues are distinct.

The difficulty, however, with non-diagonalizable (or else defective) matrices stems
not from the fact that their eigenvalues are not distinct, but from the fact that the
number of linearly independent eigenvectors is also strictly smaller than n, hence
the matrix of eigenvectors W is no longer invertible. We denote the number of
linearly independent eigenvectors by k < n. We define the algebraic multiplicity of
an eigenvalue as the number of times it appears in the spectrum of A, while we
define its geometric multiplicity as the number of linearly independent eigenvectors
corresponding to this eigenvalue. For non-diagonalizable matrices, the geometric
multiplicity of some eigenvalue is strictly less than its algebraic one.

Ò Example 6. Consider the matrices

A1 =


λ 1 0
0 λ 1
0 0 λ

 , A2 =


λ 1 0
0 λ 0
0 0 λ

 , A3 =


λ 0 0
0 λ 0
0 0 λ

 ,
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where λ is real. Which of these matrices are diagonalizable? For each case
compute the algebraic and geometric eigenvalue multiplicity.

Solution: By a direct computation (the eigenvalues are the diagonal entries)
it follows that all three matrices have λ1 = λ2 = λ3 = λ as a repeated
eigenvalue with algebraic multiplicity equal to 3. The linearly independent
eigenvectors of each matrix are given by

1. A1 has geometric multiplicity 1 ⇒


1
0
0

.

2. A2 has geometric multiplicity 2 ⇒


1
0
0

,


0
0
1

.

3. A3 has geometric multiplicity 3 ⇒


1
0
0

,


0
1
0

,


0
0
1

.

Therefore, A3 is a diagonalizable matrix (its algebraic and geometric multi-
plicities coincide), while A1 and A2 are non-diagonalizable. Note that A3 is
diagonalizable, despite the fact that all its eigenvalues are equal. This shows
that the reverse implication of the statement in the beginning of this section
does not hold.

We show that for a particular class of non-diagonalizable matrices the state transi-
tion matrix can still be computed efficiently. We first illustrate this by means of a
couple of examples.

Ò Example 7. Consider an LTI system with

A =
0 3
0 0

 .
Compute the state transition matrix Φ(t) = eAt.
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Solution: Note first that A is non-diagonalizable; it has a repeated eigenvalue
at 0 (algebraic multiplicity = 2), and one linearly independent eigenvector
[1 0]> (geometric multiplicity = 1). Notice that Ak = 0 for all k ≥ 2. By the
definition of Φ(t) by means of the Taylor series expansion we have that

Φ(t) = eAt = I + At+ A2t2

2! + . . .+ Aktk

k! + . . .

= I + At =
1 3t
0 1

 .

Matrices such that Ak = 0 for some integer k are called nilpotent. For such
matrices it becomes easy to compute the matrix exponential, as the infinite series
is truncated after a certain term.

Ò Example 8. Consider an LTI system with

A =
2 3
0 2

 .
Compute the state transition matrix Φ(t) = eAt.

Solution: Note first that A is non-diagonalizable; it has a repeated eigenvalue
at 2 (algebraic multiplicity = 2), and one linearly independent eigenvector
[1 0]> (geometric multiplicity = 1). Notice that A can be decomposed as the
sum of an identity (modulo a proportionality constant) and a nilpotent matrix,
namely,

A = A1 + A2 =
2 0
0 2

 +
0 3
0 0

 .

However, as computed in the previous example eA2t =
1 3t
0 1

, while

eA1t =
e2t 0

0 e2t

 ,
since A1 is diagonal and the exponential of a diagonal matrix is a matrix whose
entries include the diagonal terms raised to the exponent.
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Notice now that A1 and A2 commute, i.e., A1A2 = A2A1. Therefore,

Φ(t) = eAt = e(A1+A2)t = eA1teA2t

=
e2t 0

0 e2t


1 3t
0 1

 =
e2t 3te2t

0 e2t

 .

The preceding example illustrates that even if a matrix is not nilpotent it is some-
times still possible to compute the state transition matrix efficiently if we can de-
compose it as the sum of an identity matrix (modulo a proportionality constant)
and a nilpotent one. It turns out that this decomposition is more general.

Fact 4 (Sum of nilpotent and identity matrices). Consider an LTI system with
A = λ I + N , where λ is a real scalar, N is a Nilpotent matrix, and I is an
identity matrix of appropriate dimension. The state transition matrix is given
by

Φ(t) = eAt = eλIteNt,

where eλIt is a diagonal matrix with its diagonal entries being equal to eλt.

Note that Example 8 involved a repeated eigenvalue with algebraic multiplicity of
2, and resulted in a state transition matrix containing a term proportional to t.
For matrices of the same structure but higher dimension, one would expect terms
t, t2, . . . , tr−1, where r denotes the algebraic multiplicity of the repeated eigenvalue.

2.3.3 Non-diagonalizable matrices with generic structure

Here we consider generic non-diagonalizable matrices, that do not necessarily exhibit
the structure of Fact 4. Since there are only k < n linearly independent eigenvectors,
we define a procedure to append to them n − k additional (linearly independent)
vectors so that we create an invertible matrix. The resulting family of vectors is
termed generalized eigenvectors.
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Procedure to construct generalized eigenvectors.
For i = 1, . . . , k take wi (the i-th linearly independent eigenvector of A), and
repeat the following steps:

1. Set w1
i = wi, and let λ be the eigenvalue corresponding to wi.

2. For j = 1, . . . , µi construct vectors recursively by

(λI − A)wj+1
i = wj

i ,

where µi is such that there is no other vector w with (λI − A)w = wµi
i

that is linearly independent with {w1
i , w

2
i , . . . , w

µi
i }.

Output of the procedure: A set of µi generalized eigenvectors
{w1

i , w
2
i , . . . , w

µi
i } for each i = 1, . . . , k.

It can be shown that the generalized eigenvectors constructed above are linearly
independent. Moreover, since w1

i is an eigenvector of A, we have that Aw1
i =

λw1
i ⇔ (λI − A)w1

i = 0. By the recursive construction of the generalized
eigenvectors one can show that? (λI − A)jwj

i = 0 for all j = 1, . . . , µi.

Since we have k < n linearly independent eigenvectors the main steps of the pro-
cedure outlined above are repeated for each of those. Each time we get in return a
different set of generalized eigenvectors (possibly also with a different cardinality);
stacking the k vector families as blocks next to each other we obtain

T =
[
w1

1, w
2
1, . . . , w

µ1
1 , w

1
2, w

2
2, . . . , w

µ2
2 , . . . . . . , w

1
k, w

2
k, . . . , w

µk
k

]
.

The number of generalized eigenvector blocks corresponding to the same eigenvalue
is equal to the geometric multiplicity of that eigenvalue. It can be shown that T
is an invertible matrix with ∑k

i=1 µi = n, containing the constructed generalized
eigenvectors as its columns.

?Although outside the scope of these notes, based on this property one can show that the subspace
spanned by the generalized eigenvectors exhibits an invariance property under the mapping A, i.e., if
(λI−A)jx = 0 then (λI−A)jAx = 0; hence, the particular procedure to construct generalized eigenvectors
not only guarantees that they are linearly independent but has also certain geometric implications.
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Ò Example 9. Consider the non-diagonalizable matrices A1 and A2 of
Example 6. For each case compute the generalized eigenvectors matrix.

Solution:
Generalized eigenvectors for A1: We have k = 1 linearly independent
eigenvectors so we only have to run the main steps of the generalized eigen-
vectors procedure once. To this end, set w1

1 = [1 0 0]> and notice that this
corresponds to an eigenvalue λ. We have that

(λI − A)w2
1 = w1

1 ⇒ w2
1 =


0
1
0

 , and (λI − A)w3
1 = w2

1 ⇒ w3
1 =


0
0
1

 .

We thus have µ1 = 3 and after the second iteration we can no longer find
a linearly independent eigenvector. Hence, the generalized eigenvectors are
given by T =

[
w1

1 w2
1 w3

1

]
and comprises of one block with three vectors.

Generalized eigenvectors for A2: We have k = 2 linearly independent
eigenvectors so we have to repeat the main steps of the generalized eigenvec-
tors procedure twice. To this end, in the first run set w1

1 = [1 0 0]> and notice
that it corresponds to an eigenvalue λ. We have that

(λI − A)w2
1 = w1

1 ⇒ w2
1 =


0
1
0

 ,

while after this the first procedure run terminates with µ1 = 2 as we cannot
find another linearly independent vector w such that (λI − A2)w = w2

1. To

see this, notice that this results in the system of equations


0 1 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

w =


0
1
0


which does not admit a solution.
In the second run set w1

2 = [0 0 1]> (the second linearly independent eigen-
vector of A2) and notice that it also corresponds to an eigenvalue λ. As we
cannot find another linearly independent vector w with (λI −A2)w = w1

2 the
procedure terminates with µ2 = 1.
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Hence, the generalized eigenvectors matrix is given by T =
[
w1

1 w2
1 w1

2

]
and

comprises of two blocks, with two and one vectors, respectively.

Fact 5 (State transition matrix for non-diagonalizable matrices – Jordan
canonical form). Consider an LTI system with a possibly non-diagonalizable
matrix A that has k linearly independent eigenvectors. A can be written in
the so called Jordan canonical form A = TJT−1, where T is a matrix whose
columns are the generalized eigenvectors, and

J =



J1 0 . . . 0
0 J2 . . . 0
... ... . . . ...
0 0 . . . Jk


∈ Cn×n, where Ji =



λi 1 0 . . . 0 0
0 λi 1 . . . 0 0
... ... ... . . . ... ...
0 0 0 . . . λi 1
0 0 0 . . . 0 λi


∈ Cµi×µi,

where for i = 1, . . . , k, λi is the eigenvalue corresponding to the i-th linearly
independent eigenvector.
The state transition matrix can be then computed by Φ(t) = TeJtT−1, where

eJt =



eJ1t 0 . . . 0
0 eJ2t . . . 0
... ... . . . ...
0 0 . . . eJkt


and eJit =



eλit teλit t2

2!e
λit . . . tµi−1

(µi−1)!e
λit

0 eλit teλit . . . tµi−2

(µi−2)!e
λit

... ... ... . . . ...
0 0 0 . . . eλit


.

Note that Ji can be decomposed as the sum of λiI plus a Nilpotent matrix. Hence,
by means of Fact 4, eJit can be efficiently computed in closed form as shown above.
Moreover, if it happens that A is diagonalizable, then k = n, T is equal to the
eigenvector matrix W , and J = Λ, i.e., Fact 5 reduces to Fact 3.

Ò Example 10. Consider two different LTI systems, whose matrix A is
equal to A1 and A2, respectively, as these are defined in Example 6. For each
case compute the state transition matrix.
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Solution:
Matrix A1: For this case we determined k = 1 linearly independent eigenvec-
tor and one block of generalized eigenvectors with µ1 = 3. Hence,

J = J1, where J1 =


λ 1 0
0 λ 1
0 0 λ

 .

Since T is in this case the identity matrix (see computation in previous exam-
ple), the state transition matrix is given by

Φ(t) = TeJtT−1 = eJ1t =


eλt teλt t2

2!e
λt

0 eλt teλt

0 0 eλt


Matrix A2: For this case we determined k = 2 linearly independent eigenvec-
tor and two blocks of generalized eigenvectors, one with µ1 = 2 and another
one with µ2 = 1. Hence,

J =
J1 0

0 J2

 , where J1 =
λ 1
0 λ

 and J2 = λ.

The matrix exponentials corresponding to J1 and J2 are then given by

eJ1t =
eλt teλt

0 eλt

 and eJ2t = eλt.

Since T is the identity matrix, the state transition matrix is given by

Φ(t) = TeJtT−1 = eJt =
eJ1t 0

0 eJ2t

 =


eλt teλt 0
0 eλt 0
0 0 eλt

 .

2.4 Summary

This chapter studied the computation of state and output solutions to LTI systems.
The main learning outcomes of the chapter can be summarized as follows:
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1. LTI systems admit a unique continuous solution (Theorem 2).

2. The state and output solutions of LTI systems are given by

x(t) = Φ(t)x0 +
∫ t
0

Φ(t− τ)Bu(τ)dτ,

y(t) = CΦ(t)x0 +
∫ t

0
CΦ(t− τ)Bu(τ)dτ +Du(t),

where Φ(t) = eAt is the state transition matrix.

3. The state transition matrix, necessary for the computation of the state and
output solutions, can be calculated by means of three different ways according
to the structure of the A matrix.

(a) A is a diagonalizable matrix, i.e., its eigenvectors are linearly independent.
The state transition matrix can be then computed by means of

eAt = WeΛtW−1,

where W is a matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors of A and Λ is a
diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are its eigenvalues (Fact 3).

(b) A is a non-diagonalizable matrix, i.e., its eigenvectors are not all linearly
independent, that can be written as A = λI +N , where λ is a scalar and
N is a non-zero Nilpotent matrix. The state transition matrix can be then
computed by

eAt = eλIteNt,

where eNt is calculated efficiently by means of the (truncated in this case)
Taylor series expansion of the matrix exponential (Fact 4).

(c) A is a non-diagonalizable matrix with generic structure. The state transi-
tion matrix can be then computed by

eAt = TeJtT−1,

where T is a matrix whose columns are the so called generalized eigen-
vectors of A and J is a block-diagonal matrix. Such a decomposition is
called Jordan canonical form. (Fact 5).
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3 Stability and connections with transfer functions

3.1 Stability

In the previous chapter we showed how to determine solutions for the state x(t)
and the output y(t) of LTI systems. These solutions depend on the so called state
transition matrix Φ(t), which in turn depends on the eigenvalues and eigenvectors
of the system’s A matrix (both for diagonalizable and non-diagonalizable matrices).
This structure imposes the following questions:

1. Can we anticipate the system’s evolution, in particular the “long-run” be-
haviour as t→∞, by looking at its eigenvalues and eigenvectors?

2. If yes, what are the implications on the stability of the system?
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Figure 4: Schematic diagram showing that for autonomous systems ẋ(t) = Ax starting on an eigenvector
solutions stay on that eigenvector. The norm of the solution increases or decreases according to the
associated eigenvalue.

To gain some intuition on the qualitative characteristics of the state (similarly for
the output) solution, consider the schematic diagram of Figure 4. This diagram
illustrates a two-state autonomous system governed by ẋ(t) = Ax(t). The dashed
lines represent the two eigenvectors w1 and w2 (assumed to be real for the sake
of this illustration), which correspond to the real eigenvalues λ1 > 0 and λ2 < 0,
respectively. If the initial condition x0 happens to be on one of these eigenvectors,
then x(t) will stay on that eigenvector for all t. To see this recall that if wi is an
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eigenvector associated to eigenvalue λi, i = 1, 2, then if x0 = wi (starting on that
eigenvector),

Awi = λiwi ⇒ ẋ(0) = Ax0 = Awi = λiwi,

i.e., the direction ẋ(0) the state will move is aligned with wi, however, it gets
rescaled by λi. Therefore, whether ‖x(t)‖ will increase or decrease depends on
the sign of the associated eigenvalue. For the particular example if we start on
eigenvector w2 then the system’s state will tend to the origin (λ2 < 0), while if
we start on w1 (λ1 > 0) the state will grow towards infinity, thus having certain
implications about stability. However, it still appears unclear how the system will
evolve if we start from an initial condition that is not lying on any of the eigenvectors
(“green” dot in Figure 4).

We will now formally address this question for autonomous LTI systems, i.e., systems
governed by

ẋ(t) = Ax(t),
thus we will analyze the so called zero input transition of the state solution, namely
x(t) = Φ(t)x0. We will do this separately for diagonalizable and non-diagonalizable
A matrices.

3.1.1 Diagonalizable matrices

For the developments of this subsection we assume that matrix A of an LTI system
state space description is diagonalizable. We start by illustrating the influence of
eigenvalues and eigenvectors on the state response by means of an example.

Ò Example 11. Consider the numerical values for the RLC circuit given in
Example 5, and the computed state transition matrix and eigenvectors

Φ(t) =
2e−t − e−2t 2e−t − 2e−2t

−e−t + e−2t −e−t + 2e−2t

 , w1 =
 2
−1

 and w2 =
 1
−1


Compute the zero input transition of the solution x(t), and determine its
behaviour as t→∞, if x0 = a1w1 + a2w2 for some scalars a1, a2.

Solution: As matrix A is diagonalizable, these eigenvectors are linearly in-
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dependent. Therefore, an arbitrary initial condition x0 can always be written
as x0 = a1w1 + a2w2 for some scalars a1, a2. The state solution (zero input
transition in this case) is then given by

x(t) = Φ(t)x0 = Φ(t)(a1w1 + a2w2)
= a1Φ(t)w1 + a2Φ(t)w2

= a1

2e−t

−e−t

 + a2

 e−2t

−e−2t


= a1e

−tw1 + a2e
−2tw2.

Notice that if a1 = 0 or if a2 = 0 then the solution starts at an eigenvector
and stays on that eigenvector. Taking the limit as t → ∞, and since the
eigenvalues are bot negative (−1 and −2), we see that

lim
t→∞

x(t) =
0
0

 .

The previous example suggests that starting at an arbitrary initial condition, the
zero input transition x(t) = Φ(t)x0 is a linear combination of the eigenvectors
(notice that these are independent as matrix A is diagonalizable). The coefficients
of this linear combination are time-dependent and rely on the eigenvalues, whose
sign indicates the effect on ‖x(t)‖. In the previous example they gave rise to a
decaying exponential behaviour; however, according to the eigenvalues, different
terms may appear in the solution.

λ = 0 λ = σ λ = jω λ = σ + jω

σ < 0 σ > 0 σ < 0, ω 6= 0 σ > 0, ω 6= 0
Terms in

1 eσt sinωt, cosωt eσt sinωt, eσt cosωt
solution
Limit as

constant 0 ∞ periodic 0 ∞
t→∞

Table 1: Classification of the different terms that may appear in the solution of LTI systems with diago-
nalizable A matrix, and their asymptotic behaviour.

Since eigenvalues are in general complex, we denote λ = σ + jω. Each eigenvalue
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contributes to the state transition matrix Φ(t) by certain terms, and as a result to the
zero input transition as this is a linear combination of the terms that appear in Φ(t)
(the coefficients of this combination will depend on the eigenvectors). Recalling
that eλt = e(σ+jω)t = eσt(cosωt+ j sinωt), the contribution of each eigenvalue to
the solution according to the different values of σ and ω is summarized in Table 1.

Investigating the limiting behaviour of these terms allows us to determine the asymp-
totic behaviour of the system as t→∞. In particular, the limiting behaviour of x(t)
is closely related to the stability properties of systems in the form of ẋ(t) = Ax(t)
where x(t) = 0 is an equilibrium solution as it results in ẋ(t) = 0. We consider the
following notions of stability (we only provide an informal definition):

1. Stability: A system is called stable? if we can stay arbitrarily close enough to
0 if we start sufficiently close to it.

2. Asymptotic stability: A system is called asymptotically stable if it is stable,
and approaches 0 as time tends to infinity, i.e., limt→∞ ‖x(t)‖ = 0. In other
words, not only we stay close to 0, but also converge to it.

We then say that a system that is not stable is unstable. Denote by λi = σi + jωi,
i = 1, . . . , n the eigenvalues of A ∈ Rn×n. From Table 1 it can be observed that

• If Re(λi) 6= 0 for all i, then x(t) is a linear combination of eσit, eσit sinωit,
eσit cosωit. As a result limt→∞ ‖x(t)‖ = 0 if σi < 0 for all i, otherwise
limt→∞ ‖x(t)‖ =∞ (for some initial conditions) if there exists i with σi > 0.

• If Re(λi) ≤ 0 for all i (we allow eigenvalues to have zero real part), then
x(t) is a linear combination of terms eσit, eσit sinωit, eσit cosωit but also
1, sinωit, cosωit. The latter terms do not vanish when taking the limit t→∞,
hence the solution of the system is constant or periodic.

The relationship of these observations to stability are summarized in the fact below.
?Formally, a system is called stable if for all ε > 0, there exists δ > 0 such that if ‖x(0)‖ ≤ δ then

‖x(t)‖ ≤ ε for all t ≥ 0.
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Fact 6 (Stability of ẋ(t) = Ax(t) with diagonalizable A). Consider an au-
tonomous LTI system ẋ(t) = Ax(t) with A ∈ Rn×n diagonalizable. Let λi,
i = 1, . . . , n, be the eigenvalues of A. We then have that the system is:

• Stable (for all initial conditions) if and only if Re(λi) ≤ 0 for all i =
1, . . . , n.

• Asymptotically stable (for all initial conditions) if and only if Re(λi) < 0
for all i = 1, . . . , n.

• Unstable (for some initial conditions) if and only if there exists i such
that the corresponding eigenvalue has Re(λi) > 0.

Note that if the system is asymptotically stable, then the magnitude of the real part
of the eigenvalues carries information about the rate with which the state decays
towards zero. Figure 5 illustrates some zero input transition solution patterns for
LTI systems with diagonalizable A matrix. The different snapshots correspond to
different eigenvalue locations in the complex plane.

3.1.2 Non-diagonalizable matrices

For the developments of this subsection we assume that matrix A of an LTI system
state space description is non-diagonalizable. Since A is not diagonalizable, its
eigenvectors are no longer linearly independent, and at least one of its eigenvalues
is repeated; say we have one such eigenvalue with algebraic multiplicity r > 1.

λ = 0 λ = σ λ = jω λ = σ + jω

σ < 0 σ > 0 σ < 0, ω 6= 0 σ > 0, ω 6= 0
Terms in 1, t, t2, eσt, teσt, sinωt, . . . , tr−1 sinωt, eσt sinωt, . . . , tr−1eσt sinωt,
solution . . . , tr−1 . . . , tr−1eσt cosωt, . . . , tr−1 cosωt eσt cosωt, . . . , tr−1eσt cosωt
Limit as

0 ∞ 0 ∞
t→∞

∞ ∞

Table 2: Classification of the different terms that may appear in the solution of LTI systems with non-
diagonalizable A matrix that has an eigenvalue repeated r > 1 times, and their asymptotic behaviour.

By inspection of Facts 4 & 5, we can construct the state transition matrix Φ(t) for
non-diagonalizable matrices which, however, may now include terms that involve
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Figure 5: Zero input transition solution patterns for LTI systems with diagonalizable A matrix.

t, t2, . . . , tr−1. The zero input transition is in turn a linear combination of the terms
appearing in Φ(t); as a result, it may include additional terms with respect to the
case where A is diagonalizable. We list the terms with which each eigenvalue of
the form λ = σ + jω contributes to the solution in Table 2.

If all eigenvalues have non-zero real part, a similar observation with the diagonaliz-
able case pertains. However, in contrast to the diagonalizable case, if an eigenvalue
has zero real part (λ = 0 or if λ = jω), then its contribution in the solution is not
necessarily constant or periodic and may include terms

t, t2, . . . , tr−1 and/or t sinωt, t cosωt, . . . , tr−1 sinωt, tr−1 cosωt.

These terms tend to infinity as t → ∞, however, their linear combination may
lead to cancellations so in certain occasions the solution may still be bounded. As
this depends on the linear combination coefficients, this is now dictated by the
eigenvectors (and how initial conditions relate to them), which for diagonalizable
matrices did not play a role in assessing the behaviour of the system. To emphasize
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the fact that the individual terms tend to infinity but their linear combination may
still be bounded, we have highlighted the corresponding entries in Table 2.

Fact 7 (Stability of ẋ(t) = Ax(t) with non-diagonalizable A). Consider an
autonomous LTI system ẋ(t) = Ax(t) with A ∈ Rn×n non-diagonalizable.
Let λi, i = 1, . . . , n, be the eigenvalues of A (at least one of them would be
repeated). We then have that the system is:

• Asymptotically stable (for all initial conditions) if and only if Re(λi) < 0
for all i = 1, . . . , n.

• Unstable (for some initial conditions) if there exists i such that the cor-
responding eigenvalue has Re(λi) > 0.

The unstable case is no longer “if and only” as in the diagonalizable case, as the
system can potentially be also unstable if all eigenvalues have non-positive real part
but at least one has zero real part. Note that if the repeated eigenvalues of a
non-diagonalizable A matrix do not have zero real part, then the stronger results
of Fact 6 would hold for the non-diagonalizable case as well.

We have analyzed the stability of zero input transitions; in case inputs are present,
then the zero state solution becomes relevant to assess the stability of x(t). Some of
the obtained stability results extend to such cases. As an example, if all eigenvalues
of the A matrix involved have negative real part, then if the input remains bounded
the state x(t) remains bounded as well.

3.2 Connections with transfer functions

Consider the state space description of an LTI system

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t),
y(t) = Cx(t) +Du(t),

and recall that x(t) ∈ Rn is the state, u(t) ∈ Rm is the input and y(t) ∈ Rp is
the output of the system. We have already discussed that the state x(t) acts as
an internal variable; we will thus treat the system from an input-output point of
view and investigate connections with transfer functions in the frequency domain.
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To this end, given the complex variable s denote by L{x(t)} = X(s) the Laplace
transform of x(t). Similarly, let U(s) and Y (s) denote the Laplace transforms of
u(t) and y(t), respectively.

3.2.1 From state space to transfer functions

Given matrices (A,B,C,D) that encode the state space description of an LTI
system, we first show how to obtain a transfer function G(s) = Y (s)

U(s) . To achieve
this, we take the Laplace transform in both sides of the state space equation:

sX(s)− x0 = AX(s) +BU(s)
Y (s) = CX(s) +DU(s),

where sX(s) − x0 is the Laplace transform of ẋ(t), with x0 denoting the initial
condition of the state. We can solve with respect X(s) in the first equation (note
that all quantities are matrices or vectors so the multiplication order becomes im-
portant) to obtain X(s) = (sI − A)−1x0 + (sI − A)−1BU(s). Substituting it in
the second equation we get

Y (s) = C(sI − A)−1x0 + C(sI − A)−1BU(s) +DU(s).

We will now assume x0 = 0. Assuming zero initial conditions stems from our ob-
jective to determine the transfer function of the system, i.e., a relationship between
input and output. In other words it is as if we concentrate only on the zero state
response. Notice that once a transfer function is determined we could take the
inverse Laplace transform to obtain the zero state response; in case of a non-zero
initial condition we could then add to the resulting solution the term corresponding
to the zero input response CΦ(t)x0 to obtain the system’s output solution.

Fact 8 (Transfer function given (A,B,C,D).). Assuming x0 = 0, given ma-
trices (A,B,C,D) the transfer function corresponding to an LTI system is
given by

G(s) = Y (s)
U(s) = C(sI − A)−1B +D ∈ Cp×m.

This follows from the expression of Y (s), taking x0 = 0 and dividing with U(s).
Notice that the transfer function is rather a transfer matrix, whose elements are
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complex (as they depend on s), and its dimension is p×m, i.e., number of outputs
times number of inputs. We could represent it as

G(s) =



n11(s)
d11(s)

n12(s)
d12(s) . . . n1m(s)

d1m(s)

... ... . . . ...

np1(s)
dp1(s)

np2(s)
dp2(s) . . . npm(s)

dpm(s)


∈ Cp×m.

The (i, j)-th element is the ratio between two polynomials of s, namely, nij(s) and
dij(s), and captures the transfer function (scalar) between input j and a particular
output i. In case p = m = 1, then we only have one input and one output in the
system, and G(s) reduces to transfer function of the scalar case.

Ò Example 12. Consider the LTI system corresponding to the RLC circuit
of Figure 2 with R = 3, L = 1 and C = 0.5. Compute the transfer function
of the system.

Solution: Under the given numerical values we have

A =
 0 2
−1 −3

 , B =
0
1

 , C =
1 0
0 1

 and D =
0
0

 .
The system has two outputs and one input, so the transfer function G(s) will
be a column vector with two elements. These elements encode the transfer
function from the input to the first and the second output, respectively. Notice
also that

sI − A =
s −2
1 s+ 3

 ⇒ (sI − A)−1 = 1
(s+ 1)(s+ 2)

s+ 3 2
−1 s

 .
By means of Fact 8, we then have that

G(s) = C(sI − A)−1B +D

= 1
(s+ 1)(s+ 2)

1 0
0 1


s+ 3 2
−1 s


0
1

 +
0
0

 =
 2

(s+1)(s+2)
s

(s+1)(s+2)

 .

It should be remarked that, by taking the inverse Laplace transform of Y (s) we
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obtain the output solution y(t) as this is defined in the time domain, i.e.,

y(t) = L−1{Y (s)} = CL−1{(sI − A)−1}x0 + L−1{C(sI − A)−1BU(s) +DU(s)}

= CΦ(t)x0 +
∫ t
0
CΦ(t− τ)Bu(τ)dτ +Du(t).

By direct comparison between these two expressions we obtain that the state tran-
sition matrix is given by

Φ(t) = L−1{(sI − A)−1},

which in turn suggests yet another way of computing the state transition matrix,
this time by taking the inverse Laplace transform of (sI − A)−1.

3.2.2 From transfer functions to state space

We now investigate whether we could follow the opposite route and given a transfer
function G(s) obtain a state space description, i.e., matrices (A,B,C,D) such that
G(s) = C(sI−A)−1B+D. It turns out that this is possible, however, the resulting
quadruple of matrices (A,B,C,D) is not unique and multiple choices exist. We
refer to each choice (A,B,C,D) that results in the same transfer function G(s) as
a realization of G(s).

To see that multiple realizations of G(s) may exist, let T ∈ Rn×n be any invertible
matrix and consider the following coordinate trnasformation

x̂(t) = Tx(t) ⇒ x(t) = T−1x̂(t).

Under this change of variables we obtain a new LTI system description
˙̂x(t) = T ẋ(t) = TAx(t) + TBu(t) ⇒ ˙̂x(t) = TAT−1x̂(t) + TBu(t),

y(t) = Cx(t) +Du(t) ⇒ y(t) = CT−1x̂(t) +Du(t).

The new description has matrices (Â, B̂, Ĉ, D̂) = (TAT−1, TB,CT−1, D). Notice
now that the transfer function Ĝ(s) of the new description is given by

Ĝ(s) = Ĉ(sI − Â)−1B̂ + D̂

= CT−1(sI − TAT−1)−1TB +D

= CT−1(sTT−1 − TAT−1)−1TB +D [by expressing I = TT−1]

= C���
�:I

T−1T (sI − A)−1���
�:I

T−1T B +D = G(s),
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where in the last equality we used the fact that the inverse of the product of
invertible matrices is the product of the inverses with reverse order. The new
system description has the same transfer function with the original one. As this
holds true for any coordinate transformation T , we have multiple realizations of
G(s). However, notice that all of them have the same D matrix.

Among those realizations we will provide a specific one for systems with a single
input and a single output (hence the transfer function would be scalar). To this
end, if the transfer function is given by (notice that this corresponds to a system
with D = 0 as this is strictly proper)

G(s) = b1s
n−1 + b2s

n−2 + . . .+ bn
sn + a1sn−1 + . . .+ an

,

then the following system corresponds to a realization of G(s):

ẋ(t) =



0 1 0 . . . 0
0 0 1 . . . 0
... ... ... . . . ...
0 0 0 . . . 1
−an −an−1 −an−2 . . . −a1


x(t) +



0
0
...
0
1


u(t)

y(t) =
[
bn bn−1 bn−2 . . . b1

]
x(t).

This realization is known as controllable canonical form; we will revisit it in the
sequel and the term “controllable” will become clear.

3.2.3 Eigenvalues vs. Poles

By the definition of the matrix inverse in Section 9.1.2, we can equivalently rewrite
the transfer function as

G(s) = C
adj(sI − A)
det(sI − A) B +D,

where adj(sI−A) is the adjoint matrix and det(sI−A) the determinant of sI−A.
Assuming no pole-zero cancellations, notice that all elements (transfer functions)
in G(s) would have the same denominator, which is in turn equal to det(sI − A).
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As such, the poles of G(s) are given by the roots of this determinant when equated
with zero, i.e.,

poles of G(s) : roots of det(sI − A) = 0.

This is clearly related to the characteristic polynomial of A, and as a result poles
are related with the eigenvalues of A. This relation is summarized below.

Fact 9 (Eigenvalues vs. Poles). If there are no pole-zero cancellations, the
poles of G(s) coincide with the eigenvalues of A.

The previous fact suggests that if there are no pole-zero cancellations, eigenvalues
and poles contain the same information about a system. In particular, the estab-
lished stability results hold true, but rather than looking at the eigenvalues of A,
one could inspect the poles of G(s). The distinction between diagonalizability and
non-diaginalizability of A refers to whether the poles are distinct or repeated.

Overall, state space analysis and transfer functions exhibit several similarities but
also differences. Their respective advantages are summarized below:

1. Advantages of transfer functions over state space.

• Lead to algebraic manipulations rather than solving ODEs.

• Same transfer function for all coordinate transformations.

• Easier to compute zero state reposponses (no need to compute a convo-
lution integral).

• We could have transfer functions for systems that do not admit a state
space description (e.g., presence of delays).

2. Advantages of state space over transfer functions.

• Preserves physical intuition about the underlying system.

• Contains information about parts of the system that may be lost in a
transfer function (pole-zero cancellations). These correspond to what we
will refer to as uncontrollable and unobservable parts in the next chapter.
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3.3 Summary

This chapter provided the means to assess the stability of LTI systems and discussed
the connections between state space representations and transfer functions. The
main learning outcomes of the chapter can be summarized as follows:

1. Stability of autonomous LTI systems of the form ẋ(t) = Ax(t). If matrix A is
diagonalizable, then the system is said to be (see Fact 6)

• Stable if and only if all eigenvalues of A have non-positive real part (we
allow them to be zero).

• Asymptotically stable if and only if all eigenvalues of A have negative real
part.

• Unstable if and only if there exists at least one eigenvalue of A with
positive real part.

If A is non-diagonalizable, then the asymptotic stability condition above re-
mains unaltered, while the instability statement becomes an “if” condition.
The stability result can no longer be claimed: whether the system will be sta-
ble or whether the state will grow to infinity if the system has eigenvalues with
zero real part would depend in this case on the eigenvectors (see Fact 7).

2. Connections between state space and transfer functions.

• From state space to transfer functions. Given an LTI system encoded by
(A,B,C,D), the transfer function (matrix) of the system can be com-
puted by means of (see Fact 8)

G(s) = Y (s)
U(s) = C(sI − A)−1B +D,

where the number of rows of G(s) corresponds to the number of outputs,
and the number of columns to the number of inputs of the system.

• From transfer functions to state space. Given a transfer function G(s)
there exist multiple realizations (A,B,C,D) of LTI systems that are cap-
tured from an input-output point of view by the same transfer functions.

• Eigenvalues vs. Poles. If there are no pole-zero cancellations, then the
poles of G(s) coincide with the eigenvalues of A (see Fact 9).
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4 Structural properties of linear systems

In this chapter we address the following two fundamental questions:

1. Does there exist an input so that we can steer the system from an initial state
to any given final one? The answer to this question is related to the notion of
controllability .

2. Could we infer the state of the system if we only have access to the output
(measurements)? The answer to this question is related to the notion of
observability .

In the next sections we analyze the controllability and observability properties for
LTI systems. In particular, we show that the notion of controllability depends on
matrices A and B (that capture the relationship between input and state), while the
notion of observability depends on matrices A and C (that capture the relationship
between state and output) of the LTI system’s state space description.

4.1 Controllability

We consider an LTI system with a state space description governed by matrices
(A,B,C,D). For simplicity we assume again that the initial time is zero, i.e.,
t0 = 0. We define controllability as stated below.

Definition 1 (Controllability). Consider an arbitrary t. We say that a system
is controllable over the time interval [0, t] if one of the following statements
holds:

1. For any given initial state x0 and terminal state x1, there exists an input
function u(·) : [0, t]→ Rm such that x(t) = x1.

2. For any given terminal state x1, there exists an input function
u(·) : [0, t]→ Rm such that x(t) = x1, starting at x0 = 0.

The second statement follows directly from the first one. To see this, notice that the
“only if” part is a direct consequence of the fact that if the system is controllable,
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then by the first statement there exists an input function such that the system can
reach any terminal state x1, from any initial condition x0, hence also from an initial
state x0 = 0. To show the “if” part it suffices to show that if there exists an input
to drive the system from x(0) = 0 to any arbitrary terminal state, then we can
also steer the system from x0 6= 0 to any terminal state x1. Fix any such x0 6= 0.
If there exists an input to steer the system from x(0) = 0 to the terminal state
x1 − Φ(t)x0, then the same input would drive the system from x0 to x1.

Definition 1 is natural, however, it cannot be easily checked for arbitrary systems.
To this end, the following fact provides an alternative condition.

Fact 10 (Controllability gramian). A system is controllable over the time
interval [0, t] if and only if the so called controllability gramian

Wc(t) =
∫ t

0
eAτBB>eA

>τdτ ∈ Rn×n,

is invertible.

It can be shown that Wc(t) = Wc(t)> � 0, and also that Wc(t) is invertible for
some t if and only if it is invertible for all t > 0. This implies that time is not
important as far as controllability is concerned. We will not provide a formal proof
for Fact 10, but an informal one providing some intuition behind the definition of
the gramian Wc(t), and the reasons why this is related to controllability. To this
end, fix an arbitrary x ∈ Rn and consider the diagram below.

u(τ)
∫ t
0
eA(t−τ)BB>eA

>(t−τ)xdτ

x Wc(t) x

∫ t
0 e

A(t−τ)Bu(τ)dτ

“=” [change of variables τ←t−τ ]B>eA
>(t−τ)x

The controllability gramian Wc(t) can be constructed as the matrix representation
emanating from the composition of two mappings: i) one from x to u, namely,
u(τ) = B>eA

>(t−τ)x; and, ii) one from u to
∫ t

0
eA(t−τ)Bu(τ)dτ . This composition

can be thus written as∫ t
0
eA(t−τ)BB>eA

>(t−τ)xdτ =
∫ t

0
eAτBB>eA

>τxdτ = Wc(t)x,
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where the first equality is due to the change of variables τ ← t− τ , and the second
one follows from the definition of the controllability gramian Wc(t). The following
observations are in order:

• By the second part of Definition 1, to assess the controllability of a system,
we can assume without loss of generality that the initial condition is x0 = 0.
Therefore, the second mapping in the composition defining Wc(t) is the zero
state transition (see 2.2). It follows then that varying x (hence also the control
input as this is generated by the first mapping), Wc(t)x corresponds to the
states that can be reached from zero.

• The system is controllable if we could reach an arbitrary terminal state x1 start-
ing from zero. For any fixed x1, if Wc(t) is invertible, taking x = Wc(t)−1x1,
our choice for u (see diagram) would result in steering the system to Wc(t)x =
x1. This justifies why invertibility of Wc(t) is related to controllability.

• We have seen in the first point above that the set of states that can be reached
(using some control input) is given by Wc(t)x, i.e., by the range space of Wc(t).
If Wc(t) is invertible, we can reach any state, i.e.,

range(Wc(t)) = Rn ⇔ null(Wc(t)) = {0}.

The controllability gramian condition is more general, and could be employed for
linear time-varying systems as well. However, despite being useful in identifying the
set of states that can be reached from the origin, the condition of Fact 10 is not
easy to check in general as it involves computation of the matrix exponential and
integration. However, it can be employed to develop an alternative condition for
LTI systems, which is easier to check.

Fact 11 (Controllability matrix). A system is controllable over the time inter-
val [0, t] if and only if the so called controllability matrix

P =
[
B AB A2B . . . An−1B

]
∈ Rn×nm,

is full rank, i.e., rank(P ) = n (notice that the rank of P is at most equal to
the number of rows n, as it has fewer rows than columns). We equivalently
say that (A,B) is in this case controllable.
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Proof of Fact 11. By Fact 10 the system is controllable if Wc(t) is invertible. We
have already seen (third observation above) that this is equivalent to null(Wc(t)) =
{0}. By the definition of the null space, the latter can also be written as

Wc(t)x = 0 ⇔ x = 0.

We will show that for the controllability matrix

Wc(t)x = 0 ⇔ P>x = 0.

This implies then that Wc(t) is invertible if and only if P has rank n, which by Fact
10 establishes that the system is controllable.

To prove the last equivalence, notice first that?

Wc(t)x = 0 ⇔ B>eA
>τx = 0, for all τ ∈ [0, t].

By the Taylor series expansion around τ = 0 we obtain that

B>eA
>τx = B>eA

>τx
∣∣∣
τ=0 + d

dτ
B>eA

>τx
∣∣∣
τ=0τ + . . .

+ dn−1

dτn−1B
>eA

>τx
∣∣∣
τ=0

τn−1

(n− 1)! + . . .

= B>x+B>A>xτ + . . .+B>(An−1)>x τn−1

(n− 1)! + . . .

Therefore, B>eA>τx = 0 is equivalent to

B>x = 0, B>A>x = 0, . . . , B>(An−1)>x = 0

⇔



B>

B>A>

...
B>(An−1)>


x = 0 ⇔ P>x = 0.

Notice that we consider only the first n− 1 terms of the Taylor series expansion to
be identically equal to zero, as by the Cayley-Hamilton theorem (see Theorem 8),
taking the transpose and multiplying from the left with B>, we obtain

B>(An)> = −a1B
>(An−1)> − . . .− an−1B

>A> − anB>,
?To see this notice that Wc(t) = 0 is equivalent to eAτBB>eA>τx = 0 for all τ ∈ [0, t], which in turn

implies that B>eA>τx is in the null space of eAτB. As such, it will be orthogonal to the range space of its
transpose (rowspace), i.e., to B>eA>τx. However, the only way it can happen that a vector is orthogonal
to itself is if this vector is zero, i.e., B>eA>τx = 0.
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where a1, . . . , an are the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial of A. Hence,
if the first n−1 terms are zero, B>(An)> (and subsequently all higher order terms)
will be zero as well. We have thus shown that Wc(t)x = 0 is equivalent to P>x = 0,
which in turn implies that P has to be full rank, thus concluding the proof.

A direct consequence of the proof of Fact 11, is that the set of states we can
reach is given by range(Wc(t)) = range(P ). Overall, to decide whether a given
LTI system is controllable results in checking the controllability matrix condition of
Fact 11. We illustrate this by means of an example.

Ò Example 13. Consider the LTI system corresponding to the RLC circuit
of Figure 2 with R = 3, L = 1 and C = 0.5. Check whether the system is
controllable.

Solution: Under the given numerical values we have

A =
 0 2
−1 −3

 and B =
0
1

 .
Since this is a second order system, i.e., n = 2, the controllability matrix is
thus given by

P =
[
B AB

]
=
0 2
1 −3

 .
The rows of P are linearly independent (here P is a square matrix, so we
could equivalently check that det(P ) 6= 0), hence P is a full rank matrix. As
a result, the system is controllable.

4.2 Observability

We consider again an LTI system with a state space description governed by matrices
(A,B,C,D), and assume that the initial time is zero, i.e., t0 = 0. We define
observability as stated below.
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Definition 2 (Observability). Consider an arbitrary t. We say that a system
is observable over the time interval [0, t] if one of the following statements
holds:

1. Given an input function u(·) : [0, t]→ Rm, having access to the output
function y(·) : [0, t] → Rp allows us to uniquely determine the system
state x(τ), for all τ ∈ [0, t].

2. Given an input function u(·) : [0, t]→ Rm, having access to the output
function y(·) : [0, t] → Rp allows us to uniquely determine the initial
state x0.

The second statement follows directly from the first one. To see this, recall that
the state of the system is given by x(t) = Φ(t)x0 +

∫ t
0

Φ(t− τ)Bu(τ)dτ . It can be
thus observed that given u(·), to infer x(τ) for all τ ∈ [0, t], it suffices to infer the
initial condition x0.

In a sense dual to controllability, we provide the following two conditions to check
whether the system is observable. As with controllability, the second one is straight-
forward to check once we have access to the system’s state space description.

Fact 12 (Observability gramian & matrix). A system is observable over the
time interval [0, t] if and only if

1. The so called observability gramian

Wo(t) =
∫ t

0
eA
>τC>CeAτdτ ∈ Rn×n,

is invertible.

2. The so called observability matrix

Q =



C

CA

CA2

...
CAn−1


∈ Rnp×n,
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is full rank, i.e., rank(Q) = n (notice that the rank of Q is at most equal
to the number of columns n, as it has fewer columns than rows). We
equivalently say that (A,C) is in this case observable.

We will not provide a formal proof for this fact, but the following interpretations of
the observability matrix condition:

• Assume that under the same input u(·), two different initial conditions x0 6= x̂0

lead to the same output y(·). Since the initial condition cannot be uniquely
determined from the output, then this implies that the system is unobservable.
By the definition of the output solution (and recalling that Φ(t) = eAt) this is
equivalent to

CeAτx0 +
∫ s

0
CeA(τ−s)Bu(s)ds+Du = CeAτ x̂0 +

∫ s
0
CeA(τ−s)Bu(s)ds+Du

⇔ CeAτ(x0 − x̂0) = 0, for all τ ∈ [0, t].

The last statement implies that the system is unobservable (recall we cannot
distinguish between x0 and x̂0) if and only if null(CeAτ) 6= {0}. Equivalently
the system is observable if and only if null(CeAτ) = {0}, i.e.,

CeAτx = 0 ⇔ x = 0.

This provides some insight on why the term CeAτ appears in the observ-
ability gramian condition. Moreover, by performing a Taylor series expansion
of CeAτx around τ = 0 as in the proof of Fact 11, then we obtain that
Cx = CAx = . . . = CAn−1x = 0. Stacking these conditions one under the
other gives rise to the observability matrix condition of Fact 12.

• Consider differentiating the output equation y(t) = Cx(t) +Du(t), using the
fact that ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t). This leads to

y(t) = Cx(t) +Du(t)
ẏ(t) = Cẋ(t) +Du̇(t) = CAx(t) + CBu(t) +Du̇(t)
ÿ(t) = CA2x(t) + CABu(t) + CBu̇(t) +Dü(t)

. . . derivatives up to order n− 1.
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Stacking these equations one under the other and setting t = 0 we obtain

y(0)
ẏ(0)

...
y(n−1)(0)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

Y

=



C

CA
...

CAn−1


︸ ︷︷ ︸

Q

x0 +



D 0 . . . 0
CB D . . . 0

... ... . . . ...
CAn−2B CAn−1B . . . D


︸ ︷︷ ︸

M



u(0)
u̇(0)

...
u(n−1)(0)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

U

,

where Y , U and M are of appropriate dimension, and Q is the observability
matrix. This is a system of linear equations with respect to x0. Therefore, if
we have access to the input and output functions u(·) and y(·) (and hence
also their derivatives), we can infer x0. In particular, this system has more
equations than unknowns, while if we only have one output (p = 1), then Q

is a square matrix, hence

x0 = Q−1(Y −MU).

This derivation provides an additional intuition on why the observability matrix
should be full rank for the system to be observable. However, that way of
inferring x0 is not practical, as measurements are typically affected by noise,
and taking derivatives of the output (measurements) is likely to amplify that
noise. We will provide efficient ways to construct an estimate of the state
when we will discuss about linear state observers in the sequel.

Ò Example 14. Consider the the equations of motion of the pendulum of
Figure 1, and its linearization around the origin as this was derived in Example
1. Let g = 10, l = 10, d = 1 and m = 1. Check whether the system is
observable.

Solution: Under the given numerical values we have

A =
 0 1
−1 −1

 and C =
[
1 0

]
.

Since this is a second order system, i.e., n = 2, the observability matrix is
thus given by

Q =
 C
CA

 =
1 0
0 1

 .
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The columns of Q are linearly independent (here Q is the identity matrix),
hence Q is a full rank matrix. As a result, the system is observable.

4.3 Summary

This chapter provided the means to decide about certain structural properties of
linear systems, namely controllability and observability . The main learning outcomes
of the chapter can be summarized as follows:

1. Controllability: Informally, controllability refers to the ability to steer the sys-
tem using some input from any initial state to any desired terminal state. For
LTI systems to decide whether the system is controllable it suffices to check
the following condition:

Controllable LTI system if and only if

P =
[
B AB A2B . . . An−1B

]
∈ Rn×nm is full rank.

2. Observability: Informally, observability refers to the ability to infer the state
of the system if we have access to its input and output (measurements). For
LTI systems to decide whether the system is observable it suffices to check the
following condition:

Observable LTI system if and only if

Q =



C

CA

CA2

...
CAn−1


∈ Rnp×n is full rank.
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5 Minimum energy control & Kalman decomposition

5.1 Minimum energy control

We have already seen that if the system is controllable, then there exists a control
input u(·) as a function of time to steer the system from the initial condition
x0 = 0 (note that due to the second part of Definition 1 this choice is without
loss of generality) to an arbitrary terminal state x1. However, this is an existential
statement. The following questions remain still.

1. Can we construct an input u(·) that can drive the system from x0 = 0 to an
arbitrary x1?

2. If yes, can we do this in a minimum effort fashion?

We will show that for controllable systems indeed it is possible to design controllers
that can lead the system to the desired terminal state. The controller that we will
develop in this chapter, however, we will be open loop; we will construct feedback
controllers in the subsequent chapters. The constructed controller will though be
a minimum effort one (in a way that would be made precise below; we will call
such controllers minimum energy controllers – their relationship with energy will be
discussed in the sequel.

5.1.1 Controller design

We consider the energy of an input signal to be given by

energy:
∫ t

0
u(τ)>u(τ)dτ =

∫ t
0
‖u(τ)‖2dτ.

We first provide a closed form expression of the minimum energy input, and then
provide a couple of interpretations on what we mean by the term “energy”.

Fact 13. Consider an LTI system and assume that it is controllable. The
control input that steers the system from x0 = 0 to x(t) = x1, and has the
minimum energy, is given by

u(τ) = B>eA
>(t−τ)Wc(t)−1x1 for all τ ∈ [0, t],
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where Wc(t) is the controllability gramian.

Note that Wc(t) is invertible, as the system is assumed to be controllable (see Fact
10). We now provide a proof of this fact.

Proof of Fact 13. We first show that the candidate control input can indeed steer
the system from x0 = 0 to a given x1. To see this notice that by the schematic
diagram below Fact 10, and since Wc(t) is invertible, we can

reach Wc(t)x using u(τ) = B>eA
>(t−τ)x

⇐⇒
x=Wc(t)−1x1

reach x1 using u(τ) = B>eA
>(t−τ)Wc(t)−1x1.

The latter is the candidate input, hence we have shown that it is indeed possible to
reach x1 with that input.

We will now show that the candidate input has the minimum energy. To this end,
consider any other input that steers the system from x0 = 0 to x1. Represent such
an input by u(τ) + û(τ), i.e., as the sum of the candidate input plus a perturbation
component û(τ). By the definition of the solution we have that

x1 = eAt��>
0

x0 +
∫ t
0
eA(t−τ)B(u(t) + û(t))dτ

=
∫ t

0
eA(t−τ)Bu(t)dτ︸ ︷︷ ︸

x1

+
∫ t

0
eA(t−τ)Bû(t)dτ,

where the first term in the last step is equal to x1 as the candidate input u was
also shown to steer the system from x0 = 0 to x1. We thus have that∫ t

0
eA(t−τ)Bû(t)dτ = 0.

Denote the energy of the candidate input u by E(t) =
∫ t

0
u(τ)>u(τ)dτ , and the

energy of u(τ) + û(τ) by Ê(t). Note that this is given by

Ê(t) =
∫ t
0

(u(τ) + û(τ))>(u(τ) + û(τ))dτ

=
∫ t
0
u(τ)>u(τ)dτ︸ ︷︷ ︸

E(t)

+
∫ t
0
û(τ)>u(τ)dτ +

∫ t
0
u(τ)>û(τ)dτ +

∫ t
0
û(τ)>û(τ)dτ

= E(t) + 2
∫ t

0
u(τ)>û(τ)dτ +

∫ t
0
û(τ)>û(τ)dτ,
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where the last equality is due to the fact u(τ)>û(τ) is a scalar so it coincides with
its transpose. By substituting the representation of the candidate u, the second
term that appears in the right-hand side of the expression for Ê(t) becomes (recall
that Wc(t) = Wc(t)>)

∫ t
0
u(τ)>û(τ)dτ =

∫ t
0
x>1 Wc(t)−1eA(t−τ)Bû(τ)dτ = 0,

since we have shown that
∫ t

0
eA(t−τ)Bû(t)dτ = 0. We then have that

Ê(t) = E(t) +
∫ t

0
û(τ)>û(τ)dτ︸ ︷︷ ︸

≥0

⇒ Ê(t) ≥ E(t).

This implies that the candidate u results in lower energy from any other controller
that can steer the state to x1, hence it is the minimum energy controller.

Ò Example 15. Consider the LTI system corresponding to the RC circuit of
Example 4 with R = 1 and C = 1. Determine the minimum energy controller
to steer the system from x0 = 0 to x1 = 0.5 at time t.

Solution: Under the given numerical values notice that

A = − 1
RC

= −1 and B = 1
RC

= 1 [scalars].

The matrix exponential is in this case eAτ = e−τ , hence the controllability
gramian Wc(t) is given by

Wc(t) =
∫ t

0
eAτBB>eA

>τdτ

=
∫ t

0
e−2τdτ = 1− e−2t

2 .

For any τ ∈ [0, t], the minimum energy controller is then given by

u(τ) = B>eA
>(t−τ)Wc(t)−1x1

= 1 · e−(t−τ) ·
(1− e−2t

2
)−1
· 0.5 = eτ−t

1− e−2t .

Notice that the control input tends to infinity as t tends to zero, implying that
we need infinite control effort if we want to steer our system in “zero” time.
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5.1.2 Energy interpretation

Consider first the mathematical expression for the minimum energy E(t) associated
with the input signal

u(τ) = B>eA
>(t−τ)Wc(t)−1x1 for all τ ∈ [0, t],

that steers the system to x1. This is given by

E(t) =
∫ t

0
u(τ)>u(τ)dτ

=
∫ t

0
x>1 Wc(t)−1eA(t−τ)BB>eA

>(t−τ)Wc(t)−1x1dτ

= x>1 Wc(t)−1
∫ t

0
eA(t−τ)BB>eA

>(t−τ)dτ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Wc(t)

Wc(t)−1x1

= x>1 Wc(t)−1x1.

The following remarks are in order.

• The energy expression is quadratic in x1. This implies that the further away
we want to steer a system (hence the higher ‖x1‖), the more energy we need
to expend. This is in line with our intuition.

• The energy expression is also proportional with respect to Wc(t)−1, which
reflects how controllable a system is. In particular, if a system is controllable
this is well defined since Wc(t) is invertible; however, the further away a system
is from being controllable, the closest Wc(t) is to become singular. This in
turn implies that the closest a system is to be uncontrollable, the more energy
we would need to steer it to a given terminal state x1. In the limiting case we
would need infinite energy.

• Very often the quantity E(t) =
∫ t

0
u(τ)>u(τ)dτ is related to physical energy.

For example, if the input u(τ) represents voltage across a certain component
in a circuit, then E(t) is related to the energy of the system modulo some
proportionality constant (e.g., related to some resistance).

It should be noted that the minimum energy controller is optimal with respect to
a certain performance criterion, namely, the energy

∫ t
0
u(τ)>u(τ)dτ which depends

solely on the input. We will see in Chapter 8 how to construct optimal controllers
for more general performance criteria that involve the state as well.
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5.2 Kalman decomposition

Controllability and observability carry important information about a system. In
fact, we have already seen that controllability can be exploited to design controllers
– minimum energy ones – and we will see alternative control design procedures in
the sequel. Moreover, we will also discuss how observability can be exploited to
design state estimators and infer the state of the system.

However, not all systems are controllable and/or observable. It is thus useful if we
can decompose a systems into subsystems that exhibit these properties. In fact, the
so called Kalman decomposition provides the means to achieve this. We summarize
this below.

Theorem 3 (Kalman decomposition). An LTI system can be brought, by
means of an appropriate coordinate transformation, to the following form



ẋ1(t)
ẋ2(t)
ẋ3(t)
ẋ4(t)


=

A︷ ︸︸ ︷

A11 0 A13 0
A21 A22 A23 A24

0 0 A33 0
0 0 A43 A44





x1(t)
x2(t)
x3(t)
x4(t)


+

B︷ ︸︸ ︷

B1

B2

0
0


u(t)

y(t) =
[
C1 0 C3 0

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

C

x(t) +Du(t),

where the state is partitioned into

x(t) =



x1(t)
x2(t)
x3(t)
x4(t)



controllable + observable
controllable + unobservable
uncontrollable + observable
uncontrollable + unobservable

Morover, the eigenvalues of the new A matrix are the eigenvalues of the
matrices A11, A22, A33, and A44.

Note that under the Kalman decomposition states x1(t) and x2(t) correspond to a
controllable subsystem, while x1(t) and x3(t) to an observable one. As such, the
corresponding pairs of matrices satisfy the controllability and observability matrix
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condition, respectively.

controllable:
A11 0
A21 A22

 ,
B1

B2

 , observable:
A11 A13

0 A33

 , [C1 C3

]
.

Figure 6 provides a schematic illustration of Kalman decomposition. Note that the
arrows do not represent input-output signals, but show pictorially interdependencies
among the different subsystems. For example, the three arrows entering the second
subsystem imply that the evolution of x2(t) depends on all other three states, each
of them being weighted according to the submatrices A21, A23 and A24. Effectively,
the arrows entering a subsystem correspond to the non-zero contribution from other
subsystems in the specific matrix row of the Kalman decomposition.
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<latexit sha1_base64="HFb7vPGXWshKfdtTiumEDK16me0=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGE3CnoMevGYgHlAsoTZSW8yZnZ2mZkVQsgXePGgiFc/yZt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3BYng2rjut5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHTR2nimGDxSJW7YBqFFxiw3AjsJ0opFEgsBWM7mZ+6wmV5rF8MOME/YgOJA85o8ZK9YteseSW3TnIKvEyUoIMtV7xq9uPWRqhNExQrTuemxh/QpXhTOC00E01JpSN6AA7lkoaofYn80On5MwqfRLGypY0ZK7+npjQSOtxFNjOiJqhXvZm4n9eJzXhjT/hMkkNSrZYFKaCmJjMviZ9rpAZMbaEMsXtrYQNqaLM2GwKNgRv+eVV0qyUvctypX5Vqt5mceThBE7hHDy4hircQw0awADhGV7hzXl0Xpx352PRmnOymWP4A+fzB3LTjLM=</latexit>

A11
<latexit sha1_base64="WtsRVvyqN1EY0jYrpA0wO4qTpYw=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4Kpsq6LHqxWMF+wHtUrJpto3NJkuSFcrS/+DFgyJe/T/e/Dem7R609cHA470ZZuaFieDG+v63t7K6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg6bRqWasgZVQul2SAwTXLKG5VawdqIZiUPBWuHoduq3npg2XMkHO05YEJOB5BGnxDqped3LMJ70SmW/4s+AlgnOSRly1Hulr25f0TRm0lJBjOlgP7FBRrTlVLBJsZsalhA6IgPWcVSSmJkgm107QadO6aNIaVfSopn6eyIjsTHjOHSdMbFDs+hNxf+8TmqjqyDjMkktk3S+KEoFsgpNX0d9rhm1YuwIoZq7WxEdEk2odQEVXQh48eVl0qxW8Hmlen9Rrt3kcRTgGE7gDDBcQg3uoA4NoPAIz/AKb57yXrx372PeuuLlM0fwB97nD+4JjrQ=</latexit>

A22
<latexit sha1_base64="gGMSnDhj1RvmVuBmOJuXydE//ow=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9ldC3qsevFYwX5Au5Rsmm1js8mSZIWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8tUEdokkkvVCbGmnAnaNMxw2kkUxXHIaTsc38789hNVmknxYCYJDWI8FCxiBBsrta77me9P++WKW3XnQKvEy0kFcjT65a/eQJI0psIQjrXuem5iggwrwwin01Iv1TTBZIyHtGupwDHVQTa/dorOrDJAkVS2hEFz9fdEhmOtJ3FoO2NsRnrZm4n/ed3URFdBxkSSGirIYlGUcmQkmr2OBkxRYvjEEkwUs7ciMsIKE2MDKtkQvOWXV0nLr3oXVf++Vqnf5HEU4QRO4Rw8uIQ63EEDmkDgEZ7hFd4c6bw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w/xFI62</latexit>

A33
<latexit sha1_base64="o0zTEKHXn46BGkFSqu9opJkYgdk=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9ltBT1WvXisYD+gXUo2zbax2WRJskJZ+h+8eFDEq//Hm//GbLsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QcyZNq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRW8tEEdoikkvVDbCmnAnaMsxw2o0VxVHAaSeY3GZ+54kqzaR4MNOY+hEeCRYygo2V2teDtF6fDcoVt+rOgVaJl5MK5GgOyl/9oSRJRIUhHGvd89zY+ClWhhFOZ6V+ommMyQSPaM9SgSOq/XR+7QydWWWIQqlsCYPm6u+JFEdaT6PAdkbYjPWyl4n/eb3EhFd+ykScGCrIYlGYcGQkyl5HQ6YoMXxqCSaK2VsRGWOFibEBlWwI3vLLq6Rdq3r1au3+otK4yeMowgmcwjl4cAkNuIMmtIDAIzzDK7w50nlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx/0H464</latexit>

A44
<latexit sha1_base64="T3J/J3990qt6f+RTa2dEraqQ+hg=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9mtC3qsevFYwX5Au5Rsmm1js8mSZIWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8tUEdokkkvVCbGmnAnaNMxw2kkUxXHIaTsc38789hNVmknxYCYJDWI8FCxiBBsrta77me9P++WKW3XnQKvEy0kFcjT65a/eQJI0psIQjrXuem5iggwrwwin01Iv1TTBZIyHtGupwDHVQTa/dorOrDJAkVS2hEFz9fdEhmOtJ3FoO2NsRnrZm4n/ed3URFdBxkSSGirIYlGUcmQkmr2OBkxRYvjEEkwUs7ciMsIKE2MDKtkQvOWXV0mrVvUuqrV7v1K/yeMowgmcwjl4cAl1uIMGNIHAIzzDK7w50nlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx/3Ko66</latexit>

Uncontrollable
<latexit sha1_base64="233An5RMHPm4lQO2hIqOb4T63ik=">AAAB/nicbVDNSgMxGMzWv1r/quLJS7AInspuFfRY9OKxgtsW2qVk02wbmk2W5FuxLAVfxYsHRbz6HN58G9N2D9o6EBhmvkm+TJgIbsB1v53Cyura+kZxs7S1vbO7V94/aBqVasp8qoTS7ZAYJrhkPnAQrJ1oRuJQsFY4upn6rQemDVfyHsYJC2IykDzilICVeuWjLrBHyHxJlQSthCA2OemVK27VnQEvEy8nFZSj0St/dfuKpjGTQAUxpuO5CQQZ0cCpva/UTQ1LCB2RAetYKknMTJDN1p/gU6v0caS0PRLwTP2dyEhszDgO7WRMYGgWvan4n9dJIboKMi6TFJik84eiVGBQeNoF7nPNKIixJYRqbnfFdEg0oWAbK9kSvMUvL5NmreqdV2t3F5X6dV5HER2jE3SGPHSJ6ugWNZCPKMrQM3pFb86T8+K8Ox/z0YKTZw7RHzifP1XRll4=</latexit>

Uncontrollable
<latexit sha1_base64="233An5RMHPm4lQO2hIqOb4T63ik=">AAAB/nicbVDNSgMxGMzWv1r/quLJS7AInspuFfRY9OKxgtsW2qVk02wbmk2W5FuxLAVfxYsHRbz6HN58G9N2D9o6EBhmvkm+TJgIbsB1v53Cyura+kZxs7S1vbO7V94/aBqVasp8qoTS7ZAYJrhkPnAQrJ1oRuJQsFY4upn6rQemDVfyHsYJC2IykDzilICVeuWjLrBHyHxJlQSthCA2OemVK27VnQEvEy8nFZSj0St/dfuKpjGTQAUxpuO5CQQZ0cCpva/UTQ1LCB2RAetYKknMTJDN1p/gU6v0caS0PRLwTP2dyEhszDgO7WRMYGgWvan4n9dJIboKMi6TFJik84eiVGBQeNoF7nPNKIixJYRqbnfFdEg0oWAbK9kSvMUvL5NmreqdV2t3F5X6dV5HER2jE3SGPHSJ6ugWNZCPKMrQM3pFb86T8+K8Ox/z0YKTZw7RHzifP1XRll4=</latexit>

+ Observable
<latexit sha1_base64="+jo1KccXwUpfyMltH112uw6CMOU=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU1PnZugkUQhDJTBV0W3bizgn1AO5RMmmlDM5khuVOsQ/VX3LhQxK3/4c6/MW1noa0HAodz7klujh8LrsFxvq2FxaXlldXcWn59Y3Nr297ZrekoUZRVaSQi1fCJZoJLVgUOgjVixUjoC1b3+1djvz5gSvNI3sEwZl5IupIHnBIwUtveP3nELWD3kN74mqkBMcFR2y44RWcCPE/cjBRQhkrb/mp1IpqETAIVROum68TgpUQBp+a+fCvRLCa0T7qsaagkIdNeOtl+hI+M0sFBpMyRgCfq70RKQq2HoW8mQwI9PeuNxf+8ZgLBhZdyGSfAJJ0+FCQCQ4THVeAOV4yCGBpCqOJmV0x7RBEKprC8KcGd/fI8qZWK7mmxdHtWKF9mdeTQATpEx8hF56iMrlEFVRFFD+gZvaI368l6sd6tj+nogpVl9tAfWJ8/qgqVXg==</latexit>

+ Observable
<latexit sha1_base64="+jo1KccXwUpfyMltH112uw6CMOU=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU1PnZugkUQhDJTBV0W3bizgn1AO5RMmmlDM5khuVOsQ/VX3LhQxK3/4c6/MW1noa0HAodz7klujh8LrsFxvq2FxaXlldXcWn59Y3Nr297ZrekoUZRVaSQi1fCJZoJLVgUOgjVixUjoC1b3+1djvz5gSvNI3sEwZl5IupIHnBIwUtveP3nELWD3kN74mqkBMcFR2y44RWcCPE/cjBRQhkrb/mp1IpqETAIVROum68TgpUQBp+a+fCvRLCa0T7qsaagkIdNeOtl+hI+M0sFBpMyRgCfq70RKQq2HoW8mQwI9PeuNxf+8ZgLBhZdyGSfAJJ0+FCQCQ4THVeAOV4yCGBpCqOJmV0x7RBEKprC8KcGd/fI8qZWK7mmxdHtWKF9mdeTQATpEx8hF56iMrlEFVRFFD+gZvaI368l6sd6tj+nogpVl9tAfWJ8/qgqVXg==</latexit>

+ Unobservable
<latexit sha1_base64="uvQay3MRMAGXFg72zUb0pb3+5eE=">AAAB/3icbVDNSgMxGMzWv1r/VgUvXoJFEISyWwU9Fr14rOC2hXYp2TRtQ7PZJfm2WNYKvooXD4p49TW8+Tam7R60dSAwzHyTfJkgFlyD43xbuaXlldW1/HphY3Nre8fe3avpKFGUeTQSkWoERDPBJfOAg2CNWDESBoLVg8H1xK8PmdI8kncwipkfkp7kXU4JGKltH5w+4hawe0g9GQWaqSEx0XHbLjolZwq8SNyMFFGGatv+anUimoRMAhVE66brxOCnRAGn5r5CK9EsJnRAeqxpqCQh03463X+Mj43Swd1ImSMBT9XfiZSEWo/CwEyGBPp63puI/3nNBLqXfsplnACTdPZQNxEYIjwpA3e4YhTEyBBCFTe7YtonilAwlRVMCe78lxdJrVxyz0rl2/Ni5SqrI48O0RE6QS66QBV0g6rIQxQ9oGf0it6sJ+vFerc+ZqM5K8vsoz+wPn8AXUiWVQ==</latexit>

+ Unobservable
<latexit sha1_base64="uvQay3MRMAGXFg72zUb0pb3+5eE=">AAAB/3icbVDNSgMxGMzWv1r/VgUvXoJFEISyWwU9Fr14rOC2hXYp2TRtQ7PZJfm2WNYKvooXD4p49TW8+Tam7R60dSAwzHyTfJkgFlyD43xbuaXlldW1/HphY3Nre8fe3avpKFGUeTQSkWoERDPBJfOAg2CNWDESBoLVg8H1xK8PmdI8kncwipkfkp7kXU4JGKltH5w+4hawe0g9GQWaqSEx0XHbLjolZwq8SNyMFFGGatv+anUimoRMAhVE66brxOCnRAGn5r5CK9EsJnRAeqxpqCQh03463X+Mj43Swd1ImSMBT9XfiZSEWo/CwEyGBPp63puI/3nNBLqXfsplnACTdPZQNxEYIjwpA3e4YhTEyBBCFTe7YtonilAwlRVMCe78lxdJrVxyz0rl2/Ni5SqrI48O0RE6QS66QBV0g6rIQxQ9oGf0it6sJ+vFerc+ZqM5K8vsoz+wPn8AXUiWVQ==</latexit>

x1(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="Gm43VSpOAeRfcdGEpHkBhqlUjdM=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMQL2FXBT0GvXiMYB6QLGF2MpuMmZ1dZnrFEPIPXjwo4tX/8ebfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dQSKFQdf9dnIrq2vrG/nNwtb2zu5ecf+gYeJUM15nsYx1K6CGS6F4HQVK3ko0p1EgeTMY3kz95iPXRsTqHkcJ9yPaVyIUjKKVGk9dr4yn3WLJrbgzkGXiZaQEGWrd4lenF7M04gqZpMa0PTdBf0w1Cib5pNBJDU8oG9I+b1uqaMSNP55dOyEnVumRMNa2FJKZ+ntiTCNjRlFgOyOKA7PoTcX/vHaK4ZU/FipJkSs2XxSmkmBMpq+TntCcoRxZQpkW9lbCBlRThjaggg3BW3x5mTTOKt555ezuolS9zuLIwxEcQxk8uIQq3EIN6sDgAZ7hFd6c2Hlx3p2PeWvOyWYO4Q+czx+qO46H</latexit>

x2(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="yu+lmX3rxTEwpahW2IksG1ivzSQ=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYhDiJexGQY9BLx4jmAckS5idTJIxszPLTK8YlvyDFw+KePV/vPk3TpI9aGJBQ1HVTXdXGAtu0PO+nZXVtfWNzdxWfntnd2+/cHDYMCrRlNWpEkq3QmKY4JLVkaNgrVgzEoWCNcPRzdRvPjJtuJL3OI5ZEJGB5H1OCVqp8dStlPCsWyh6ZW8Gd5n4GSlChlq38NXpKZpETCIVxJi278UYpEQjp4JN8p3EsJjQERmwtqWSRMwE6ezaiXtqlZ7bV9qWRHem/p5ISWTMOAptZ0RwaBa9qfif106wfxWkXMYJMknni/qJcFG509fdHteMohhbQqjm9laXDokmFG1AeRuCv/jyMmlUyv55uXJ3UaxeZ3Hk4BhOoAQ+XEIVbqEGdaDwAM/wCm+Ocl6cd+dj3rriZDNH8AfO5w+rwo6I</latexit>

x3(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="XxhH9eOXFNDFm6Ru28xatSI8K8U=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BItQL2W3FfRY9OKxgv2AdinZNNvGZpMlmRXL0v/gxYMiXv0/3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmBbHgBlz328mtrW9sbuW3Czu7e/sHxcOjllGJpqxJlVC6ExDDBJesCRwE68SakSgQrB2Mb2Z++5Fpw5W8h0nM/IgMJQ85JWCl1lO/VobzfrHkVtw58CrxMlJCGRr94ldvoGgSMQlUEGO6nhuDnxINnAo2LfQSw2JCx2TIupZKEjHjp/Nrp/jMKgMcKm1LAp6rvydSEhkziQLbGREYmWVvJv7ndRMIr/yUyzgBJuliUZgIDArPXscDrhkFMbGEUM3trZiOiCYUbEAFG4K3/PIqaVUrXq1Svbso1a+zOPLoBJ2iMvLQJaqjW9RATUTRA3pGr+jNUc6L8+58LFpzTjZzjP7A+fwBrUmOiQ==</latexit>

x4(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="mIobleFAl5m7plpaCwRZWG7x8po=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BItQL2W3FvRY9OKxgv2AdinZNNvGZpMlmRXL0v/gxYMiXv0/3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmBbHgBlz328mtrW9sbuW3Czu7e/sHxcOjllGJpqxJlVC6ExDDBJesCRwE68SakSgQrB2Mb2Z++5Fpw5W8h0nM/IgMJQ85JWCl1lO/VobzfrHkVtw58CrxMlJCGRr94ldvoGgSMQlUEGO6nhuDnxINnAo2LfQSw2JCx2TIupZKEjHjp/Nrp/jMKgMcKm1LAp6rvydSEhkziQLbGREYmWVvJv7ndRMIr/yUyzgBJuliUZgIDArPXscDrhkFMbGEUM3trZiOiCYUbEAFG4K3/PIqaVUr3kWlelcr1a+zOPLoBJ2iMvLQJaqjW9RATUTRA3pGr+jNUc6L8+58LFpzTjZzjP7A+fwBrtCOig==</latexit>

A21
<latexit sha1_base64="H82LD9IAmpAW5rWkE2+2R7km4QU=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8ld0q6LHqxWMF+wHtUrJpto3NJkuSFcrS/+DFgyJe/T/e/Dem7R609cHA470ZZuaFieDGet43WlldW9/YLGwVt3d29/ZLB4dNo1JNWYMqoXQ7JIYJLlnDcitYO9GMxKFgrXB0O/VbT0wbruSDHScsiMlA8ohTYp3UvO5lVX/SK5W9ijcDXiZ+TsqQo94rfXX7iqYxk5YKYkzH9xIbZERbTgWbFLupYQmhIzJgHUcliZkJstm1E3zqlD6OlHYlLZ6pvycyEhszjkPXGRM7NIveVPzP66Q2ugoyLpPUMknni6JUYKvw9HXc55pRK8aOEKq5uxXTIdGEWhdQ0YXgL768TJrVin9eqd5flGs3eRwFOIYTOAMfLqEGd1CHBlB4hGd4hTek0At6Rx/z1hWUzxzBH6DPH++PjrU=</latexit>

A23
<latexit sha1_base64="TZw5ZNlquAroDhFKPi4iB3fcAvM=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9ltBT1WvXisYD+gXUo2zbax2WRJskJZ+h+8eFDEq//Hm//GbLsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QcyZNq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRW8tEEdoikkvVDbCmnAnaMsxw2o0VxVHAaSeY3GZ+54kqzaR4MNOY+hEeCRYygo2V2teDtFafDcoVt+rOgVaJl5MK5GgOyl/9oSRJRIUhHGvd89zY+ClWhhFOZ6V+ommMyQSPaM9SgSOq/XR+7QydWWWIQqlsCYPm6u+JFEdaT6PAdkbYjPWyl4n/eb3EhFd+ykScGCrIYlGYcGQkyl5HQ6YoMXxqCSaK2VsRGWOFibEBlWwI3vLLq6Rdq3r1au3+otK4yeMowgmcwjl4cAkNuIMmtIDAIzzDK7w50nlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx/ymY63</latexit>

A24
<latexit sha1_base64="S1Gm3rguE7EO6LIHJNAfyblHozU=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+rXr0EiyCp7JbC3qsevFYwX5Au5Rsmm1js8mSZIWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp737RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf0D9/CopWWqCG0SyaXqhFhTzgRtGmY47SSK4jjktB2Ob2d++4kqzaR4MJOEBjEeChYxgo2VWtf9rFqb9t2yV/HmQKvEz0kZcjT67ldvIEkaU2EIx1p3fS8xQYaVYYTTaamXappgMsZD2rVU4JjqIJtfO0VnVhmgSCpbwqC5+nsiw7HWkzi0nTE2I73szcT/vG5qoqsgYyJJDRVksShKOTISzV5HA6YoMXxiCSaK2VsRGWGFibEBlWwI/vLLq6RVrfgXlep9rVy/yeMowgmcwjn4cAl1uIMGNIHAIzzDK7w50nlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx/0Ho64</latexit>

A43
<latexit sha1_base64="l0BBcvetGm7IpZ0fraUb9CdvQJo=">AAAB7XicbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRmLiiewCCR5RLx4xkY8ENqRbulDptpu2a0I2/AcvHjTGq//Hm//GAntQ8CWTvLw3k5l5QcyZNq777eQ2Nre2d/K7hb39g8Oj4vFJW8tEEdoikkvVDbCmnAnaMsxw2o0VxVHAaSeY3M79zhNVmknxYKYx9SM8EixkBBsrta8Haa06GxRLbtldAK0TLyMlyNAcFL/6Q0mSiApDONa657mx8VOsDCOczgr9RNMYkwke0Z6lAkdU++ni2hm6sMoQhVLZEgYt1N8TKY60nkaB7YywGetVby7+5/USE175KRNxYqggy0VhwpGRaP46GjJFieFTSzBRzN6KyBgrTIwNqGBD8FZfXiftStmrliv3tVLjJosjD2dwDpfgQR0acAdNaAGBR3iGV3hzpPPivDsfy9ack82cwh84nz/1pY65</latexit>

A13
<latexit sha1_base64="8OdLNTKwPXcTf+Dj4WZLZckPspM=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9ltBT1WvXisYD+gXUo2zbax2WRJskJZ+h+8eFDEq//Hm//GbLsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QcyZNq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRW8tEEdoikkvVDbCmnAnaMsxw2o0VxVHAaSeY3GZ+54kqzaR4MNOY+hEeCRYygo2V2teD1KvPBuWKW3XnQKvEy0kFcjQH5a/+UJIkosIQjrXueW5s/BQrwwins1I/0TTGZIJHtGepwBHVfjq/dobOrDJEoVS2hEFz9fdEiiOtp1FgOyNsxnrZy8T/vF5iwis/ZSJODBVksShMODISZa+jIVOUGD61BBPF7K2IjLHCxNiASjYEb/nlVdKuVb16tXZ/UWnc5HEU4QRO4Rw8uIQG3EETWkDgEZ7hFd4c6bw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w/xE462</latexit>

B1
<latexit sha1_base64="w7oWSDXFvo9EwUkox72UAxNGMQ0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV9FjqxWNF+wFtKJvtpF262YTdjVBCf4IXD4p49Rd589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJIJr47rfztr6xubWdmGnuLu3f3BYOjpu6ThVDJssFrHqBFSj4BKbhhuBnUQhjQKB7WB8O/PbT6g0j+WjmSToR3QoecgZNVZ6qPe9fqnsVtw5yCrxclKGHI1+6as3iFkaoTRMUK27npsYP6PKcCZwWuylGhPKxnSIXUsljVD72fzUKTm3yoCEsbIlDZmrvycyGmk9iQLbGVEz0sveTPzP66YmvPEzLpPUoGSLRWEqiInJ7G8y4AqZERNLKFPc3krYiCrKjE2naEPwll9eJa1qxbusVO+vyrV6HkcBTuEMLsCDa6jBHTSgCQyG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gC6q41u</latexit>

B2
<latexit sha1_base64="O3+qwh8vC798NHm9+SFZg5mukYc=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV9FjqxWNF+wFtKJvtpl262YTdiVBCf4IXD4p49Rd589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJFIYdN1vZ219Y3Nru7BT3N3bPzgsHR23TJxqxpsslrHuBNRwKRRvokDJO4nmNAokbwfj25nffuLaiFg94iThfkSHSoSCUbTSQ71f7ZfKbsWdg6wSLydlyNHol756g5ilEVfIJDWm67kJ+hnVKJjk02IvNTyhbEyHvGupohE3fjY/dUrOrTIgYaxtKSRz9fdERiNjJlFgOyOKI7PszcT/vG6K4Y2fCZWkyBVbLApTSTAms7/JQGjOUE4soUwLeythI6opQ5tO0YbgLb+8SlrVindZqd5flWv1PI4CnMIZXIAH11CDO2hAExgM4Rle4c2Rzovz7nwsWtecfOYE/sD5/AG8L41v</latexit>

C1
<latexit sha1_base64="b342B6lxS9u4MYepTTuvsFWGG+U=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV9FjsxWNF+wFtKJvtpF262YTdjVBCf4IXD4p49Rd589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJIJr47rfztr6xubWdmGnuLu3f3BYOjpu6ThVDJssFrHqBFSj4BKbhhuBnUQhjQKB7WBcn/ntJ1Sax/LRTBL0IzqUPOSMGis91Ptev1R2K+4cZJV4OSlDjka/9NUbxCyNUBomqNZdz02Mn1FlOBM4LfZSjQllYzrErqWSRqj9bH7qlJxbZUDCWNmShszV3xMZjbSeRIHtjKgZ6WVvJv7ndVMT3vgZl0lqULLFojAVxMRk9jcZcIXMiIkllClubyVsRBVlxqZTtCF4yy+vkla14l1WqvdX5dptHkcBTuEMLsCDa6jBHTSgCQyG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gC8MY1v</latexit>

u(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="cPJZct/fiiCTOExS7CXvgUegSxM=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkpSBT0WvXisYGuhDWWz3bRLN5uwOxFK6V/w4kERr/4hb/4bN20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFR28SpZrzFYhnrTkANl0LxFgqUvJNoTqNA8sdgfJv5j09cGxGrB5wk3I/oUIlQMIqZlFbxvF+uuDV3DrJKvJxUIEezX/7qDWKWRlwhk9SYrucm6E+pRsEkn5V6qeEJZWM65F1LFY248afzW2fkzCoDEsbalkIyV39PTGlkzCQKbGdEcWSWvUz8z+umGF77U6GSFLlii0VhKgnGJHucDITmDOXEEsq0sLcSNqKaMrTxlGwI3vLLq6Rdr3kXtfr9ZaVxk8dRhBM4hSp4cAUNuIMmtIDBCJ7hFd6cyHlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx9+go3g</latexit>

Controllable
<latexit sha1_base64="TQ1EfydoGnl/HOpJO6MmXht3vTw=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzEyyCqzJTBV0Wu3FZwT6gHUomTdvQTDIkd8Q6FH/FjQtF3Pof7vwb03YW2nogcDjnnuTmhLHgBjzv28mtrK6tb+Q3C1vbO7t77v5Bw6hEU1anSijdColhgktWBw6CtWLNSBQK1gxH1anfvGfacCXvYByzICIDyfucErBS1z3qAHuAtKokaCUEsbkJ7rpFr+TNgJeJn5EiylDrul+dnqJJxCRQQYxp+14MQUo0cGovLHQSw2JCR2TA2pZKEjETpLPtJ/jUKj3cV9oeCXim/k6kJDJmHIV2MiIwNIveVPzPayfQvwpSLuMEmKTzh/qJwKDwtArc45pREGNLCNXc7orpkGhCwRZWsCX4i19eJo1yyT8vlW8vipXrrI48OkYn6Az56BJV0A2qoTqi6BE9o1f05jw5L8678zEfzTlZ5hD9gfP5AwATlZE=</latexit>

Controllable
<latexit sha1_base64="TQ1EfydoGnl/HOpJO6MmXht3vTw=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzEyyCqzJTBV0Wu3FZwT6gHUomTdvQTDIkd8Q6FH/FjQtF3Pof7vwb03YW2nogcDjnnuTmhLHgBjzv28mtrK6tb+Q3C1vbO7t77v5Bw6hEU1anSijdColhgktWBw6CtWLNSBQK1gxH1anfvGfacCXvYByzICIDyfucErBS1z3qAHuAtKokaCUEsbkJ7rpFr+TNgJeJn5EiylDrul+dnqJJxCRQQYxp+14MQUo0cGovLHQSw2JCR2TA2pZKEjETpLPtJ/jUKj3cV9oeCXim/k6kJDJmHIV2MiIwNIveVPzPayfQvwpSLuMEmKTzh/qJwKDwtArc45pREGNLCNXc7orpkGhCwRZWsCX4i19eJo1yyT8vlW8vipXrrI48OkYn6Az56BJV0A2qoTqi6BE9o1f05jw5L8678zEfzTlZ5hD9gfP5AwATlZE=</latexit>

Figure 6: Schematic diagram for Kalman decomposition. Note that the arrows do not represent input-
output signals, but show pictorially interdependencies among the different subsystems.

Notice that some subsystems are uncontrollable and/or unobservable. In this case
we cannot control (steer arbitrarily) or observe (estimate) that part of the state;
however, we would like these parts to be stable. Since stability is dictated by the
eigenvalues of the system, and these correspond to the eigenvalues of the diagonal
blocks, we would like:

1. The eigenvalues of A33 and A44 (uncontrollable part) to have negative real
part. In this case the system is called stabilizable.
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2. The eigenvalues of A22 and A44 (unobservable part) to have negative real part.
In this case the system is called detectable.

Designing a controller for stabilizable systems (or an observer as we will see in the
sequel for detectable ones) will ensure that the overall system is asymptotically
stable as the part that we cannot control is asymptotically stable as well. Finally,
it should be mentioned that the uncontrollable and unobservable parts lead to pole
zero cancellations in the associated transfer function.

5.3 Summary

This chapter showed how minimum energy controllers can be designed for con-
trollable systems, and discussed Kalman decomposition as a state partitioning to
(un)controllable and (un)observable subsystems. The main learning outcomes of
the chapter can be summarized as follows:

• Minimum energy control. Minimum energy controllers are designed for control-
lable systems, and are able to steer the system from x0 = 0 to an arbitrary ter-
minal state x1, while minimizing the energy (or control effort)

∫ t
0
u(τ)>u(τ)dτ .

Such controllers and their energy are given by

control input: u(τ) = B>eA
>(t−τ)Wc(t)−1x1 for all τ ∈ [0, t],

energy: E(t) = x>1 Wc(t)−1x1.

Minimum energy controllers are related to energy: the further away a system
is from being controllable, the closest the controllability gramian Wc(t) is
to become singular. This in turn implies that controller’s energy will grow,
implying that we need more energy/effort to steer the system to x1.

• Kalman decomposition. It shows that through an appropriate coordinate trans-
formation a system can be decomposed into four subsystems, namely,

1. x1(t): controllable + observable;

2. x2(t): controllable + unobservable;

3. x3(t): uncontrollable + observable;

4. x4(t): uncontrollable + unobservable.
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6 State feedback control

In the previous chapter we considered a minimum effort control design, however, the
resulting controller was open loop. Here we introduce a feedback control design
for the case where the entire state is available in the form of measurements in
the system output, i.e., when y = x. Therefore, for the results of this chapter
the output equation becomes irrelevant. In this setting, the following questions
naturally arise:

1. Is it possible design a state feedback control input so that we steer an LTI
system to a desired state?

2. If yes, how do we construct such a state feedback controller?

The first of these questions is related to controllability. We have already seen that
if the system is controllable then we can design minimum energy controllers; here,
we will show that controllability is equivalent to the existence of a state feedback
controller. In particular, we will show that such a state feedback controller can be
constructed by means of a methodology called pole placement, hence it is possible
for controllable systems to select the feedback control gains appropriately so that
the resulting closed loop system is driven to a desired state.

6.1 Closed loop system

We consider an LTI system in state space form, i.e.,

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t)
y(t) = Cx(t) +Du(t).

Note that under a full state feedback regime y(t) = x(t), which implies that C = I

and D = 0. With reference to the state feedback control architecture schematically
shown in Figure 7, we have that

u(t) = Kx(t) + r(t),

where r(t) ∈ Rm is an external input vector that we consider to be fixed, while
K ∈ Rm×n is the feedback gain matrix whose elements are the control gains that
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we need to tune. Note that K is a matrix, as we may have multiple inputs and
outputs (in this setting outputs coincide with states). In the single input, single
output case, the resulting gain would be a scalar.

Under this state feedback controller, the ODE governing the behaviour of the LTI
system, i.e., ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t), becomes

ẋ(t) = (A+BK)x(t) +Br(t).

Such a system is referred to as closed loop system as its evolution does not depend
on the input u(t), but only on the state x(t) and some fixed, external input r(t).
Matrix A+BK will be hereafter referred to as closed loop matrix.

K
<latexit sha1_base64="2KgTQXpNs1xrxz6I9WBqiYJJ9Mg=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexGQY9BL4KXCOYByRJmJ51kyOzsOtMrhiU/4cWDIl79HW/+jZNkD5pY0FBUddPdFcRSGHTdbye3srq2vpHfLGxt7+zuFfcPGiZKNIc6j2SkWwEzIIWCOgqU0Io1sDCQ0AxG11O/+QjaiEjd4zgGP2QDJfqCM7RSq4PwhOntpFssuWV3BrpMvIyUSIZat/jV6UU8CUEhl8yYtufG6KdMo+ASJoVOYiBmfMQG0LZUsRCMn87undATq/RoP9K2FNKZ+nsiZaEx4zCwnSHDoVn0puJ/XjvB/qWfChUnCIrPF/UTSTGi0+dpT2jgKMeWMK6FvZXyIdOMo42oYEPwFl9eJo1K2TsrV+7OS9WrLI48OSLH5JR45IJUyQ2pkTrhRJJn8krenAfnxXl3PuatOSebOSR/4Hz+AGOpkDI=</latexit>

y(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="91GELvzX3+ZjKrm8RCfHFBwN75o=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkpSBT0WvXisYGuhDWWz3bRLdzdhdyOE0L/gxYMiXv1D3vw3btoctPXBwOO9GWbmBTFn2rjut1NaW9/Y3CpvV3Z29/YPqodHXR0litAOiXikegHWlDNJO4YZTnuxolgEnD4G09vcf3yiSrNIPpg0pr7AY8lCRrDJpbRuzofVmttw50CrxCtIDQq0h9WvwSgiiaDSEI617ntubPwMK8MIp7PKINE0xmSKx7RvqcSCaj+b3zpDZ1YZoTBStqRBc/X3RIaF1qkIbKfAZqKXvVz8z+snJrz2MybjxFBJFovChCMTofxxNGKKEsNTSzBRzN6KyAQrTIyNp2JD8JZfXiXdZsO7aDTvL2utmyKOMpzAKdTBgytowR20oQMEJvAMr/DmCOfFeXc+Fq0lp5g5hj9wPn8AhJ6N5A==</latexit>

+
<latexit sha1_base64="HFb7vPGXWshKfdtTiumEDK16me0=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGE3CnoMevGYgHlAsoTZSW8yZnZ2mZkVQsgXePGgiFc/yZt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3BYng2rjut5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHTR2nimGDxSJW7YBqFFxiw3AjsJ0opFEgsBWM7mZ+6wmV5rF8MOME/YgOJA85o8ZK9YteseSW3TnIKvEyUoIMtV7xq9uPWRqhNExQrTuemxh/QpXhTOC00E01JpSN6AA7lkoaofYn80On5MwqfRLGypY0ZK7+npjQSOtxFNjOiJqhXvZm4n9eJzXhjT/hMkkNSrZYFKaCmJjMviZ9rpAZMbaEMsXtrYQNqaLM2GwKNgRv+eVV0qyUvctypX5Vqt5mceThBE7hHDy4hircQw0awADhGV7hzXl0Xpx352PRmnOymWP4A+fzB3LTjLM=</latexit>

+
<latexit sha1_base64="HFb7vPGXWshKfdtTiumEDK16me0=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGE3CnoMevGYgHlAsoTZSW8yZnZ2mZkVQsgXePGgiFc/yZt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3BYng2rjut5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHTR2nimGDxSJW7YBqFFxiw3AjsJ0opFEgsBWM7mZ+6wmV5rF8MOME/YgOJA85o8ZK9YteseSW3TnIKvEyUoIMtV7xq9uPWRqhNExQrTuemxh/QpXhTOC00E01JpSN6AA7lkoaofYn80On5MwqfRLGypY0ZK7+npjQSOtxFNjOiJqhXvZm4n9eJzXhjT/hMkkNSrZYFKaCmJjMviZ9rpAZMbaEMsXtrYQNqaLM2GwKNgRv+eVV0qyUvctypX5Vqt5mceThBE7hHDy4hircQw0awADhGV7hzXl0Xpx352PRmnOymWP4A+fzB3LTjLM=</latexit>

u(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="cPJZct/fiiCTOExS7CXvgUegSxM=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkpSBT0WvXisYGuhDWWz3bRLN5uwOxFK6V/w4kERr/4hb/4bN20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFR28SpZrzFYhnrTkANl0LxFgqUvJNoTqNA8sdgfJv5j09cGxGrB5wk3I/oUIlQMIqZlFbxvF+uuDV3DrJKvJxUIEezX/7qDWKWRlwhk9SYrucm6E+pRsEkn5V6qeEJZWM65F1LFY248afzW2fkzCoDEsbalkIyV39PTGlkzCQKbGdEcWSWvUz8z+umGF77U6GSFLlii0VhKgnGJHucDITmDOXEEsq0sLcSNqKaMrTxlGwI3vLLq6Rdr3kXtfr9ZaVxk8dRhBM4hSp4cAUNuIMmtIDBCJ7hFd6cyHlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx9+go3g</latexit>

Z

<latexit sha1_base64="5YKVstUnDY713XB7LeyZEQqcyBI=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV9Fj04rGC/YA2lM120y7d3YTdiVBC/4IXD4p49Q9589+YtDlo64OBx3szzMwLYiksuu63s7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo7bNkoM4y0Wych0A2q5FJq3UKDk3dhwqgLJO8HkLvc7T9xYEelHnMbcV3SkRSgYxVzqC42DStWtuXOQVeIVpAoFmoPKV38YsURxjUxSa3ueG6OfUoOCST4r9xPLY8omdMR7GdVUceun81tn5DxThiSMTFYayVz9PZFSZe1UBVmnoji2y14u/uf1Egxv/FToOEGu2WJRmEiCEckfJ0NhOEM5zQhlRmS3EjamhjLM4ilnIXjLL6+Sdr3mXdbqD1fVxm0RRwlO4QwuwINraMA9NKEFDMbwDK/w5ijnxXl3Phata04xcwJ/4Hz+ACP2jk0=</latexit>

+
<latexit sha1_base64="HFb7vPGXWshKfdtTiumEDK16me0=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGE3CnoMevGYgHlAsoTZSW8yZnZ2mZkVQsgXePGgiFc/yZt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3BYng2rjut5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHTR2nimGDxSJW7YBqFFxiw3AjsJ0opFEgsBWM7mZ+6wmV5rF8MOME/YgOJA85o8ZK9YteseSW3TnIKvEyUoIMtV7xq9uPWRqhNExQrTuemxh/QpXhTOC00E01JpSN6AA7lkoaofYn80On5MwqfRLGypY0ZK7+npjQSOtxFNjOiJqhXvZm4n9eJzXhjT/hMkkNSrZYFKaCmJjMviZ9rpAZMbaEMsXtrYQNqaLM2GwKNgRv+eVV0qyUvctypX5Vqt5mceThBE7hHDy4hircQw0awADhGV7hzXl0Xpx352PRmnOymWP4A+fzB3LTjLM=</latexit>

+
<latexit sha1_base64="HFb7vPGXWshKfdtTiumEDK16me0=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGE3CnoMevGYgHlAsoTZSW8yZnZ2mZkVQsgXePGgiFc/yZt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3BYng2rjut5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHTR2nimGDxSJW7YBqFFxiw3AjsJ0opFEgsBWM7mZ+6wmV5rF8MOME/YgOJA85o8ZK9YteseSW3TnIKvEyUoIMtV7xq9uPWRqhNExQrTuemxh/QpXhTOC00E01JpSN6AA7lkoaofYn80On5MwqfRLGypY0ZK7+npjQSOtxFNjOiJqhXvZm4n9eJzXhjT/hMkkNSrZYFKaCmJjMviZ9rpAZMbaEMsXtrYQNqaLM2GwKNgRv+eVV0qyUvctypX5Vqt5mceThBE7hHDy4hircQw0awADhGV7hzXl0Xpx352PRmnOymWP4A+fzB3LTjLM=</latexit>

x(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="0/c74ZxaxbQ/fx+9aT5avb8EXX0=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BItQL2W3CnosevFYwX5Au5Rsmm1Dk+ySzIpl6V/w4kERr/4hb/4bs+0etPXBwOO9GWbmBbHgBlz32ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjtokSTVmLRiLS3YAYJrhiLeAgWDfWjMhAsE4wuc38ziPThkfqAaYx8yUZKR5ySiCTnqpwPihX3Jo7B14lXk4qKEdzUP7qDyOaSKaACmJMz3Nj8FOigVPBZqV+YlhM6ISMWM9SRSQzfjq/dYbPrDLEYaRtKcBz9fdESqQxUxnYTklgbJa9TPzP6yUQXvspV3ECTNHFojARGCKcPY6HXDMKYmoJoZrbWzEdE00o2HhKNgRv+eVV0q7XvIta/f6y0rjJ4yiiE3SKqshDV6iB7lATtRBFY/SMXtGbI50X5935WLQWnHzmGP2B8/kDgxeN4w==</latexit>

ẋ(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="+juy2ldVNUoDaD3yBcUf8EfoiTE=">AAAB8XicbVBNTwIxFHyLX4hfqEcvjcQEL2QXTfRI9OIREwEjbEi3FGjodjftWyPZ8C+8eNAYr/4bb/4bC+xBwUmaTGbepO9NEEth0HW/ndzK6tr6Rn6zsLW9s7tX3D9omijRjDdYJCN9H1DDpVC8gQIlv481p2EgeSsYXU/91iPXRkTqDscx90M6UKIvGEUrPXR6EaZPkzKedoslt+LOQJaJl5ESZKh3i182zJKQK2SSGtP23Bj9lGoUTPJJoZMYHlM2ogPetlTRkBs/nW08ISdW6ZF+pO1TSGbq70RKQ2PGYWAnQ4pDs+hNxf+8doL9Sz8VKk6QKzb/qJ9IghGZnk96QnOGcmwJZVrYXQkbUk0Z2pIKtgRv8eRl0qxWvLNK9fa8VLvK6sjDERxDGTy4gBrcQB0awEDBM7zCm2OcF+fd+ZiP5pwscwh/4Hz+AGRbkLo=</latexit>

A
<latexit sha1_base64="45d1yBRyuohMlTapPsxO6pw3DHE=">AAAB73icbVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHbRRI+oF4+YyCOBDZkdGpgwO7vO9BrJhp/w4kFjvPo73vwbB9iDgpV0UqnqTndXEEth0HW/ndzK6tr6Rn6zsLW9s7tX3D9omCjRHOo8kpFuBcyAFArqKFBCK9bAwkBCMxjdTP3mI2gjInWP4xj8kA2U6AvO0EqtDsITpleTbrHklt0Z6DLxMlIiGWrd4lenF/EkBIVcMmPanhujnzKNgkuYFDqJgZjxERtA21LFQjB+Ort3Qk+s0qP9SNtSSGfq74mUhcaMw8B2hgyHZtGbiv957QT7l34qVJwgKD5f1E8kxYhOn6c9oYGjHFvCuBb2VsqHTDOONqKCDcFbfHmZNCpl76xcuTsvVa+zOPLkiByTU+KRC1Ilt6RG6oQTSZ7JK3lzHpwX5935mLfmnGzmkPyB8/kDVHeQKA==</latexit>

B
<latexit sha1_base64="mbUbk0qCqdhenaZ68hDRP0/je4E=">AAAB73icbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHbRRI8ELx4xkUcCGzI7DDBhdnad6TWSDT/hxYPGePV3vPk3DrAHBSvppFLVne6uIJbCoOt+O7m19Y3Nrfx2YWd3b/+geHjUNFGiGW+wSEa6HVDDpVC8gQIlb8ea0zCQvBWMb2Z+65FrIyJ1j5OY+yEdKjEQjKKV2l3kT5jWpr1iyS27c5BV4mWkBBnqveJXtx+xJOQKmaTGdDw3Rj+lGgWTfFroJobHlI3pkHcsVTTkxk/n907JmVX6ZBBpWwrJXP09kdLQmEkY2M6Q4sgsezPxP6+T4ODaT4WKE+SKLRYNEkkwIrPnSV9ozlBOLKFMC3srYSOqKUMbUcGG4C2/vEqalbJ3Ua7cXZaqtSyOPJzAKZyDB1dQhVuoQwMYSHiGV3hzHpwX5935WLTmnGzmGP7A+fwBVfyQKQ==</latexit>

C
<latexit sha1_base64="ip3qj/q69+gJ0kxhZz5TBeGPSaU=">AAAB73icbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHbRRI9ELh4xkUcCGzI7DDBhdnad6TWSDT/hxYPGePV3vPk3DrAHBSvppFLVne6uIJbCoOt+O7m19Y3Nrfx2YWd3b/+geHjUNFGiGW+wSEa6HVDDpVC8gQIlb8ea0zCQvBWMazO/9ci1EZG6x0nM/ZAOlRgIRtFK7S7yJ0xr016x5JbdOcgq8TJSggz1XvGr249YEnKFTFJjOp4bo59SjYJJPi10E8NjysZ0yDuWKhpy46fze6fkzCp9Moi0LYVkrv6eSGlozCQMbGdIcWSWvZn4n9dJcHDtp0LFCXLFFosGiSQYkdnzpC80ZygnllCmhb2VsBHVlKGNqGBD8JZfXiXNStm7KFfuLkvVmyyOPJzAKZyDB1dQhVuoQwMYSHiGV3hzHpwX5935WLTmnGzmGP7A+fwBV4GQKg==</latexit>

r(t)
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Figure 7: Block diagram for the state feedback controller.

We aim at designing the feedback gain matrix K so that the closed loop system
evolves in a prescribed manner. In particular, we will show that deciding on whether
a given LTI system is controllable is related to the ability of placing the eigenvalues
of A+BK at any desired location, and we will provide a procedure to do so referred
to as pole placement. Due to the relationship between poles and eigenvalues this
is also known as eigenvalue placement or eigenvalue assignment.
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6.2 Pole placement

6.2.1 Single input systems

We first consider LTI systems with a single input, i.e., u(t) ∈ R (m = 1), and
hence

K =
[
k1 . . . kn

]
∈ R1×n,

is a row vector. We aim at designing K so that we steer the system at a desired
state; naturally, this is related to controllability (see Definition 1). To build some
intuition, the most practically relevant situation is the case where this desired state
is finite and we would like to converge to it asymptotically (possibly also sufficiently
fast), hence the closed loop system exhibits a stable behaviour. However, we have
already seen that stability depends on the eigenvalues of the A matrix that appears
in the state space system representation. For the closed loop system to be stable,
we are thus interested in the eigenvalues of A + BK. To this end, informally we
aim at building the following equivalence:

Controllability ⇔ Setting the eigenvalues of A+BK to any {λ1, . . . , λn},

where {λ1, . . . , λn} is a target set of n (possibly complex) eigenvalues. It is to
be understood that if one of the eigenvalues in the target set is complex, then its
complex conjugate will have to be in that set as well, as complex eigenvalues appear
in conjugate pairs.

Changing the target set of eigenvalues we thus change the evolution of the closed
loop system. In fact, if we are able to select K so that we move the eigenvalues
(and hence the closed loop system) at any desired target set then we make sure that
through feedback our system can be driven to any state, hence it is controllable.
We formalize this in the following theorem.

Theorem 4 (Controllability & eigenvalues of A+BK). A single input LTI sys-
tem is controllable if and only if for any target set of eigenvalues {λ1, . . . , λn},

there exists K such that: eigenvalues of A+BK = {λ1, . . . , λn}.

The previous theorem provides a link between the ability to place the eigenvalues
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of A + BK and controllability, hence it answers the first question set forth at the
beginning of the chapter. However, it does not state how we can design such a K.
The design procedure for K to achieve this eigenvalue placement is most commonly
referred to as pole placement, and we will detail it below.

To this end, let {λ1, . . . , λn} be any target set of eigenvalues for the closed loop
matrix A + BK. These eigenvalues will then be the roots of the characteristic
polynomial of A+BK, i.e.,

target characteristic polynomial:
det(λI − (A+BK)) = (λ− λ1) · · · (λ− λn)

= λn + d1λ
n−1 + . . .+ dn−1λ+ dn,

where d1, . . . , dn are real coefficients, uniquely determined by the particular choice
of the target set of eigenvalues.

At the same time, it can be shown that if a system is controllable then there exists
an invertible matrix T (in fact this is an “if and only if” condition) such that the
coordinate transformation x̂(t) = Tx(t) brings the system in controllable canonical
form ?, i.e., ˙̂x(t) = Âx̂(t) + B̂u(t), where

Â = TAT−1 =



0 1 0 . . . 0
0 0 1 . . . 0
... ... ... . . . ...
0 0 0 . . . 1
−an −an−1 −an−2 . . . −a1


and B̂ = TB =



0
0
...
0
1


,

where a1, . . . , an are the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial of A, which is
given by λn+a1λ

n−1 + . . .+an−1λ+an. In the new coordinates, the state feedback
control input can be written as

u(t) = Kx(t) + r(t) = KT−1x̂(t) + r(t)
= K̂x̂(t) + r(t),

?Note that we have already introduced the controllable canonical form in Section 3.2.2, as one possible
realization of the system’s transfer function. The term “controllable” shall now be clear due to the fact
that any controllable system admits such a representation via an appropriate coordinate transformation T .
In fact, even though we will not provide this in these notes, it can be shown that for single input systems
T−1 involves the controllability matrix (will be a square matrix in the case of a single input). Note that an
observable canonical form also exists.
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where K̂ = KT−1 =
[
k̂1 . . . k̂n

]
is a row vector including the new control gains.

Application of this feedback controller results in the following closed loop system
in the new coordinates:

˙̂x(t) = (Â+ B̂K̂)x̂(t) + B̂r(t)

=



0 1 0 . . . 0
0 0 1 . . . 0
... ... ... . . . ...
0 0 0 . . . 1

k̂1 − an k̂2 − an−1 k̂3 − an−2 . . . k̂n − a1


x̂(t) +



0
0
...
0
1


r(t),

where this particular form emanates from the structure of Â and B̂ that are in
controllable canonical form. The closed loop system is thus still in controllable
canonical form, hence the entries in the last row correspond to the coefficients of
the characteristic polynomial of Â+ B̂K̂, i.e.,

characteristic polynomial in new coordinates:
det(λI − (Â+ B̂K̂))

= λn − (k̂n − a1)λn−1 − . . .− (k̂2 − an−1)λ− (k̂1 − an).

The eigenvalues remain unaffected by a coordinate transformation (since Â+B̂K̂ =
T (A + BK)T−1), hence A + BK and Â + B̂K̂ have the same eigenvalues. As
a result, the target characteristic polynomial and the characteristic polynomial in
new coordinates should coincide. This implies that their coefficients should be the
same, or in other words,

target characteristic polynomial = characteristic polynomial in new coordinates
⇒ k̂1 = an − dn, k̂2 = an−1 − dn−1, . . . , k̂n = a1 − d1.

Therefore, we can construct K̂ =
[
an − dn . . . a1 − d1

]
so that we place the

eigenvalues of Â + B̂K̂ to the target set of eigenvalues. Equivalently, since K̂ =
KT−1, through K = K̂T we can construct the control input

u(t) = K̂Tx(t) + r(t) = Kx(t) + r(t),

so that the eigenvalues of the closed loop matrix A+BK in the original coordinates
are also equal to the target set.
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Effectively, the derivation above constitutes a proof for the “only if” part of Theorem
4, providing a constructive way to place the eigenvalues of A+BK, thus answering
the second question set forth at the beginning of the chapter. However, to design
K we used a transformation in the so called controllable canonical form. In practice
this is not necessary, and we can achieve pole placement by means of the following
procedure.

Pole placement procedure. Determine K =
[
k1 . . . kn

]
by means of the

following steps:

Step 1: Select a target set of eigenvalues {λ1, . . . , λn}.

Step 2: Construct the target characteristic polynomial

(λ− λ1) · · · (λ− λn) = λn + d1λ
n−1 + . . .+ dn−1λ+ dn.

Step 3: Construct the characteristic polynomial of A+BK, i.e.,

det(λI − (A+BK)).

The coefficients will be linear functions of the gains in K, namely, k1, . . . , kn.

Step 4: Equate coefficients between the polynomials of Step 2 and Step 3,

⇒ Solve a system of n equations with n unknowns, namely, k1, . . . , kn.

Therefore, designing a state feedback controller involves implementing the pole
placement procedure outlined above, which results in solving a linear system of
equations with an equal number of unknowns. To solve that system of equations
we distinguish the following cases:

1. The system is controllable. Then the system of equations admits a unique
solution; in fact, existence of a solution for controllable systems is guaranteed
by means of Theorem 4. Naturally, if we have a controllable system, we would
like the closed loop system to be asymptotically stable (see Chapter 3). Hence
the target eigenvalues should all have negative real part.
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2. The system is uncontrollable and at least one eigenvalue corresponding to the
uncontrollable part has positive real part. By Theorem 3 this will be one of
the eigenvalues of A33 and A44 if Kalman decomposition is performed. In that
case the system of equations does not have a solution. This corresponds to a
case where the system is unstable, and the unstable part is uncontrollable, so
we can not achieve a stable closed loop system by means of state feedback.

3. The system is uncontrollable but all eigenvalues corresponding to the uncon-
trollable part have negative real part. In that case the system of equations
admits a solution as long as we include the eigenvalues of the uncontrollable
part in the target set of eigenvalues. However, the solution might not necessar-
ily be unique. This corresponds to the case of an uncontrollable but stabilizable
system.

We illustrate the pole placement procedure by means of an example.

Ò Example 16. Consider an LTI system with matrices

A =
 0 1
−1 −1

 and B =
0
1

 .
Design a state feedback controller so that the closed loop system has
eigenvalues at −1 and −2.

Solution: The system is of order n = 2, so we seek a control gain matrix of
the form K =

[
k1 k2

]
. The closed loop matrix is thus given by

A+BK =
 0 1
−1 + k1 −1 + k2

 .
To determine k1 and k2 so that the closed loop system has eigenvalues at −1
and −2, we apply the pole placement procedure. We thus have:

Step 1. The target set of eigenvalues is provided in this case, and we denote
it as {λ1, λ2} = {−1,−2}.
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Step 2. The target characteristic polynomial is given by

(λ− λ1)(λ− λ2) = (λ+ 1)(λ+ 2) = λ2 + 3λ+ 2.

Step 3. The characteristic polynomial of A+BK is given by

det(λI − (A+BK)) = λ2 + (1− k2)λ+ (1− k1).

Step 4. Equating the coefficients of the polynomials of Step 2 and Step 3 we
obtain

1− k1 = 2 ⇒ k1 = −1
1− k2 = 3 ⇒ k2 = −2.

The resulting system of equations admitted a unique solution, as the given sys-
tem was controllable. This can be verified by checking that the controllability
matrix is full rank, i.e.,

rank([B AB]) = rank

0 1
1 −1


 = 2.

6.2.2 Multiple input systems

Up to this point the analysis refers to single input systems. In fact this is only
used when resorting to the controllable canonical form which refers to single input
systems. Even if the system has multiple inputs (m > 1) though, we could still
extend the result of Theorem 4 and place the eigenvalues of the closed loop system
at target locations following the pole placement procedure. However, for multiple
input systems, the system of equations in the last step of the pole placement
procedure will involve n equations with nm unknowns. Hence, we will have more
unknowns than equations, implying that the system will not admit a unique solution
even if the original LTI system is controllable. As a result, there will be multiple
choices of K that will lead to the same eigenvalues for the closed loop system (in
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fact, the admissible choices for K will lie on a subspace with dimension n(m−1))?.

To obtain a unique K from the resulting system of equations, we could either
impose additional considerations, e.g., choose a K that not only results in a target
set of eigenvalues but at the same time minimizes a certain performance criterion,
or force a certain number of elements of K to be zero. This would lead to a sparse
feedback gain matrix, thus simplifying some computations, leading to a feedback
structure which is easier to implement in practice.

6.3 Summary

This chapter discussed state feedback control, or in other words, it provided a
procedure to design feedback gains if the entire state is available. The main learning
outcomes of the chapter can be summarized as follows:

• Closed loop matrix. We showed that under state feedback the evolution of the
closed loop system is captured by the matrix A+BK.

• Single input systems.

1. Controllability and eigenvalues of A + BK: Theorem 4 shows that an
LTI system is controllable if and only if for any target set of eigenvalues,
there exists a choice for the gain matrix K such that the eigenvalues of
the closed loop matrix A+BK become equal to this target set.

2. Pole placement: The important implication of Theorem 4 is that control-
lability ensures the existence of a state feedback controller. Pole place-
ment is a procedure to construct such a controller. It involves equating
the coefficients of the target characteristic polynomial, with those of the
characteristic polynomial of A+BK, i.e.,

?To build some intuition on why multiple solutions exist, note that similarly to the way the controllable
canonical form was employed for single input systems, for multiple input systems the so called Brunowski
normal form can be used. However, this form is not unique as it involves a coordinate transformation where
we select n columns of the controllability matrix which is now of dimension n× nm, and there are several
permutations of the selected columns.
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target characteristic polynomial
= characteristic polynomial of A+BK = det(λI − (A+BK)).

Note that the coefficients of det(λI − (A + BK)) are linear functions
of the entries of K, hence the equality above results in a system of n
equations with n unknowns. If the original LTI system is controllable,
then this system admits a unique solution for the gains in K.

• Multiple input systems. Pole placement is also applicable, however, the result-
ing set of equations will involve more unknowns than equations. As a result
the solution is not unique even if the system is controllable, hence, there will
be multiple choices of K that will lead to the same eigenvalues for the closed
loop system.
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7 Observers & Output feedback control

The pole placement procedure outlined in the previous chapter provides an efficient
methodology to design a state feedback controller. However, having access to the
entire system state is often unrealistic in practice, as typically only some of the
states are available via measurements. Therefore, it would be more practical if an
output feedback control design methodology were available, where the feedback
was only a function of the current and past outputs of the system.

In this chapter we will address this problem, and provide an output feedback control
design methodology. In particular, we will:

• Exploit the state feedback control design procedure, and construct a control
input that is not feedback of the actual system state (which is not available),
but rather feedback of an estimate of the state. A procedure that generates
an estimate of the state using past and present inputs and outputs is known
as state observer or else state estimator.

• Design a controller which is feedback of the state estimated by means of the
observer. This is implicitly an output feedback controller , as it will depend on
the estimated state, which in turn depends on the system’s output and not on
the state.

A block diagram summary of the output feedback controller including an observer
is provided in Figure 8. We will be referring to this figure when introducing its
various elements in the sequel.

7.1 Linear state observers

7.1.1 Observer estimation error

Analogously to the state feedback control design analysis, we will assume that we
have an LTI system (see upper shaded block in Figure 8) with a single output
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y(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="91GELvzX3+ZjKrm8RCfHFBwN75o=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkpSBT0WvXisYGuhDWWz3bRLdzdhdyOE0L/gxYMiXv1D3vw3btoctPXBwOO9GWbmBTFn2rjut1NaW9/Y3CpvV3Z29/YPqodHXR0litAOiXikegHWlDNJO4YZTnuxolgEnD4G09vcf3yiSrNIPpg0pr7AY8lCRrDJpbRuzofVmttw50CrxCtIDQq0h9WvwSgiiaDSEI617ntubPwMK8MIp7PKINE0xmSKx7RvqcSCaj+b3zpDZ1YZoTBStqRBc/X3RIaF1qkIbKfAZqKXvVz8z+snJrz2MybjxFBJFovChCMTofxxNGKKEsNTSzBRzN6KyAQrTIyNp2JD8JZfXiXdZsO7aDTvL2utmyKOMpzAKdTBgytowR20oQMEJvAMr/DmCOfFeXc+Fq0lp5g5hj9wPn8AhJ6N5A==</latexit>

+
<latexit sha1_base64="HFb7vPGXWshKfdtTiumEDK16me0=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGE3CnoMevGYgHlAsoTZSW8yZnZ2mZkVQsgXePGgiFc/yZt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3BYng2rjut5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHTR2nimGDxSJW7YBqFFxiw3AjsJ0opFEgsBWM7mZ+6wmV5rF8MOME/YgOJA85o8ZK9YteseSW3TnIKvEyUoIMtV7xq9uPWRqhNExQrTuemxh/QpXhTOC00E01JpSN6AA7lkoaofYn80On5MwqfRLGypY0ZK7+npjQSOtxFNjOiJqhXvZm4n9eJzXhjT/hMkkNSrZYFKaCmJjMviZ9rpAZMbaEMsXtrYQNqaLM2GwKNgRv+eVV0qyUvctypX5Vqt5mceThBE7hHDy4hircQw0awADhGV7hzXl0Xpx352PRmnOymWP4A+fzB3LTjLM=</latexit>

+
<latexit sha1_base64="HFb7vPGXWshKfdtTiumEDK16me0=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGE3CnoMevGYgHlAsoTZSW8yZnZ2mZkVQsgXePGgiFc/yZt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3BYng2rjut5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHTR2nimGDxSJW7YBqFFxiw3AjsJ0opFEgsBWM7mZ+6wmV5rF8MOME/YgOJA85o8ZK9YteseSW3TnIKvEyUoIMtV7xq9uPWRqhNExQrTuemxh/QpXhTOC00E01JpSN6AA7lkoaofYn80On5MwqfRLGypY0ZK7+npjQSOtxFNjOiJqhXvZm4n9eJzXhjT/hMkkNSrZYFKaCmJjMviZ9rpAZMbaEMsXtrYQNqaLM2GwKNgRv+eVV0qyUvctypX5Vqt5mceThBE7hHDy4hircQw0awADhGV7hzXl0Xpx352PRmnOymWP4A+fzB3LTjLM=</latexit>

u(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="cPJZct/fiiCTOExS7CXvgUegSxM=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkpSBT0WvXisYGuhDWWz3bRLN5uwOxFK6V/w4kERr/4hb/4bN20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFR28SpZrzFYhnrTkANl0LxFgqUvJNoTqNA8sdgfJv5j09cGxGrB5wk3I/oUIlQMIqZlFbxvF+uuDV3DrJKvJxUIEezX/7qDWKWRlwhk9SYrucm6E+pRsEkn5V6qeEJZWM65F1LFY248afzW2fkzCoDEsbalkIyV39PTGlkzCQKbGdEcWSWvUz8z+umGF77U6GSFLlii0VhKgnGJHucDITmDOXEEsq0sLcSNqKaMrTxlGwI3vLLq6Rdr3kXtfr9ZaVxk8dRhBM4hSp4cAUNuIMmtIDBCJ7hFd6cyHlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx9+go3g</latexit>

Z

<latexit sha1_base64="5YKVstUnDY713XB7LeyZEQqcyBI=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV9Fj04rGC/YA2lM120y7d3YTdiVBC/4IXD4p49Q9589+YtDlo64OBx3szzMwLYiksuu63s7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo7bNkoM4y0Wych0A2q5FJq3UKDk3dhwqgLJO8HkLvc7T9xYEelHnMbcV3SkRSgYxVzqC42DStWtuXOQVeIVpAoFmoPKV38YsURxjUxSa3ueG6OfUoOCST4r9xPLY8omdMR7GdVUceun81tn5DxThiSMTFYayVz9PZFSZe1UBVmnoji2y14u/uf1Egxv/FToOEGu2WJRmEiCEckfJ0NhOEM5zQhlRmS3EjamhjLM4ilnIXjLL6+Sdr3mXdbqD1fVxm0RRwlO4QwuwINraMA9NKEFDMbwDK/w5ijnxXl3Phata04xcwJ/4Hz+ACP2jk0=</latexit>

+
<latexit sha1_base64="HFb7vPGXWshKfdtTiumEDK16me0=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGE3CnoMevGYgHlAsoTZSW8yZnZ2mZkVQsgXePGgiFc/yZt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3BYng2rjut5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHTR2nimGDxSJW7YBqFFxiw3AjsJ0opFEgsBWM7mZ+6wmV5rF8MOME/YgOJA85o8ZK9YteseSW3TnIKvEyUoIMtV7xq9uPWRqhNExQrTuemxh/QpXhTOC00E01JpSN6AA7lkoaofYn80On5MwqfRLGypY0ZK7+npjQSOtxFNjOiJqhXvZm4n9eJzXhjT/hMkkNSrZYFKaCmJjMviZ9rpAZMbaEMsXtrYQNqaLM2GwKNgRv+eVV0qyUvctypX5Vqt5mceThBE7hHDy4hircQw0awADhGV7hzXl0Xpx352PRmnOymWP4A+fzB3LTjLM=</latexit>

+
<latexit sha1_base64="HFb7vPGXWshKfdtTiumEDK16me0=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGE3CnoMevGYgHlAsoTZSW8yZnZ2mZkVQsgXePGgiFc/yZt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3BYng2rjut5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHTR2nimGDxSJW7YBqFFxiw3AjsJ0opFEgsBWM7mZ+6wmV5rF8MOME/YgOJA85o8ZK9YteseSW3TnIKvEyUoIMtV7xq9uPWRqhNExQrTuemxh/QpXhTOC00E01JpSN6AA7lkoaofYn80On5MwqfRLGypY0ZK7+npjQSOtxFNjOiJqhXvZm4n9eJzXhjT/hMkkNSrZYFKaCmJjMviZ9rpAZMbaEMsXtrYQNqaLM2GwKNgRv+eVV0qyUvctypX5Vqt5mceThBE7hHDy4hircQw0awADhGV7hzXl0Xpx352PRmnOymWP4A+fzB3LTjLM=</latexit>

x(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="0/c74ZxaxbQ/fx+9aT5avb8EXX0=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BItQL2W3CnosevFYwX5Au5Rsmm1Dk+ySzIpl6V/w4kERr/4hb/4bs+0etPXBwOO9GWbmBbHgBlz32ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjtokSTVmLRiLS3YAYJrhiLeAgWDfWjMhAsE4wuc38ziPThkfqAaYx8yUZKR5ySiCTnqpwPihX3Jo7B14lXk4qKEdzUP7qDyOaSKaACmJMz3Nj8FOigVPBZqV+YlhM6ISMWM9SRSQzfjq/dYbPrDLEYaRtKcBz9fdESqQxUxnYTklgbJa9TPzP6yUQXvspV3ECTNHFojARGCKcPY6HXDMKYmoJoZrbWzEdE00o2HhKNgRv+eVV0q7XvIta/f6y0rjJ4yiiE3SKqshDV6iB7lATtRBFY/SMXtGbI50X5935WLQWnHzmGP2B8/kDgxeN4w==</latexit>

ẋ(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="+juy2ldVNUoDaD3yBcUf8EfoiTE=">AAAB8XicbVBNTwIxFHyLX4hfqEcvjcQEL2QXTfRI9OIREwEjbEi3FGjodjftWyPZ8C+8eNAYr/4bb/4bC+xBwUmaTGbepO9NEEth0HW/ndzK6tr6Rn6zsLW9s7tX3D9omijRjDdYJCN9H1DDpVC8gQIlv481p2EgeSsYXU/91iPXRkTqDscx90M6UKIvGEUrPXR6EaZPkzKedoslt+LOQJaJl5ESZKh3i182zJKQK2SSGtP23Bj9lGoUTPJJoZMYHlM2ogPetlTRkBs/nW08ISdW6ZF+pO1TSGbq70RKQ2PGYWAnQ4pDs+hNxf+8doL9Sz8VKk6QKzb/qJ9IghGZnk96QnOGcmwJZVrYXQkbUk0Z2pIKtgRv8eRl0qxWvLNK9fa8VLvK6sjDERxDGTy4gBrcQB0awEDBM7zCm2OcF+fd+ZiP5pwscwh/4Hz+AGRbkLo=</latexit>

A
<latexit sha1_base64="45d1yBRyuohMlTapPsxO6pw3DHE=">AAAB73icbVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHbRRI+oF4+YyCOBDZkdGpgwO7vO9BrJhp/w4kFjvPo73vwbB9iDgpV0UqnqTndXEEth0HW/ndzK6tr6Rn6zsLW9s7tX3D9omCjRHOo8kpFuBcyAFArqKFBCK9bAwkBCMxjdTP3mI2gjInWP4xj8kA2U6AvO0EqtDsITpleTbrHklt0Z6DLxMlIiGWrd4lenF/EkBIVcMmPanhujnzKNgkuYFDqJgZjxERtA21LFQjB+Ort3Qk+s0qP9SNtSSGfq74mUhcaMw8B2hgyHZtGbiv957QT7l34qVJwgKD5f1E8kxYhOn6c9oYGjHFvCuBb2VsqHTDOONqKCDcFbfHmZNCpl76xcuTsvVa+zOPLkiByTU+KRC1Ilt6RG6oQTSZ7JK3lzHpwX5935mLfmnGzmkPyB8/kDVHeQKA==</latexit>

B
<latexit sha1_base64="mbUbk0qCqdhenaZ68hDRP0/je4E=">AAAB73icbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHbRRI8ELx4xkUcCGzI7DDBhdnad6TWSDT/hxYPGePV3vPk3DrAHBSvppFLVne6uIJbCoOt+O7m19Y3Nrfx2YWd3b/+geHjUNFGiGW+wSEa6HVDDpVC8gQIlb8ea0zCQvBWMb2Z+65FrIyJ1j5OY+yEdKjEQjKKV2l3kT5jWpr1iyS27c5BV4mWkBBnqveJXtx+xJOQKmaTGdDw3Rj+lGgWTfFroJobHlI3pkHcsVTTkxk/n907JmVX6ZBBpWwrJXP09kdLQmEkY2M6Q4sgsezPxP6+T4ODaT4WKE+SKLRYNEkkwIrPnSV9ozlBOLKFMC3srYSOqKUMbUcGG4C2/vEqalbJ3Ua7cXZaqtSyOPJzAKZyDB1dQhVuoQwMYSHiGV3hzHpwX5935WLTmnGzmGP7A+fwBVfyQKQ==</latexit>

C
<latexit sha1_base64="ip3qj/q69+gJ0kxhZz5TBeGPSaU=">AAAB73icbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHbRRI9ELh4xkUcCGzI7DDBhdnad6TWSDT/hxYPGePV3vPk3DrAHBSvppFLVne6uIJbCoOt+O7m19Y3Nrfx2YWd3b/+geHjUNFGiGW+wSEa6HVDDpVC8gQIlb8ea0zCQvBWMazO/9ci1EZG6x0nM/ZAOlRgIRtFK7S7yJ0xr016x5JbdOcgq8TJSggz1XvGr249YEnKFTFJjOp4bo59SjYJJPi10E8NjysZ0yDuWKhpy46fze6fkzCp9Moi0LYVkrv6eSGlozCQMbGdIcWSWvZn4n9dJcHDtp0LFCXLFFosGiSQYkdnzpC80ZygnllCmhb2VsBHVlKGNqGBD8JZfXiXNStm7KFfuLkvVmyyOPJzAKZyDB1dQhVuoQwMYSHiGV3hzHpwX5935WLTmnGzmGP7A+fwBV4GQKg==</latexit>

r(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="rBXQE55eHYEsI0hzr4eZeT+N66Y=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BItQLyWpgh6LXjxWsLXQhrLZbtqlu5uwOxFK6V/w4kERr/4hb/4bN20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwkRwg5737RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFR28SppqxFYxHrTkgME1yxFnIUrJNoRmQo2GM4vs38xyemDY/VA04SFkgyVDzilGAm6Sqe98sVr+bN4a4SPycVyNHsl796g5imkimkghjT9b0EgynRyKlgs1IvNSwhdEyGrGupIpKZYDq/deaeWWXgRrG2pdCdq78npkQaM5Gh7ZQER2bZy8T/vG6K0XUw5SpJkSm6WBSlwsXYzR53B1wzimJiCaGa21tdOiKaULTxlGwI/vLLq6Rdr/kXtfr9ZaVxk8dRhBM4hSr4cAUNuIMmtIDCCJ7hFd4c6bw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w957Y3d</latexit>

+
<latexit sha1_base64="HFb7vPGXWshKfdtTiumEDK16me0=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGE3CnoMevGYgHlAsoTZSW8yZnZ2mZkVQsgXePGgiFc/yZt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3BYng2rjut5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHTR2nimGDxSJW7YBqFFxiw3AjsJ0opFEgsBWM7mZ+6wmV5rF8MOME/YgOJA85o8ZK9YteseSW3TnIKvEyUoIMtV7xq9uPWRqhNExQrTuemxh/QpXhTOC00E01JpSN6AA7lkoaofYn80On5MwqfRLGypY0ZK7+npjQSOtxFNjOiJqhXvZm4n9eJzXhjT/hMkkNSrZYFKaCmJjMviZ9rpAZMbaEMsXtrYQNqaLM2GwKNgRv+eVV0qyUvctypX5Vqt5mceThBE7hHDy4hircQw0awADhGV7hzXl0Xpx352PRmnOymWP4A+fzB3LTjLM=</latexit>

+
<latexit sha1_base64="HFb7vPGXWshKfdtTiumEDK16me0=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGE3CnoMevGYgHlAsoTZSW8yZnZ2mZkVQsgXePGgiFc/yZt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3BYng2rjut5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHTR2nimGDxSJW7YBqFFxiw3AjsJ0opFEgsBWM7mZ+6wmV5rF8MOME/YgOJA85o8ZK9YteseSW3TnIKvEyUoIMtV7xq9uPWRqhNExQrTuemxh/QpXhTOC00E01JpSN6AA7lkoaofYn80On5MwqfRLGypY0ZK7+npjQSOtxFNjOiJqhXvZm4n9eJzXhjT/hMkkNSrZYFKaCmJjMviZ9rpAZMbaEMsXtrYQNqaLM2GwKNgRv+eVV0qyUvctypX5Vqt5mceThBE7hHDy4hircQw0awADhGV7hzXl0Xpx352PRmnOymWP4A+fzB3LTjLM=</latexit>

D
<latexit sha1_base64="qINkEiLyNBOtWdnfj7DjIhdMxrI=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexGQY9BPXiMYB6QLGF20kmGzM6uM71iWPITXjwo4tXf8ebfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dQSyFQdf9dnIrq2vrG/nNwtb2zu5ecf+gYaJEc6jzSEa6FTADUiioo0AJrVgDCwMJzWB0PfWbj6CNiNQ9jmPwQzZQoi84Qyu1OghPmN5MusWSW3ZnoMvEy0iJZKh1i1+dXsSTEBRyyYxpe26Mfso0Ci5hUugkBmLGR2wAbUsVC8H46ezeCT2xSo/2I21LIZ2pvydSFhozDgPbGTIcmkVvKv7ntRPsX/qpUHGCoPh8UT+RFCM6fZ72hAaOcmwJ41rYWykfMs042ogKNgRv8eVl0qiUvbNy5e68VL3K4siTI3JMTolHLkiV3JIaqRNOJHkmr+TNeXBenHfnY96ac7KZQ/IHzucPWQaQKw==</latexit>

+
<latexit sha1_base64="HFb7vPGXWshKfdtTiumEDK16me0=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGE3CnoMevGYgHlAsoTZSW8yZnZ2mZkVQsgXePGgiFc/yZt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3BYng2rjut5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHTR2nimGDxSJW7YBqFFxiw3AjsJ0opFEgsBWM7mZ+6wmV5rF8MOME/YgOJA85o8ZK9YteseSW3TnIKvEyUoIMtV7xq9uPWRqhNExQrTuemxh/QpXhTOC00E01JpSN6AA7lkoaofYn80On5MwqfRLGypY0ZK7+npjQSOtxFNjOiJqhXvZm4n9eJzXhjT/hMkkNSrZYFKaCmJjMviZ9rpAZMbaEMsXtrYQNqaLM2GwKNgRv+eVV0qyUvctypX5Vqt5mceThBE7hHDy4hircQw0awADhGV7hzXl0Xpx352PRmnOymWP4A+fzB3LTjLM=</latexit>

+
<latexit sha1_base64="HFb7vPGXWshKfdtTiumEDK16me0=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGE3CnoMevGYgHlAsoTZSW8yZnZ2mZkVQsgXePGgiFc/yZt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3BYng2rjut5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHTR2nimGDxSJW7YBqFFxiw3AjsJ0opFEgsBWM7mZ+6wmV5rF8MOME/YgOJA85o8ZK9YteseSW3TnIKvEyUoIMtV7xq9uPWRqhNExQrTuemxh/QpXhTOC00E01JpSN6AA7lkoaofYn80On5MwqfRLGypY0ZK7+npjQSOtxFNjOiJqhXvZm4n9eJzXhjT/hMkkNSrZYFKaCmJjMviZ9rpAZMbaEMsXtrYQNqaLM2GwKNgRv+eVV0qyUvctypX5Vqt5mceThBE7hHDy4hircQw0awADhGV7hzXl0Xpx352PRmnOymWP4A+fzB3LTjLM=</latexit>

Z

<latexit sha1_base64="5YKVstUnDY713XB7LeyZEQqcyBI=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV9Fj04rGC/YA2lM120y7d3YTdiVBC/4IXD4p49Q9589+YtDlo64OBx3szzMwLYiksuu63s7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo7bNkoM4y0Wych0A2q5FJq3UKDk3dhwqgLJO8HkLvc7T9xYEelHnMbcV3SkRSgYxVzqC42DStWtuXOQVeIVpAoFmoPKV38YsURxjUxSa3ueG6OfUoOCST4r9xPLY8omdMR7GdVUceun81tn5DxThiSMTFYayVz9PZFSZe1UBVmnoji2y14u/uf1Egxv/FToOEGu2WJRmEiCEckfJ0NhOEM5zQhlRmS3EjamhjLM4ilnIXjLL6+Sdr3mXdbqD1fVxm0RRwlO4QwuwINraMA9NKEFDMbwDK/w5ijnxXl3Phata04xcwJ/4Hz+ACP2jk0=</latexit>

+
<latexit sha1_base64="HFb7vPGXWshKfdtTiumEDK16me0=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGE3CnoMevGYgHlAsoTZSW8yZnZ2mZkVQsgXePGgiFc/yZt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3BYng2rjut5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHTR2nimGDxSJW7YBqFFxiw3AjsJ0opFEgsBWM7mZ+6wmV5rF8MOME/YgOJA85o8ZK9YteseSW3TnIKvEyUoIMtV7xq9uPWRqhNExQrTuemxh/QpXhTOC00E01JpSN6AA7lkoaofYn80On5MwqfRLGypY0ZK7+npjQSOtxFNjOiJqhXvZm4n9eJzXhjT/hMkkNSrZYFKaCmJjMviZ9rpAZMbaEMsXtrYQNqaLM2GwKNgRv+eVV0qyUvctypX5Vqt5mceThBE7hHDy4hircQw0awADhGV7hzXl0Xpx352PRmnOymWP4A+fzB3LTjLM=</latexit> +

<latexit sha1_base64="HFb7vPGXWshKfdtTiumEDK16me0=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGE3CnoMevGYgHlAsoTZSW8yZnZ2mZkVQsgXePGgiFc/yZt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3BYng2rjut5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHTR2nimGDxSJW7YBqFFxiw3AjsJ0opFEgsBWM7mZ+6wmV5rF8MOME/YgOJA85o8ZK9YteseSW3TnIKvEyUoIMtV7xq9uPWRqhNExQrTuemxh/QpXhTOC00E01JpSN6AA7lkoaofYn80On5MwqfRLGypY0ZK7+npjQSOtxFNjOiJqhXvZm4n9eJzXhjT/hMkkNSrZYFKaCmJjMviZ9rpAZMbaEMsXtrYQNqaLM2GwKNgRv+eVV0qyUvctypX5Vqt5mceThBE7hHDy4hircQw0awADhGV7hzXl0Xpx352PRmnOymWP4A+fzB3LTjLM=</latexit>
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Figure 8: Block diagram for the output feedback controller, including a linear state observer.

(p = 1), i.e.,

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t)
y(t) = Cx(t) +Du(t),

where C ∈ R1×n and D ∈ R1×m are row vectors. We will discuss at the end of the
section the necessary modifications in case of multiple outputs.

It turns out that for linear systems a linear observer is sufficient to construct an
estimate of the state. In particular, for any time instance t, the observer will
produce an estimate x̂(t) for the actual state x(t), using only current and past
inputs and outputs (information available through measurements), i.e., u(τ) and
y(τ) for τ ∈ [0, t]. To achieve this, the observer is yet another LTI system, which
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acts as a replica of the actual system (in the sense that we employ the state space
matrices (A,B,C,D)) described by

Linear state observer:

˙̂x(t) = Ax̂(t) +Bu(t) + L(y(t)− ŷ(t))
ŷ(t) = Cx̂(t) +Du(t).

At time t, the observer uses only its current state and output estimates x̂(t) and
ŷ(t), respectively, the input u(t) and the actual output y(t) that is available by
means of measurements to update its state estimate. Notice that the actual state
x(t) is not used anywhere in the observer’s equations. The derivative of the state
estimate x̂(t) will thus depend on the current input and output of the actual system,
while x̂(t) depends implicitly (see the solution form for LTI systems) on past inputs
and outputs as well. See the lower shaded block of Figure 8 for a block diagram
representation of a linear observer.

The linear term L(y(t)− ŷ(t)) acts as a correction proxy, introducing an estimate of
the difference between the actual and the estimated output, which we would ideally
like to steer to zero. The matrix (column vector in single output systems) L ∈ Rn

is called the observer gain matrix . We would like to select the entries of L so that
the observer generates a “good” estimate x̂(t) of x(t). To quantify this, we study
the evolution of the so called estimation error e(t) = x(t)− x̂(t), i.e.,

ė(t) = ẋ(t)− ˙̂x(t)
= Ax(t) +

�
��
�

Bu(t) − Ax̂(t)−
�
��
�

Bu(t) − L(y(t)− ŷ(t))
= A(x(t)− x̂(t))− L(Cx(t) + ���

�Du(t) − Cx̂(t)− ����Du(t))
= (A− LC)(x(t)− x̂(t))
= (A− LC)e(t),

where in the third equation we replaced y(t) and ŷ(t) with the output equation
of the corresponding LTI description. Therefore, the evolution of the estimation
error is an autonomous LTI system. It will be asymptotically stable, hence x̂(t) will
converge to x(t), if and only if all eigenvalues of A− LC have negative real part.
Otherwise, if the system is stable, given an inaccurate initial estimate, x̂(t) will
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remain at some “distance” from the actual estimate, while if the system is unstable
then that distance will grow towards infinity, implying that our estimate diverges.
Note that matrix B does not influence the behaviour of the error estimate, similarly
to the way C does not appear in the state feedback design procedure.

7.1.2 Observer gain selection

It turns out that to design an efficient observer whose estimate will converge to the
actual state we need to have the ability to place the eigenvalues of the observer
gain matrix A− LC at desired locations, and in particular select the gains in L so
that these target eigenvalues have negative real part.

The ability of placing the eigenvalues of A − LC at a target set of eigenvalues is
related to observability. This is in some sense dual to the fact that the eigenvalues
of A+BK were related to controllability in Theorem 4.

Theorem 5 (Observability & eigenvalues of A−LC). A single output LTI sys-
tem is observable if and only if for any target set of eigenvalues {λ1, . . . , λn},

there exists L such that: eigenvalues of A− LC = {λ1, . . . , λn}.

Theorem 5 shows that for observable systems there always exists a choice for L so
that we place the eigenvalues of A−LC at any desired set of target locations. Due
to the structural similarity between A−LC and A+BK, to construct the observer
gain matrix L so that we place the eigenvalues of A − LC, we can follow exactly
the same steps with the pole placement procedure of Chapter 6 with A − LC in
place of A+BK. This results in equating the coefficients of the target polynomial
with the characteristic polynomial of A− LC, i.e.,

target characteristic polynomial: λn + d1λ
n−1 + . . .+ dn−1λ+ dn

= det(λI − (A− LC)).

For single output systems this results in solving a linear system of equations with
an equal number of unknowns. To solve that system of equations we distinguish
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the following cases:

1. The system is observable. Then the system of equations admits a unique
solution; in fact, existence of a solution for observable systems is guaranteed
by means of Theorem 5. If the target eigenvalues all have negative real part,
then we can guarantee that the observer estimation error converges to zero, so
asymptotically we tend to construct the entire system state, even if this was
unavailable via measurements.

2. The system is unobservable and at least one eigenvalue corresponding to the
unobservable part has positive real part. By Theorem 3 this will be one of
the eigenvalues of A22 and A44 if Kalman decomposition is performed. In that
case the system of equations does not have a solution. This corresponds to a
case where the system is unstable, and the unstable part is unobservable, so
we can not achieve a stable observer estimation error.

3. The system is unobservable but all eigenvalues corresponding to the unob-
servable part have negative real part. The system of equations admits then
a solution as long as we include the eigenvalues of the unobservable part in
the target set. However, the solution might not necessarily be unique. This
corresponds to the case of an unobservable but detectable system.

For systems with multiple outputs (p > 1) the previous statements remain valid,
however, equating the polynomial coefficients leads to a system of n equations
with np unknowns. Hence, we will have more unknowns than equations, implying
that the system will not admit a unique solution even if the original LTI system is
observable. Note that all these conclusions are in complete symmetry with respect
to the ones obtained in the previous chapter for state feedback control design.

Ò Example 17. Consider the LTI system of Example 14, with matrices

A =
 0 1
−1 −1

 and C =
[
1 0

]
.

Design a linear state observer so that the estimation error system has
eigenvalues at −1 and −2.
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Solution: The system is of order n = 2 and has a single output as C is a

row vector. We thus seek a control gain matrix of the form L =
`1

`2

. The

estimation error system involves the matrix

A− LC =
 −`1 1
−1− `2 −1

 .
To determine `1 and `2 so that the eigenvalues of the estimation error
system (hence of A − LC) become −1 and −2, we apply the pole place-
ment procedure of Chapter 6 with A−LC in place of A+BK. We thus have:

Step 1. The target set of eigenvalues is provided in this case, and we denote
it as {λ1, λ2} = {−1,−2}.

Step 2. The target characteristic polynomial is given by

(λ− λ1)(λ− λ2) = (λ+ 1)(λ+ 2) = λ2 + 3λ+ 2.

Step 3. The characteristic polynomial of A− LC is given by

det(λI − (A− LC)) = λ2 + (1 + `1)λ+ (1 + `1 + `2).

Step 4. Equating the coefficients of the polynomials of Step 2 and Step 3 we
obtain

1 + `1 = 3 ⇒ `1 = 2
1 + `1 + `2 = 2 ⇒ `2 = −1.

The resulting system of equations admitted a unique solution, as the given
system was single output and it was shown in Example 14 to be observable.

7.2 Output feedback control

7.2.1 Closed loop system

We have already seen that if the state is fully known, then a state feedback controller
can be designed. We have also shown that if the state is not fully known then a
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linear state observer with gain matrix L can be designed. Combining these designs
we come up with the architecture of Figure 8, which serves as a straightforward
implementation of output feedback. To see this, notice that it involves feedback of
the estimated state x̂(t) with a feedback gain matrix K. The estimated state is the
output of the observer, which in turn depends on the output of the actual system
y(t). This introduces in an implicit manner output feedback.

However, we still need to show that putting the design of the observer gain matrix
L together with that of the (estimated) state feedback gain matrix K leads to
the desired closed loop performance. In particular, we would like to ensure that
the transient estimation error in the observer will not interfere with the state feed-
back controller leading to a destabilizing behaviour, which in turn may increase the
estimation error and eventually result in an unstable closed loop system.

To address this issue, we will study the behaviour of the closed loop system of
Figure 8, and in particular we will compute its eigenvalues. To this end, we have
that

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t)
→ LTI system

y(t) = Cx(t) +Du(t)

u(t) = Kx̂(t) + r(t) → (estimated) state feedback

˙̂x(t) = Ax̂(t) +Bu(t) + L(y(t)− ŷ(t))
→ state observer

ŷ(t) = Cx̂(t) +Du(t).

Substituting one equation into the other so that we eliminate ŷ(t) and u(t), we
obtain the following closed loop system description:

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +BKx̂(t) +Br(t)
˙̂x(t) = LCx(t) + (A+BK − LC)x̂(t) +Br(t)
y(t) = Cx(t) +DKx̂(t) +Dr(t).

The closed loop system is itself an LTI system with a state vector
x(t)
x̂(t)

 ∈ R2n

(both the actual and the estimated state), an input vector r(t) ∈ Rm, and an
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output vector y(t) ∈ Rp. We can write it in state space form as
ẋ(t)

˙̂x(t)

 =
 A BK

LC A+BK − LC


x(t)
x̂(t)

 +
B
B

 r(t)

y(t) =
[
C DK

] x(t)
x̂(t)

 +Dr(t).

7.2.2 Separation principle

The state space representation above captures the evolution of the actual and the
estimated state. However, we are mainly concerned about the evolution of the
actual state x(t) and the estimation error e(t) = x(t)− x̂(t). To this end, replacing
x̂(t) = x(t)− e(t), or else considering the (invertible) coordinate transformation

x(t)
e(t)

 =
 x(t)
x(t)− x̂(t)

 =
I 0
I −I


x(t)
x̂(t)

 ,
we can render e(t) as one of the states, resulting in the following equivalent state
space description of the closed loop system:ẋ(t)

ė(t)

 =
A+BK −BK

0 A− LC


x(t)
e(t)

 +
B

0

 r(t)

y(t) =
[
C +DK −DK

] x(t)
e(t)

 +Dr(t).

The new state space representation has the advantage that not only it involves
the state estimation error as one of the system states, but it also involves a block
triangular system matrix. However, the determinant of a block triangular matrix
coincides with the product of the determinants of the associated blocks. We thus
have that

Separation principle:

det

λI − (A+BK) BK

0 λI − (A− LC)




= det
(
λI − (A+BK)

)
det

(
λI − (A− LC)

)
.
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This property of the closed loop system is known as the separation principle, as
the 2n eigenvalues of the closed loop system coincide with the n eigenvalues of the
system if full state feedback were available (roots of det

(
λI− (A+BK)

)
), and the

n eigenvalues of the state estimation error system (roots of det
(
λI − (A−LC)

)
).

Its consequence is that to design output feedback controllers for linear systems, it
is sufficient to design the feedback gain matrix K and the observer gain matrix L
separately, and then put them them together, while having guarantees about the
closed loop system performance. It should be noted that the separation principle
does not directly extend to systems that are not linear.

Therefore, if an LTI system is both controllable and observable, Theorems 4 and
5 together with the separation principle imply that the eigenvalues of the closed
loop system can be arbitrarily placed by selecting the target eigenvalues of A+BK

and A−LC to have a sufficiently negative real part, thus resulting in an arbitrarily
fast, asymptotically stable performance. However, the LTI system is typically only
an abstraction of the actual system which may exhibit nonlinearities, actuation
saturations, etc. Hence, selecting the eigenvalues to have arbitrarily negative real
parts may lead to high control gains that in turn may be clipped by input saturations,
leading to erroneous closed loop performance. To this end, the choice of the
eigenvalues of the closed loop system (and hence the gains of the controller and the
observer) usually involves a trade-off between a fast and stable response and other
performance considerations. We will investigate an optimal control methodology to
achieve such a trade-off in the next chapter.

7.3 Summary

This chapter discussed output feedback control, or in other words, it provided
a procedure to design feedback gains if only some components of the state are
available in the output of the system in the form of measurements. To construct an
estimate of the entire state vector a linear state observer was designed. The main
learning outcomes of the chapter can be summarized as follows:

• Linear state observer. We showed that linear state observers can be designed
to construct an estimate of the actual state (see lower shaded block in Figure
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8). In particular, the important implication of Theorem 5 is that observability
ensures the existence of an observer such that the state estimation error is
under control. Using again the pole placement procedure we can construct such
an observer. It involves equating the coefficients of the target characteristic
polynomial, with those of the characteristic polynomial of A− LC, i.e.,

target characteristic polynomial
= characteristic polynomial of A− LC = det(λI − (A− LC)).

Note that the coefficients of det(λI − (A − LC)) are linear functions of the
entries of L, hence for single output systems the equality above results in a sys-
tem of n equations with n unknowns. If the original LTI system is observable,
then this system admits a unique solution for the gains in L.

• Output feedback. A feedback controller was designed closing the loop via
the estimated state. That state was in turn dependent on the output of the
system (through the observer equations), thus resulting in an output feedback
implementation (see feedback interconnection between the upper and lower
blocks in Figure 8, using a feedback gain matrix K).

• Separation principle. The so called separation principle is a property of linear
systems, which shows that

eigenvalues of closed loop system
= eigenvalues of A+BK and eigenvalues of A− LC.

As a result, we can select K and L separately, each of them by means of
pole placement for A + BK and A − LC, respectively. For controllable and
observable systems, putting them together in the closed loop architecture of
Figure 8 can result in a stable performance and a convergent state estimation
error.
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8 Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR)

We have seen that minimum energy controllers are optimal in the sense of mini-
mizing the control effort, however, they are open loop. At the same time state and
output feedback controllers introduce feedback, however, they are not optimal with
respect to a given performance criterion. The following question thus pertains:

• Is it possible to design feedback controllers that are at the same time optimal
with respect to a given criterion that involves (possibly) both the state and
the input of the system?

It turns out that this is indeed possible. We will assume that the entire state is
available by means of measurements, and design a state feedback controller that
will optimize a quadratic function of the state and the input. Such a controller is
known as Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) and is within the realm of optimization
based control.

8.1 Finite horizon optimal control problem

8.1.1 Problem statement

Consider a system whose state starts from x(0) = x0 and evolves according to

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t).

We also consider a finite horizon problem with horizon length T , and aim at de-
signing a control input trajectory u(·) that is optimal with respect to a certain
cost criterion over the time interval [0, T ], while resulting in a state trajectory that
satisfies the ODE above and the initial condition. We take the cost criterion to be
a cummulative penalty over the time horizon on the state and the control input,
namely,

J(u) =
∫ T

0

(
x(t)>Qx(t) + u(t)>Ru(t)

)
dt︸ ︷︷ ︸

running cost

+x(T )>QTx(T )︸ ︷︷ ︸
terminal cost

,

where the integral acts like the continuous analogue of summation, accumulating
penalty terms corresponding to the different time instances within our horizon.
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Overall, the cost function is the sum of a running cost, which penalizes the state
and the input, and a terminal cost, which penalizes the state at the end of the
horizon. We can further distinguish three terms:

1. Running state penalty: x(t)>Qx(t). This is a quadratic penalty on the state
x(t) at any t within the given horizon, with Q = Q> � 0 (symmetric and
positive semidefinite).

2. Running input penalty: u(t)>Ru(t). This is a quadratic penalty on the state
u(t) at any t within the given horizon, with R = R> � 0 (symmetric and
positive definite).

3. Terminal state penalty: x(T )>QTx(T ). This is a quadratic penalty on the
state x(T ) at the end of the horizon, with QT = Q>T � 0 (symmetric and
positive semidefinite).

Notice that if QT = 0 then we only have a running but no terminal cost, while if
Q = QT = 0 and R = I, then we just penalize the input in the cost function, as in
the case of minimum energy controllers. It should be noted that the cost function
J depends on the control input u that we seek to determine, as well as on the
initial state x0 and the length of the time horizon T (even though the dependency
on these parameters is not made explicit). J does not depend on the state x(t), as
this is an “internal” variable, and as the ODE evolves then states can be written
as functions of the initial condition and past inputs (as also witnessed by the state
solution of an LTI system).

The problem of seeking a control input trajectory that is optimal with respect to
this quadratic cost, while being compatible with the linear ODE, is called finite
horizon Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) problem. It can be written as

Finite horizon LQR problem: Find u(·) : [0, T ]→ Rm such that we

minimize J(u) =
∫ T

0

(
x(t)>Qx(t) + u(t)>Ru(t)

)
dt+ x(T )>QTx(T )

subject to ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t), for all t ∈ [0, T ],
x(0) = x0.
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8.1.2 Riccati equation and optimal controller

The controller that solves the optimal control problem, or in other words the LQR
controller, admits a closed form expression. This is provided in following theorem
which establishes the LQR solution and the associated optimal cost.

Theorem 6 (finite horizon LQR controller). The finite horizon LQR problem
can be solved by means of the following steps:

1. Solve the so called Riccati differential equation

−Ṗ (t) = P (t)A+ A>P (t) +Q− P (t)BR−1B>P (t)
with P (T ) = QT ,

and denote its (unique) solution by P (t) ∈ Rn×n. For any t, P (t) is
symmetric and positive semidefinite.

2. The finite horizon optimal LQR controller can be then constructed as

u?(t) = K(t)x(t) = −R−1B>P (t)x(t),

where P (t) is the solution of the Riccati differential equation over [0, T ].

3. The associated optimal LQR cost is given by

J(u?) = x>0 P (0)x0.

It should be remarked that:

• To compute P (t) as a function of time we need to solve the Riccati differential
equation. This is a differential equation that involves a matrix, so we have as
many ODEs as the number of entries of P (t). Existence and uniqueness of
solutions to the Riccati equation relies on the fact that P (t) (and hence also
the cost) can be shown to remain bounded over finite time horizons.

• The Riccati differential equation is solved backwards in time, as we are given
a terminal condition P (T ) = QT , and seek the solution for t ∈ [0, T ]. This
implies that for a given horizon T we first need to solve the Riccati equation
over [0, T ], and then construct the optimal controller.
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• The finite horizon LQR controller is state feedback, however, the feedback
gain matrix is no longer time invariant, but depends on time through P (t).
The state feedback gain matrix is then given by K(t) = −R−1B>P (t), where
R−1 is well defined since R is positive definite.

• The optimal cost depends only the initial state x0 and the initial value of the
solution to the Riccati equation P (0).

We first illustrate Theorem 6 by means of an example for a single state system, and
then state its proof.

Ò Example 18. Let T be a given finite horizon length, and consider an
LTI system whose evolves according to ẋ(t) = u(t), starting from x(0) = x0.
Design a state feedback control input that minimizes the cost∫ T

0

(
x(t)2 + u(t)2)dt.

Solution: By the given ODE we infer that A = 0 and B = 1, both scalars as
the system has n = 1 state. From the cost function description we have that

Q = 1, R = 1, and QT = 0. [all scalars]

As a result, P (t) is a scalar that needs to satisfy the Riccati equation, which
under the numerical values above becomes:

−Ṗ (t) = P (t)A+ A>P (t) +Q− P (t)BR−1B>P (t)
= 1− P (t)2,

with P (T ) = 0. We solve this ODE by separation of variables. We have that
(P (t) 6= ±1 as this would not be compatible with the terminal condition)

1
1− P 2dP = −dt ⇒

∫ 1
1− P 2dP = −

∫
dt

[using partial fraction expansion]

⇔
∫ (1

2
1

1− P + 1
2

1
1 + P

)
dP = −t+ constant

⇒ − 1
2 ln(|1− P |) + 1

2 ln(|1 + P |) = −t+ constant

[using P (T ) = 0 ⇒ constant = T ]

⇔ ln
∣∣∣∣1 + P

1− P

∣∣∣∣ = 2(T − t) ⇒ P (t) = e2(T−t) − 1
e2(T−t) + 1 .
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Notice that P (t) ≥ 0 for all t ∈ [0, T ] (we used |1+P
1−P

∣∣∣∣ = 1+P
1−P as the other case

is not compatible with the terminal condition). The optimal LQR controller is

u?(t) = −R−1B>P (t)x(t) = −e
2(T−t) − 1
e2(T−t) + 1x(t),

resulting in an optimal cost J(u?) = x>0 P (0)x0 = e2T−1
e2T+1x

2
0.

Proof of Theorem 6. There are several approaches to obtain the LQR controller
description, e.g., by means of dynamic programming or via the calculus of variations.
Here, we will do this by means of the so called “completing the square” approach;
its name will be clear in the sequel. It should be noted that we will not show that
the Riccati equation admits a unique solution; we will accept this as a fact and
denote this solution by P (t).

The cost criterion that we seek to minimize can be written as

J(u) =
∫ T
0

(
x(t)>Qx(t) + u(t)>Ru(t)

)
dt+ x(T )>QTx(T )

[adding and subtracting x>0 P (0)x0 and since QT = P (T )]

=
∫ T
0

(
x(t)>Qx(t) + u(t)>Ru(t)

)
dt

+ x(T )>P (T )x(T )− x>0 P (0)x0 + x>0 P (0)x0

[since x(T )>P (T )x(T )− x>0 P (0)x0 =
∫ T

0

d

dt

(
x(t)>P (t)x(t)

)
dt]

=
∫ T
0

(
x(t)>Qx(t) + u(t)>Ru(t) + d

dt

(
(x(t)>P (t)x(t)

))
dt+ x>0 P (0)x0.

Differentiating the quadratic expression we obtain that
d

dt

(
x(t)>P (t)x(t)

)
dt

= x(t)>P (t)ẋ(t) + ẋ(t)>P (t)x(t) + x(t)>Ṗ (t)x(t)
= x(t)>P (t)(Ax(t) +Bu(t)) + (Ax(t) +Bu(t))>P (t)x(t) + x(t)>Ṗ (t)x(t)

= x(t)>
(
P (t)A+ A>P (t) + Ṗ (t)

)
x(t) + x(t)>P (t)Bu(t) + u(t)>B>P (t)x(t)

= x(t)>
(
P (t)BR−1B>P (t)−Q

)
x(t) + x(t)>P (t)Bu(t) + u(t)>B>P (t)x(t),

where the second equality is due to the fact that ẋ(t) = Ax(t)+Bu(t), and the last
one is due to the fact that “blue” terms are equal since P (t) satisfies the Riccati
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differential equation. Substituting this derivative within the worked out expression
for J(u) (notice that the terms involving Q cancel out) we obtain that

J(u) =
∫ T

0

[
x(t)>P (t)BR−1B>P (t)x(t) + u(t)>Ru(t)

+ x(t)>P (t)Bu(t) + u(t)>B>P (t)x(t)
]
dt+ x>0 P (0)x0

=
∫ T

0

(
u(t) +R−1B>P (t)x(t)

)>
R
(
u(t) +R−1B>P (t)x(t)

)
dt

+ x>0 P (0)x0.

The last step can be shown by direct calculation and using the fact that P (t) is
symmetric (to see this expand the product in the second equality and notice that
it is identical to the sum in the square brackets in the first equality). The resulting
expression involves a quadratic integrand, thus justifying the fact that this procedure
is termed “completion of the square”. Only the first term in that expression depends
on u and, since R � 0, this quantity is minimized if the integrand is zero. This
leads to

u?(t) = −R−1B>P (t)x(t),

while the optimal cost becomes J(u?) = x>0 P (0)x0, thus concluding the proof.

8.2 Infinite horizon optimal control problem

We consider now an optimal control problem with an infinite time horizon. To this
end, there is no longer a terminal cost and we let T →∞, leading to the following
infinite horizon LQR problem.

Infinite horizon LQR problem: Find u(·) such that we

minimize J(u) =
∫ ∞

0

(
x(t)>Qx(t) + u(t)>Ru(t)

)
dt

subject to ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t), for all t,
x(0) = x0.

Notice that the difference with the finite horizon LQR problem is that the cost
criterion is now the cumulative penalty over an infinite time horizon. We can
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obtain the optimal solution to this problem as established in the following theorem,
by taking the limit as T → ∞ of the associated finite horizon problem with zero
terminal cost.

Theorem 7 (infinite horizon LQR controller). Assume that (A,B) is con-
trollable. The infinite horizon LQR problem can be solved by means of the
following steps:

1. For an arbitrary T let QT = 0 and solve the Riccati differential equation
introduced in the finite horizon case. Denote its solution by P (t), note
that P (t) depends on T , and compute

P̄ = lim
T→∞

P (t).

Notice that the limit is with respect to T and not t. It turns out that the
limit exists and P̄ ∈ Rn×n will be a symmetric constant matrix, indepen-
dent of t, and in particular, it will be a positive semidefinite solution to
the algebraic Riccati equation

PA+ A>P +Q− PBR−1B>P = 0.

2. The infinite horizon optimal LQR controller can be then constructed as

u?(t) = Kx(t) = −R−1B>P̄ x(t).

3. The optimal LQR cost is given by

J(u?) = x>0 P̄ x0.

It should be remarked that:

• Unlike the finite horizon case, the cost may no longer be bounded. To ensure
that the cost does not escape to infinity we impose the assumption that (A,B)
is controllable. In fact, we could allow for systems that are not necessary
controllable, but stabilizable.

• We will not show formally that P̄ is a constant matrix, i.e., independent of t.
This relies on the fact that the system under consideration is time invariant.
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Moreover, P̄ is guaranteed to be a solution of the algebraic Riccati equation
(notice that this follows from the differential one as Ṗ (t) vanishes for constant
matrices), however, it is not necessarily a unique one, and other solutions
(possibly negative definite) may also exist (see Example 19). For the other
solutions, the resulting controller is not guaranteed to be optimal.

• The optimal controller is again state feedback, however, this time the feedback
gain matrix K = −R−1B>P̄ is time invariant. As in the finite horizon case,
the optimal cost depends only on the initial state x0.

• The constructed optimal controller is not guaranteed to result in a stable closed
loop system. This is illustrated in Example 20 below. This example provides
insight on the underlying issues for such an undesirable behaviour. We will
then discuss which additional property our system needs to exhibit so that we
overcome this and achieve a stable closed loop performance.

Ò Example 19. Consider the infinite horizon counterpart of Example
18. Determine the optimal infinite horizon LQR controller, and specify all
solutions of the algebraic Riccati equation.

Solution: By Example 18 (notice that QT = 0) we have that

P (t) = e2(T−t) − 1
e2(T−t) + 1 ⇒ P̄ = lim

T→∞
P (t) = 1,

i.e., taking the limit as T →∞ we obtain P̄ as the limit of the solution of the
Riccati differential equation. The infinite horizon LQR controller is then given
by u?(t) = −x(t), which results in the closed loop system ẋ(t) = −x(t),
which is asymptotically stable (scalar state, eigenvalue equals to −1). The
optimal LQR cost is J(u?) = x>0 P̄ x0 = x2

0.

For the particular system and cost function matrices (all scalars in this case) –
see Example 18 for numerical values) – the algebraic Riccati equation becomes

PA+ A>P +Q− PBR−1B>P = 0
⇒ 1− P 2 = 0
⇒ P = 1 or P = −1.
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We thus observe that the algebraic Riccati equation admits multiple solutions,
with P̄ being one of them.

Ò Example 20. Consider an LTI system whose state evolves according to
ẋ(t) = x(t) + u(t), starting from x(0) = x0. Design a state feedback control
input that minimizes the cost

∫ ∞
0
u(t)2dt.

Moreover, specify all solutions of the algebraic Riccati equation.

Solution: The integrand of the cost function depends only on the input, and
in fact it is quadratic in u(t). Therefore, for this case there is no need to
determine the solution of the Riccati differential equation; it suffices to notice
that the cost is minimized if u?(t) = 0, which is thus the optimal controller
resulting in zero cost. The closed loop system becomes then

ẋ(t) = x(t).

For the given system and cost function we have that A = B = 1, Q = 0 and
R = 1 (all scalars). The algebraic Riccati equation becomes then

PA+ A>P +Q− PBR−1B>P = 0
⇒ 2P − P 2 = 0 ⇒ P (2− P ) = 0
⇒ P = 0 or P = 2.

We thus observe again that the algebraic Riccati equation admits multiple
solutions, both of them in this case being positive semidefinite.

Example 20 illustrates that the infinite horizon LQR controller does not necessarily
lead to a stable closed loop system. To see this notice that the solution of the
closed loop system ẋ(t) = x(t) escapes to infinity. The reason for this is that
the original system when no input is applied is unstable (scalar state, eigenvalue is
equal to 1), however, controllable as the controllability matrix in this case would be
P = B = 1 (A = B = 1, all of them being scalars). However, the (unstable but
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controllable) state is not penalized in the LQR cost that involves only the input.
As a result an increase of the system state (as this escapes to infinity) does not
result in an increase in the cost function we seek to minimize, hence the resulting
controller does not attempt to prevent this increase.

It turns out, that to avoid such cases we need to “see” the unstable parts of the
system in the LQR cost. Formally, this can be achieved if matrix Q that penalizes
the state in the cost can be written as C>Q̄C, where Q̄ is some positive definite
matrix, and the pair (A,C) is observable. In fact, the system does not necessarily
need to be observable, but detectable.

Overall, combining this with Theorem 7, if Q admits a representation as outlined
above, and the pairs (A,B) and (A,C) are controllable and observable, respectively,
then the infinite horizon LQR controller results in a stable closed loop performance.
Moreover, in this case P̄ is the unique positive semidefinite solution of the algebraic
Riccati equation. This suggests that rather than solving the differential Riccati
equation and taking the limit as T → ∞ to construct P̄ , we can directly solve
the algebraic Riccati equation and keep its (unique this time) positive semidefinite
solution. Notice that this can be verified in Example 19 (taking the output to
be equal to the single state, hence C = 1), where a unique positive semidefinite
solution exists (the other one is negative definite), while it is not the case in Example
20, as Q is zero thus not admitting the desired representation.

8.3 Summary

This chapter introduced the so called Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) both for
finite and infinite horizon optimal control problems, and showed that the LQR
controller minimizes a cost function which is quadratic with respect to the state
and input vector subject to the linear dynamics. The main learning outcomes of
the chapter can be summarized as follows:

• Finite horizon LQR controller:

The finite horizon LQR problem is time varying and is given by

u?(t) = −R−1B>P (t)x(t),
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where P (t) is symmetric and is the unique positive semidefinite solution
of the Riccati differential equation

−Ṗ (t) = P (t)A+ A>P (t) +Q− P (t)BR−1B>P (t)
with P (T ) = QT .

• Infinite horizon LQR controller:

If (A,B) is controllable or stablizable, the infinite horizon LQR problem
is time invariant and is given by

u?(t) = −R−1B>P̄ x(t),

where P̄ = limT→∞ P (t) is a symmetric constant matrix that results as
the limit of the solution P (t) of the Riccati differential equation with
QT = 0. It turns out that P̄ is a positive semidefinite solution (not
necessarily unique) of the algebraic Riccati equation

PA+ A>P +Q− PBR−1B>P = 0.

If in addition Q = C>Q̄C with Q̄ being positive definite, and (A,C)
is observable or detectable, then P̄ is the unique positive semidefinite
solution of the algebraic Riccati equation and the resulting LQR controller
renders the closed loop system stable.
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9 Appendix

In this chapter we list some basic results from linear algebra and analysis that
are used throughout the notes. The statements are provided without proofs; they
constitute a condensed summary and should not be treated as a detailed exposition
of the topic.

9.1 Selected results from linear algebra

9.1.1 Vectors and independence

Definition 3 (Linear independence). A set of vectors x1, . . . , xm ∈ Rn is said to
be linearly independent if for scalars a1, . . . , an,

a1x1 + . . .+ amxm = 0⇔ a1 = . . . = am = 0.

Otherwise, they are called linearly dependent.

9.1.2 Matrix properties

Fact 14 (Matrix product). For given matrices with arbitrary but appropriate
dimensions the matrix product satisfies the following properties:

1. Associative: (AB)C = A(BC).

2. Distributive with respect to addition: A(B + C) = AB + AC.

3. Non-commutative (in general): AB 6= BA.

4. Transpose: (AB)> = B>A>.

Notice that despite the fact that matrices in general do not commute, there still
exist matrices such that AB = BA. As an example, consider the following case:

1 0
0 1


0 1
0 0

 =
0 1
0 0


1 0
0 1

 .
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Definition 4 (Range & null space). The range and null space associated with a
matrix A ∈ Rm×n are given by

range(A) = {y ∈ Rm : ∃x ∈ Rn such that Ax = y},

null(A) = {x ∈ Rn such that Ax = 0}.

Recall that a square matrix A ∈ Rn×n is invertible if and only if range(A) = Rn, or
equivalently if and only if null(A) = {0}. For an invertible matrix A ∈ Rn×n, we
can directly compute its inverse by

A−1 = adj(A)
det(A) ,

where det(A) denotes the determinant of A, and adj(A) is the so called adjoint ma-
trix, given by the transpose of a matrix whose (i, j)-th entry is given by (−1)i+jMij,
where Mij is the determinant of the (n− 1)× (n− 1) matrix that emanates if the
i-th row and j-th column of A are removed.

9.1.3 Matrix eigenvalues and eigenvectors

Definition 5 (Eigenvalues & eigenvectors). A nonzero vector w ∈ C is called an
eigenvector of a matrix A ∈ Rn×n, if there exists λ ∈ C such that

Aw = λw.

We then call λ an eigenvalue of A.

Recall that even if the entries of A are real, the eigenvalues and eigenvectors could
be complex. The eigenvalues of a matrix A ∈ Rn×n can be determined as the n
roots of the so called characteristic polynomial, i.e.,

det(λI − A) = λn + a1λ
n−1 + . . .+ an−1λ+ an = 0,

where I is an identity matrix with appropriate dimensions. Parameters a1, . . . , an

are the coefficients of this n-th order polynomial.
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Theorem 8 (Cayley-Hamilton theorem). A matrix A ∈ Rn×n satisfies its
characteristic polynomial, i.e.,

An + a1A
n−1 + . . .+ an−1A+ anI = 0.

9.1.4 Matrix decomposition and positive definiteness

Definition 6 (Diagonalizable matrices). A matrix A ∈ Rn×n is said to be diago-
nalizable if its eigenvectors are linearly independent.

We then have the following sufficient conditions for a matrix to be diagonalizable,
i.e., to have linearly independent eigenvectors:

1. If a matrix A ∈ Rn×n has distinct eigenvalues (i.e., λi 6= λj for all i 6= j), then
its eigenvectors are linearly independent.

2. If a matrix is symmetric (A = A> ∈ Rn×n), then i) its eigenvalues are real; ii)
its eigenvectors are orthonormal.

Diagonalizable matrices admit the following decomposition.

Fact 15 (Decomposition of diagonalizable matrices). If A ∈ Rn×n is a diag-
onalizable matrix, then

A = WΛW−1,

where W ∈ Cn×n is a matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors of A, and
Λ ∈ Cn×n is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries correspond to the
eigenvalues of A.
If A is also symmetric (and hence diagonalizable), i.e., A = A>, then

A = WΛW>.

Note that even if W and Λ could in general have complex entries, WΛW−1 (this
is just A) always has real entries. Intuitively this occurs since complex eigenvalues
appear in conjugate pairs and cancellations of the imaginary parts occur when
multiplying them together.
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Definition 7 (Positive definiteness). A symmetric matrix (A = A> ∈ Rn×n) is
positive definite and we write A � 0 if x>Ax > 0 for all x 6= 0. It is positive
semidefinite and we write A � 0 if x>Ax ≥ 0 for all x 6= 0.

Notice that A � B (inequality in the positive semidefinite sense) is equivalent to
B−A � 0, or in other words x>(B−A)x ≥ 0 all for x 6= 0. A consequence of this
result is that if A is symmetric, then A � maxi=1,...,n λi(A) I = λmax(A) I, where
λi(A) denotes the i-th eigenvalue of A, λmax(A) the largest eigenvalue of A, and
I is the identity matrix of appropriate dimension.

Fact 16 (Maximum singular value dominance). For A>A (notice it is sym-
metric even if A is not, or if A ∈ Rm×n), we have that

A>A � λmax(A>A) I,

where
√
λmax(A>A) is the maximum singular value of A.

It should be noted that the eigenvalues of A>A are non-negative so the square root
is always well defined.

9.2 Selected results from analysis

9.2.1 Norms

Definition 8 (Norm). A norm on Rn is a function ‖ · ‖ : Rn → R such that

1. Triangle inequality: ‖x+ x̂‖ ≤ ‖x‖+ ‖x̂‖, for all x, x̂ ∈ Rn.

2. Scalar multiplication: ‖ax‖ = |a| ‖x‖, for all x ∈ Rn, a ∈ R.

3. Zero element: ‖x‖ = 0⇔ x = 0 (zero vector in Rn).

There are many norms; in these notes we will be using the Euclidean norm
(2-norm), i.e., for any x = [x1 . . . xn]> ∈ Rn,

‖x‖ =
√√√√ n∑
i=1
|xi|2.
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Notice that for simplicity we indicate it by ‖·‖, without introducing a subscript. Note
that ‖x‖ =

√
x>x, while for a matrix A ∈ Rm×n we have that ‖Ax‖ =

√
x>A>Ax

(we used the property of the matrix product transpose).

There also exist several matrix norms, as well as induced norms. Induced norms
(as the name suggests) are induced by the application of a matrix A ∈ Rm×n on a
vector x ∈ Rn, or in other words by the mapping Ax, and depend on the choice of
norm for Rn (where x takes values from) and Rm (where Ax takes values from).
Here, in the occasions where a matrix norm will be used, we will imply

‖A‖ =
√
λmax(A>A), [maximum singular value],

where
√
λmax(A>A) is the maximum singular value of A.

Notice that we use both ‖ · ‖ both for the Euclidean norm and the induced norm
above, however, the distinction should always be clear from whether the argument
is a vector or a matrix, respectively.

9.2.2 Linearity and continuity

Definition 9 (Linearity). A function f(·) : Rn → Rm (possibly vector-valued) is
called linear if for any x, x̂ ∈ Rn and scalars a1, a2 ∈ R,

f(a1x+ a2x̂) = a1f(x) + a2f(x̂).

Definition 10 (Continuity). Consider any x ∈ Rn. A function f(·) : Rn → Rm is
said to be continuous at x ∈ Rn if for all ε > 0, there exists δ > 0, such that

for any x̂ with ‖x− x̂‖ ≤ δ ⇒ ‖f(x)− f(x̂)‖ ≤ ε.

Intuitively, this implies that we can always pick x̂ close enough to a given x (δ-close),
if we would like f(x) and f(x̂) to remain close (ε-close). A stronger property than
continuity is the so called Lipschitz continuity condition, that encompasses a certain
function growth property.

Definition 11 (Lipschitz continuity). A function f(·) : Rn → Rm is Lipschitz
continuous if there exists a (finite) scalar L > 0 such that for all x, x̂ ∈ Rn,

‖f(x)− f(x̂)‖ ≤ L‖x− x̂‖.
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L is then called the Lipschitz constant of f .

Note that the Lipschitz continuity definition provided above is often referred to as
global Lipschitz continuity, as the same Lipschitz constant exists for all points x, x̂.
Intuitively, Lipschitz continuity implies that a function cannot grow infinitely steep
(think of x2 as x tends to infinity). Lipschitz continuous functions are continuous
but not vice versa (for instance, f(x) =

√
x is continuous but not Lipschitz con-

tinuous). Moreover, a function f does not need to be differentiable to be Lipschitz
continuous.

Ò Example 21. Show that the absolute value function f(x) = |x|
(non-differentiable at zero) is Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant
L = 1.

Solution: To show this we start by expanding the left-hand side in the Lip-
schitz continuity definition (note that the norm in the scalar case is just the
absolute value). We distinguish different cases according to the sign of x, x̂.
Consider first the case where x, x̂ ≥ 0. We then have that |x| = x and
|x̂| = x̂. Hence, ∣∣∣|x| − |x̂|∣∣∣ = |x− x̂|.

Consider now the case where x ≥ 0 and x̂ ≤ 0. We then have that |x| = x

and |x̂| = −x̂, which implies that
∣∣∣|x| − |x̂|∣∣∣ = |x+ x̂| ≤ |x− x̂|,

where the last inequality is due to the fact that x̂ ≤ 0. Reversing the roles
of x and x̂ covers the remaining cases. Therefore, in all cases we obtain∣∣∣|x| − |x̂|∣∣∣ ≤ |x − x̂|, thus showing that the absolute value is a Lipschitz
continuous function with Lipschitz constant equal to 1.

However, if a function is differentiable with bounded derivatives, then it is also
Lipschitz continuous. In general, the following implications hold:

Continuity ⇐ Lipschitz continuity ⇐ Differentiability with bounded derivatives.


